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altitude records to date. and heating devices; street, traffic, airport, and 
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and other pioneer developments. 
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by Dian C.F Bardeen | 
HE work of the Medical School and its associated School than are ad- s 
divisions has been greatly helped during the past mitted. For the com- 5 
two years by the completion of the Service Me- plete four year course Do 
morial Institute Building for the medical sciences not more than 48 stu- 

and hygiene. This building, authorized by the legis- dents in a class can be 
lature of 1925 as a memorial to those who served in the accepted because that is as many as can be given 
World War and occupied, though not quite completed training in the Wisconsin General Hospital with due 
in the fall of 1928, offers exceptionally good facilities regard for the welfare of the patients which must ever 
for teaching and research in physiology, biochemistry, be uppermost in a hospital. Somewhat more than an 
pharmacology, bacteriology, pathology, and radiology, equal number of students are admitted for the first two 
medical and surgical laboratory work, and in hygiene. years of the course only and then have to go elsewhere 
It houses the departments of the Medical School de- to complete their clinical training as all our students 
voted to these subjects, the State Laboratory of Hy- did before the four year course was established. For one 
giene, the laboratory of the State Toxicologist, the student who is admitted to either course several have 
library and shop of the Medical school and the X-Ray, to be rejected. Applications come from all over the 
radium, and physical therapy (exercise, massage, light, country and from foreign countries. 
heat and electric therapy) departments of the Wis- In the development of clinical teaching here, now in 
consin General Hospital, with which the new building its fifth year, a unique feature is the preceptor system. 
is connected. It is proving to be admirably adapted for The third year of the medical course is devoted to care- 
the purposes for which it was designed. fully supervised training of the students in the art of 

The building is used for teaching not only medical medicine and care of patients. The fourth year of the 
students but large numbers of other students who desire medical course extends through twelve months and is 
work in the medical sciences and hygiene. All classes divided into four quarters of three months each quarter, 
have expanded rapidly in numbers of students. Many There is no routine class work, but each student aids 
more students apply for matriculation in the Medical in taking care of patients under the supervision of 

various preceptors to whom he 
is assigned. ‘Two of the quar- 

; ters are spent at the Wisconsin 

cal =f General Hospital, one at Mil- 

A ed” es ea ie waukee, and one at a preceptor 
é é tl Bille. = rs, cit ty center in one of the smaller 

ya [alee er cities of the State. Preceptor 
Be yi eo centers have already been estab- 

= : oe roe. lished at La Crosse, Eau Claire, | 
be Pim. Te Marshfield, Oshkosh, Wausau, | 

” ee a eee See = Rhinelander, Ashland, Madison, 
Wik es : Co. Se ame Janesville and Milwaukee. In 

: i peg Ptr ie aig 7 Be 2 ee Milwaukee the students are 
es GLa Fe ee eee: | PE Ghee 2 given an opportunity for imme- 

; : < Re ie a ner diate acquaintance with the 

cai \ Su ie ae fees ogee clinical problems of a big in- 
uF Ms eee eT A | Ma meee nto . dustrial community. At the 

ve PS i gel aad aw ae | > other centers only one or two 

? a i i a a al ot i? > students are assigned to a 
7 Pa alas ls ¢ ba ray oa q given center at a given time. 

Ger te i nS 4 XS Fs ; We While there the student re- 

ok cere a e aE ie ceives a large amount of per- 
eae = Poel ae sonal attention and learns to 

AT THE CENTER THE WISCONSIN GENERAL HOSPITAL AND SERVICE ME- understand the conditions that 
MORIAL INSITUTE BUILDINGS. AT THE LEFT OF THESE THE BRADLEY MEMo. Confront the practitioner in the 
RIAL HOSPITAL AND STUDENT INFIRMARY. (Continued on page 34) 
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Laine : oo Dr. Alexander Meiklejohn. 

seen CT aa how the Greek material can be used for the accomplish- 
a ing of our purpose. The problem of the second year is 

ADAMS HALL much more difficult. To us who are in the midst of it 
American life seems far more complicated and inco- 

ITH respect to the course of study, it seems herent than that of ancient Athens. And the books of 

to us that definite progress has beenmade and interpretation and infomation about America are 
that future progress is within reach. As men- quite bewildering in their number and their variety of 
tioned last year, a number of different courses reference. The sophomore advisers for two years have 

have been suggested by members of our group as possible struggled with the problems here presented. And here 
substitutes for the regular and sophomore curriculum. again it may be said that, after some wondering, we 
Some of these are so promising that we hope they may seem to be finding out way. We expect to begin next 
be tried, here at Wisconsin or elsewhere, when condi- year’s work with a plan of readings selected from a 
tions are favorable. It has, however, seemed necessary coherent point of view and thus constituting a course of 
that for the present we keep as our own immediate study which has unity and which is relevant to our 
task that of bringing to clearness of idea and efficiency purpose. It would take a long time to tell the story of 
of operation the general outline with which we began. the deliberations which are thus summarily stated in 

A course of study has been made and shaped when two this paragraph. The best account of them will be found 
things have been done. First, a range of interest must in the copies of the ‘assignments’ which have this 
have been defined. Second, a body of literature must year been mimeographed and are available for any 
have been selected and presented as giving approach to members of the Faculty who would care to see them. 
that interest. In our own plan the “range of interest” Two special features of the sophomore work may be 
is the attempt to begin acquaintance with and under- mentioned in passing. This year we have used as in- 
standing of the work of the human mind as it creates troductory to the year’s work a laboratory study of the 
and fashions the ‘“‘civilizations’” in the midst of which method of physical science and of the world picture 
men live. To this end our literature has been, in the two which it is making. The material here is very significant 
years, chosen from two different fields. In the freshman for our purpose; and the teaching program, though 
year we have read with out students books which difficult, seems to us very promising. We are also 
reveal and interpret the Athens of Pericles and Plato planning the introduction of further material from the 
in the fifth and fourth centuries B. C. In the sophomore biological and anthropological science as a basis for the 
year we have tried to select and arrange material bear- studies in human activities. A second assignment 
ing upon nineteenth century America. In both cases, which for two years now has proved to have very 
we have interpreted the literature as expressing the great educational value is that the Regional Study. At 
attempt of a “civilization” to deal with its own situa- the close of his freshman work each student is asked to 
tion. We have wanted our students to see how human select some community, usually his own home village 
appreciation and intelligence attempts to express and or town or city of country, for detailed and systematic 
to direct action and how both of them succeed and fail investigation. For a period of six, seven, or eight 
in their characteristic activities. months he tries to get acquainted with this community 

The organization and selection of the Greek material in terms of its historical origins, its geological and geo- 
has quite naturally proved to be much easier than that graphical setting, its industries, politics, arts and 
of the American period. In fact it may now be said that crafts, games and other amusements, its churches, 
after three years we have a freshman course of study, schools, social organizations, its manners, customs and 
definite enough in outline and well usable for teaching beliefs. He then writes up his results as a Survey of the 
purposes. Much remains to be done to improve the Community. It has been very hard for many of the 
course and also to keep it alive. But at least we can see (Continued on page 38) 
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Drop in Enrollment Attributed 

VER nine thousand students wended their way : : i 

over and around the historic “Hill” on Septem- to Financial Depression; New 

ber 26, on their way to the opening classes of Gahieculem is Given Trial. 

the school year, full of hopes and ambitions, 

just as thousands of others have done in the 82 years of ) 

the University’s existence. Of this number approxi- for the first year. In the two previous years that this 

mately 2200 were freshmen, overjoyed with the thought plan has been in force, students were used as assistants; 

that the dream of their high school days was at last a this year, however, only members of the faculty took | 

reality. part in the orientation program. There is no question 

The sum estimated by the registrar is considerably in the minds of the officials but that this plan has worked 

less than the enrollment of the 1929-1930 school year. even more successfully than had been anticipated. 

“T attribute the falling off in the number of students Doubtlessly it will continue for some time to come. 

attending to the general business and industrial depres- The new curriculum adopted by the faculty and 

sion,” Mr. Holt said in explaining the small enrollment regents last spring will receive its baptism this fall. The 

figures. freshmen were the first to be introduced to it in their 

The preponderance of students applying for work language placement tests. It’s too early to make any 

about the campus and city of Madison was cited by the predictions concerning the success or failure of the 

registrar as being indicative of the number who must scheme, but, from casual observation, one would say 

perforce pay or partially pay their way through the that the idea was fundamentally sound and that the 

coming school year. Many students who have not been results should prove especially satisfactory. Mr. Frank 

able to obtain employment have returned to their Holt, registrar, has written a more detailed explanation 

homes. A number of letters have been received in the of this new phase of student life and his story found 

registrar’s office from parents throughout the state elsewhere in this issue will do much to clear up some of 

stating that they are unable to send their sons and the erroneous impressions which inaccurate press 

daughters to the university due to financial difficulties. stories have created. 

The incoming freshmen returned to the campus on Th 

September 17 to take part in the annual freshman week < fraternity rushing problem this year was placed a 

or orientation period as it is sometimes called. This little earlier than last. Rushing was permitted at 11 

period has been set aside to enable the incoming student o’clock on the first day of classes. Heretofore it was 

to become better acquainted with the intricacies of the deferred until a week after classes had started. 

University and environs without the mad rush of class The entire problem of rushing is in pretty much of a 

work and rushing. During this period the students re- mess and it is doubtfull whether the present system will 

ceive their entrance examinations and various place- last through next fall. Every indication points to a de- 

ment tests provided for in the new curriculum. Mem- ferrment of rushing and pledging until the second 

bers of the faculty and student organizations give talks semester. While this would work a hardship on the 

and counsel about the four years to come. Each fresh- fraternities for the first year of its practice, no doubt the 

man is assigned to a counsellor who aids him in mapping proper readjustments could be made and all of the 

out his future work and in making the proper program (Continued on page 33) - 
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C ; the New 8 by 
( Z | Frank Holt 

will bring to the student greater freedom to elect courses 
If You Have Been at All Con= and subjects according to his interests and desires. 

| That the faculty did not intend merely to suggest a 
fused by Press Stories About the hope that the possibility of predicting the aptitude of 

: 5 A prospective students would be studied and that it did 
New Curriculum, Read This Story not on merely to suggest that a program of place- 

ment and attainment tests be considered is clear in the 
HE University of Wisconsin has received rather fact that the Bureau of Guidance and Records is di- 
unusual publicity as a result of the legislation rected, with the aid of other groups, to take charge of the 
affecting the curricular changes for the College testing which has to do with entering students, and a 
of Letters and Science and the Graduate School committee of five members of the faculty has been ap- 

which were recommended by unanimous faculty action pointed to direct the program of placement and attain- 
and accepted by the Board of Regents. Much of the ment tests. The members of this committee are re- 
newspaper and magazine publicity which has sought lieved of one-third of the academic work which would 
to interpret the new legislation is correct, but misin- normally be assigned them. ‘ 
terpretations have been frequent. Third, the fact is recognized that students frequently 

As one reads the docu- enter the University, having 
ment incorporating the met all requirements for 
changes the fact is obvious wn) Peas Ta ES by 134 admission, who have special 

that the intention of the jgaaam i | a interests but who have no 
University is to move cau- Fe 7 es Hi desire to become candidates 
tiously before drastic /[M#i Amy 8 2s ee i} i for a degree. It is now pos- 
changes in policy or pro- |i mNy aml mames = | q FCN sible for such students to 
cedure are accepted. The ee pee tt 6s Tegiister as non-candidates 
legislation creates the prob- TOD fe ] : for a degree and under the 
ability of sweeping changes doe dite av ay ; guidance of special advisers 
in educational practice but a Bi, to take advantage of the 
insists upon a program of ‘aes - P| — opportunities of the Uni- 
educational experiment and gees vee taney "a ee geal versity in such manner as 
requires the gathering of fF | Me A Ob B: they see fit. 
factual data as prerequisite | | Va) fae i Fourth, Probably the 
to radical revision. Ved Per ee ee | | most discussed of the 

The legislation recognizes | 4 alee — | changes is that which has 
jirst, the existence of new to do with the evaluation 
instruments of measure- + anit gamers of the student’s record at 
ment which have been con- the close of the sophomore 
structed for the purpose of diagnosing aptitudes and year. A provision here is obviously designed to improve 
scholastic promise, and provides for the development of the scholastic achievement of the first two years and 
an experimental program to study the possibility of to give entering students two years to demonstrate their 
more accurately determining special abilities and of fitness to do successful work at the senior college level. 
predicting academic success through achievement and The minimum requirement for graduation in terms of 
ability tests. grade points per credit is now one grade point per credit. 

Second, the fact that students who enter the Uni- This means an average grade of “‘C,” A student is 
versity have in the past been placed in classes without normally expected in the College of Letters and Science 
reference to past achievement in the subjects to be to secure 60 credits during his first two years. Fresh- 
taken is recognized as unsound educational procedure. men who enter in the fall of 1930 and who, at the close 
The new curriculum provides that entering freshmen of two years shall have secured 60 credits and 60 grade 
shall be given placement tests in such subjects as they points in courses regularly required for the first two 
expect to continue in the University and that the rating years will be given certificates entitling them to the rank 
in such tests shall be the basis for assignment to Uni- of Junior Graduate in Liberal Studies. 
versity classes. But the program goes even farther and Of greatest interest to students who enter the Uni- 
offers the student the very interesting opportunity of versity this fall is the plan for the classification of all 
taking an “attainment” examination in most of the students hereafter at the close of the sophomore year. 
fields ordinarily open to freshmen. Passing such an All students at that time will be placed in one of three 
examination in the foreign languages, history, science, groups. In Class I will be placed all students who have 
or mathematics will satisfy certain set requirements and (Continued on page 33) 
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et ee ee eee Si Students from All Parts of the 

tn ee f, 
— ee Globe Meet on Campus or 

THE UNION TERRACE Summer Session 

that shorts were the only thing for hot weather. Yes, 
HEN Kipling wrote his well known phrase sir, it was hot in Madison. 
that “East is East, and West is West and Once again the University Theater held several 

never the twain shall meet’? he had no splendid performances during the course of the session. 
conception of what a summer session at The very difficult “Othello” and ‘Six Characters in 

Wisconsin might be. For not only did East and West search of an Author” were staged with all the excellence 
meet, but North and South, in fact students from all and freshness that marked the appearance in the regular 
parts of the country and the world, met on the campus session. Many of the members of the original casts 
to mingle with one another while were registered in summer school 
exchanging ideas during the six and and others were residing in Madison, 
nine week sessions. so Prof. Troutman had an experi- 

While not as large a registration . enced group with which to work. 
as last year’s record breaking 5,200, yl At the tent colony along the 
a total of 5,171 matriculated to en- ee a shores of Mendota, 275 enthusiastic 
joy the benefits offered this year. ; : rod campers made their summer homes. 
Of this number 3,674 werere gistered pt ie This was the second year that the 
in undergraduate courses while 1497 ‘ ot colony had any form of government 
took work in the graduate school. hy ie if and a “Reform” party was swept 
The Law School had an enrollment . we. into office. The problems of govern- 
of 117 for the nine weeks. : : . ment hung heavily on the shoulders 

As usual romance joined hands fi ’ of the authorities for they had such 
with studies to make an unbeatable 4 ‘ problems as mosquitoes and other 
combination. The second annual x insects, fish cleaning on the front 
summer school prom was held on  < 7] - doorsteps, and motor boats running 
July 25, in the Great Hall of the eo too close to the pier to contend 
Union. This year’s event was rather Le. with. The Justice of the Peace re- 
novel in that the Queen was elected > oe ported that no crime wave had 
instead of the King and she in turn 3 overcome the colony. 
picked her King. Miss Clara Locke Lh | The Creative Arts School which 
of Detroit, Michigan, was elected ee was originated by Prof. E. B. 
Queen and as her partner selected DIRECTOR S. H. GOODNIGHT Gordon of the School of Music had a 
William T. Spence, of Altoona, Pa., most successful session. In fact the 
a student at Lafayette college. The intense heat on the six weeks term was so enjoyable that the children actu- 
night of the dance forced most of the couples to the lake ally cried when told that school was over and they would 
terrace and only a few couples remained inside to dance. have to return to their homes. This school is for chil- 

Speaking of heat, Madison, too, had its records. dren of grade school age. In their study of the arts, the 
Several students at the Alpha Xi Delta sorority house children are left more or less to their own initiative and 
decided one day to prove or disprove the theory that the instructors merely help them with their work. This 
eggs can be fried in the hot sun. Taking a small frying year’s school produced several unsuual musicians as 
pan, some butter and several eggs to their pier on the well as some talented painters. 
lake shore, they put the butter and eggs in the pan and All of the usual features of the past session again 
much to their amazement had fried eggs in but a few proved especially successful. The Summer School for 
minutes. Several girls staying at the dormitories, find- Workers in Industry enrolled 58 girls, the school in 
ing the heat almost unbearable, adopted “shorts” as the rural leadership had 75 students, and the 9th annual 
proper attire for afternoon and evening wear. While rural church conference enrolled 90, The Rural library 
the fad did not become widespread, the two young ladies course tried for the first time at Wisconsin succeeded 
who did adopt the use of this comfortable dress reported in enrolling 40 students. 
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le W B k in th 

G y N neti , us 1 
a 1 ¢ 1¢S When Ikey” Karel was the 

“Red G f the Ti @ range of the limes 
by George Downer 4 a J a R; d |, 

an erry iordan was the 

Rock of the Line. 
aw IVE Ikey the ball” was the chant of Wiscon- 

sin football crowds for five years when John 
C. Karel bore that nickname to fame as one 
of the greatest open field runners in western a tackler. It is common enough today but in the nine- 

conference football from 1892 to 1896. ties, few backs had the art to doit at top speed. “‘Snaky 
Ikey Karel played right halfback on the Badger hips” was aname which would have fitted Ikey perfectly. 

elevens of those years and has been called the Red Space does not permit a recital of the many great 
Grange of the nineties. Whether he was as fleet and runs by which Ikey piled up yardage and touchdowns 
need to ne ae in 
was a great halfback, 94, is touchdown, 

who had no superior eee from which Big John 
asanopenfieldrunner | lt SOCRRichards kicked the 
in those early days. Se “ Ce goal, making the score 

This sturdy, stocky [Ray Oo Ve i. % Ce es ao a mg Ve 6 to 0, gave the Badg- 
young Bohemian en- [jay ie a - w we a. ed ers their first victory 

4 f Ne eg 2 > re : 
a Keene , Pe WAY Y oa a : ig : i i a When oe 
without previous ath- [amy Ww Bi UA. -. «ie ig iar } them again, by the 
letic experience. He ‘A | a A Me he SF 2 4 = same score two years | 
was as green as usual % € D > ¥ © a re Li b later, Karel again 
small town youths of a on | sg ee Fd as played a brilliant part 
his time. But he had Po aa p' * nS {a Li=™ in the victory. 
tremendous enthusi- | b Py a t ey y a Ikey was 5 feet 10 
asm, natural aptitude ;¥ ge ow ee et & es Lae “© . | inches in height and 
for sports and bound- hl y lle 4 A. aw . ihe =the papers. gave his 
less ambition. To these ; ya 7 coe weight, in 1896—his 
he added an asset Pd a) lll Pa last year on the team 
which then—as now— }: ipad , oe A oe Lal , , —as 156 pounds. He 
ee ear oe as ben 5 ‘ ee fee aes ae 
uster to an athletic over in those days. 
reputation. Ike had TOP ROW: Se Nee nee JACOBS, PYRE, After his first year, Toe : BC 
ae Mipevery ening RIORDAN, SHELDON, COMSTOCK oe a on 

acne ‘ GILLEN, ANDERSON, ALEXANDER, RICHARDS, KAREL, THOMPSON, eS 
He made the varsity : DUTCHER steel trap at catching 

football team as a GREGG, BERRYMAN punts and a flash in 
freshman and played running them back. 
five years at right Backs were expected 
halfback, the extra year being due to his transfer to the to catch punts in those days and Ikey had all the tricks 
law school, from which he was graduated in 1897. The by which a good back was able to elude the ends. He 
’92 team had only indifferent success, winning its minor would often wait until the ball was about to drop— 
games but losing Minnesota and Michigan. The next sometimes faking, with his hands up—then he would 
year Wisconsin defeated Michigan for the first time, suddenly dash forward, 8 or 10 yards, and pick the 
the score being 34 to 18, and Ikey scintillated with oval out of the air on the dead run. 
serene mie ae aa ; ‘ ' ; Ikey ae aoe ap The ace 

e improved from year to year and was always a ar position in the Badger outfield in 1 an 
threat when he carried the ball off tackle. Although no 1897. His unvarying good nature and likeable person- 
sprinter, Karel was fast and he had those tricks, in- ality made Ikey Karel one of the outstanding student 
stinctive in the great open field runner, which enabled idols of his generation. He held at different times, about 
him to elude tackler after tackler who had apparently every class honor for which he was eligible. 
clear shots at him. He was an artful dodger who also Soon after his graduation from the law school, he 
had a neat change of pace and a deceptive sidestep. settled in Milwaukee and engaged in the practice of law. 
But the asset which was most distinctive, in his case, was With a natural gift for politics, he was soon a candidate 
his elusive way of swishing his hips to the side to escape "(Continued on page 40) 
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j a ) H { , 4 omecoming 
: is 
r. a ek Grads to Be Welcomed Back 

F ie ee pe ee With Old Time Pep Meeting, 
ee * bY Me 4 eT . 

pe iy be ake ae ss Gala Decorations and Dance. 
i } fe 97 | : 
\ } Ce, a aa: 

x oo 8 6 get-together supper in the Union immediately preceding 

i 3 ‘i. this mass meeting. 

. After the mass meeting, the alumni and students will 

; THERE’LL BE A BONFIRE make their way to their favorite haunts and await the 

big game on Saturday. 

i Saturday morning will open with the annual meeting 

OMECOMING, that time of the year when of the Alumni Association in the Memorial Union 

alumni get ever so enthusiastic about the good building. At this meeting members of the board of 

old anand ae the te eee directors will be elected for the two-year term. ae 

to prove to the returning alumni that it is more whose terms expire at this time are A. G. Briggs, *85, 

than pleased to see them again, and when everyone for- H. A. Bullis, °17, Wallace M. Jensen, ’29, Basil I. 

gets his cares and troubles for a few days and enjoys Peterson, ’12, and Marjorie Mueller, ’26. Important 

eg. ae as Bee 18 sear a ie away. | business relative to the Association will also be tran- 

ctober as been set aside as the proper time to sacted at this time. 

hold that all-important event this year. Pennsylvania Following this meeting, Coach Tom Jones will send 

f will appear on Wisconsin’s schedule for the first time in his cross-country runners against the representatives of 

ne to pet the uae Hs the up and eae EO : oan ee ee ee ae oe 

adgers on that day. ile most former Homeco scored against the Milwaukee Y. M. C. A. team, earlier 

have had a traditional conference foe on the gridiron in the season, alumni may rest assured that thé Quaker 

menu, Pennsylvania will come here with a splendid team boys will be in for some stiff competition when they 

and plenty of supporters to make the day full of excite- wander over hill and dale with the Badgers. ~ 
ment. 

The Homecoming plans are somewhat in- Fee i ede gain ie : ae ae ‘ 

definite at the present writing because of pe- a Le on 

culiar circumstances surrounding the student ae oe ee Re NN Nc grey au) 

chairmanship. Arno Meyers, °31, was ap-, ke ! 

pointed to this important post. last spring. eae Seip ie eae sa 8 

During the summer months, however, Mr. 
Meyers took onto himself a fair bride and de- 
cided not to return to school. All of this was “ 
unknown until school opened this fall. ; aus ETE VR Ne UE NET YS ’ 

The athletic, council then appointed John ati phe Wate. ago ae len Pare ak, bs 

Zeratsky, 31, as chairman. After this belated ll | tan ea ainda eras = 
start the plans wefe formulated and every ri ies iad Ls cia ie Bk, 

effort is being made to make this year’s event salar a A 

one of the best in history. The usual decora- 5 ee re. 

tion of fraternity and sorority houses has been ( a f " 

assured by members of these respective groups. E 
Anyone who has seen Langdon Street on the AND THE BAND WILL PARADE 

Friday night before the game will never want 
to be absent when that great event takes place. Now Saturday afternoon, of course is the big game with 

that the so-called latin quarter has been moved to Pennsylvania. These boys from down east boast of a 

Langdon Street, this thoroughfare is a mass of gaily mighty powerful combination, but Coach Thistlethwaite 

decorated houses on Homecoming eve. Traffic will be has no bunch of weaklings this fall, so alumni should be 

kept off of the street for several hours in order that the treated to some mighty nice. football before the final 

pedestrians may proceed without danger of losing life gun goes off. 

or limb. : Following the game, Director George Little will open 

A big pep meeting has been arranged for on the lower the new Field House for an inspection tour by all alumni 

oT a aes or Eaneden Beetle ane eur who ee . tee ue ea cee the pelenad 

speakers as Coac. istlethwaite, George Little, Pres- new athletic plant. o the building is now only 

ident Frank and others, including some of the gridiron partially completed, Director Little feels that there may 

sleet former ale A eae Bee tell ye proxd ee nee pone the ooo to ene 

why Wisconsin is the best school in the country. e uring the basketball season and who would like to 

band, the cheerleaders, and the team will all be on hand make a short inspection of the building this fall. 

to make this a real pep meeting. Altho the plans at Saturday night, following the game, there will be the 

present are somewhat indefinite, there may be a big annual homecoming dance in the Union. 
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Splendid Team Spirit Combined > ee 

with Good Material Makes the 7 

Badgers a Team to Be Watched ee 
i x squad spirit was wu 

by All Opponents; Win First noticeable, and this M e 
T G 5 E. FE. hi all. essential fact, . 
wo ames in asy ashion gave rise to slight 

hopes. 
by Hank Casserly Day after day 

The Capital Times Sports Editor Pall Goma. Loe 

HE huge question mark that hung over Camp headed by Glenn 
Randall along in the warm September days, still Thistlethwaite, 
remains, but it’s size has become less pronounced. with Leonard B. A 
At the start of the 1930 football season, Sept. “Stub” Allison as i) 

15, there were numerous backfield candidates, but the line coach, Jack \ 
line was the factor that caused many a critic to lift a Ryan, end coach, ‘ 
quizzical eyebrow. Francis X. ‘Bo’ | 

True the ends were well fortified with three veterans, Cuisinier as back- iad 
Captain Milton Gantenbein, one of the greatest wings field mentor and : 
in the country, George Casey and Howard Jensen, as Rube Wagner, as- : 
the nucleus. But the reserve strength wasn’t good. sistant line coach 
Came the tackle problem, and there was considerable worked desparately US Bx 

grief. A foot ball club must have strong, fast tackles, to whip the Badgers 
men who can stop a hard running attack, open holes into some semblance of playing form. 
and be down the field fast under punts. There were no The results were clearly discernible when the Car- 
outstanding candidates, save Harold Smith, who was a dinal squad defeated Carleton College, 28 to 0 and 
regular in 1929 although badly crippled all season and Lawrence 53 to 6 in a doubleheader opener at Camp 
playing only on intestinal fortitude. Few gridders Randall, Saturday, Oct. 4. 
would have donned a suit with the injuries that crippled For the first time in several seasons the Badgers 
Smith last season, but Smith was made of sterner stuff, showed flashes of what might develop later in the season. 
and although his work was far less effective because of They blocked well, they had a world of power on offense 
injuries, he nevertheless managed to retain his berth with several backfields looking great, accurate passers 
against all comers. and adept receivers, and a 

The guard situation was fair defense except they 
: pitiful. Kranhold, the star looked woefully weak when ce 

1 2.' of Spring practice was lost the enemy came by air. ae, 
ys through ineligibility and The line, too, functioned =) 

ea only Greg Kabat, a sopho- far better than anyone ex- —- 
more was left of those who pected, opening gaping holes 
showed possibilities in in the Carleton and Law- 
Spring drill. rence lines, through which 

At center, the Badgers the Cardinal backs poured 
were well fortified with in a never ending stream to ; 4 

a Kenneth “Moose” Krueger pile up touchdowns much Ne /, 
aos i returning for his second after the fashion of the (Seer aes 

tS Y season, and Doug Simmons “point a minute elevens” Rie 
a> and Al Liethan as under- that made Michigan famous, ea ee 

' studies for the pivot post. way back when. wy A Al | 
| This was the situation To enumerate the stars is “ yl! 

when the season opened and a lengthy task, but it would eo) LY 
the boys assembled for the be unfair not to mention at ae 

I first drill, Sept. 15. least those whose work was a 2 
. Certainly the outlook was outstanding. ' ; 
s a trifle drab. Of the new men, John : 

When the first week of Schneller, Neenah, a rip 
, practice had been concluded roaring fullback, weighing vy 
a the possibilities of the men close to 200 pounds and 

were still an unknown quan- standing six feet two inches, a > 
tity, but an important fac- wasariot. Schnellercrashed 

CASEY tor, the birth of a wonderful through the line with a REBHOLZ 
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drive that was beautiful to behold, and ‘ia oftentimes ahead of them, shifty and 
his forward passing was a treat. In his is ei, powerful, leading the interference and 
first game the big, bruising sophomore OY blocking well, Greg was the big shot of 
earned his spurs. Another fullback, the Oe ea: the forwards “‘Moon’’ Molinaro, ‘“‘Lefty” 
veteran Ernie Lusby, the exact opposite oe Edwards, and‘‘Spider’’ Swiderski, alight, 
of Schneller in physique, flashed as he a but colorful guard were others that 
did in the 1928 season. Ernie kicked, he (2 caught the eye. Swiderski, who fires up 
ran off tackle, he smacked the center of A a line, won the right to be seriously con- 
the line and he hurled passes into the ow NE sidered foraregular berth byhisalert play. 
eager arms of the Badger receivers, and pean ai i >) A Captain Milton Gantenbein played a 
his afternoon’s contribution was high ‘ i i ails a i) game at end that was worthy of Bert 
class. Still another fullback, and a Ly rer Wl, +‘ Baston, the old Minnesota star, at his 
fighting one at that, stepped into the fgg \ Biter! Ww best, while Casey and Jensen were also 
picture in the person of Tury Oman, the A r a es = | inthe calcium glow. At center Kruger 
“phlegmatic Finn’’ and Tury proceeded Me pe) Hie| performed up to his usual standard, and 
to go places through the enemy line with F< ie’) §=Simmons looked worthy of the job as 
neatness and dispatch. Oman drove Pe | Hl understudy to Kruger. 
and drove, and his ability to carry on for » > 2 From the above the reader might get 
an extra yard or two on each play caught PAD the impression that Wisconsin is in for a 
the eye. With three fullbacks, a pair of 7 “ Ree /| : , great season, with strong possibilities of 
battering rams, and an elusive and pS ~ 4 a a championship. But it must be re- 
veteran triple threat performer, the “ig ay <b membered that sterner opposition is in 
Badgers need worry not a whit regarding oy ae store for Thistlethwaite’s boys, and also 
this post. m9 al that the caliber of the Carleton and 

For halfbacks, Glenn Thistlethwaite ey | Lawrence elevens is far inferior to those 
sent in a group of ball toters that passed E> a of the Western conference. 
in review and riveted the attention of * = | Itis safe to predict that Wisconsin will 
the fans on performance. Russ Rebholz, es Ue | win the Chicago game, Big Ten opener for 
Portage junior, with an ease of action ’ \ ‘| both teams, but the following Saturday 
that spoke volumes as he dashed through \ ere a Quaker wave is headed for Camp Ran- 
tackle or dodged into the open, reversing { i dall and a different story may be written. 
his field and otherwise cavorting on the \ Coach Lud Wray, Pennsylvania coach, 
chalk marked field like Man 0’ War in ! N has a veteran team, which is fully a 
his palmy days. ey fan month farther advanced than Wisconsin. 
Sammy Behr, playing his final season So a The Quakers have no rule such as the 

of football for Wisconsin started his Cae NT ENB ETS Western Conference which prohibits 
season in a brilliant manner. He lugged practice before September 15. The 
the pigskin down the field in no uncertain manner and latter part of August, the Pennsquad goes to Seabright, 
his performance was just as outstanding as that of N. J., a seaside resort and starts preparations for the 
Rebholz. fall campaign. It is this fact, 

Lack of space forbids a de- plus the veteran material at di 
- tailed explanation of the work hand at the Philadelphia oP 4 

f 7 of the backs, but Francis school that makes them fa- 5 tf 
i McGuire, Hawaiian, showed vorites in the coming struggle. X 
E& a powerful drive, Harry Pike Jack Ryan, Wisconsin end “2 
om exhibited a stiff arm, that coach who has scouted the 

{ many a boxer would envy, Penn team in early’ season 
Mickey Bach tore off a num- games, reports that Wray has iL 

pod on ber of neat gains, Joe Linfor a wonderful ball club, well Wy 
i ee’ picked his way through the versed in a hard running game, i e 

= enemy with a neatness and forward and lateral passes and 0 
ee. -\ precision that spoke volumes. with a sturdy defense. I PRS a 
ROCF IZA In the line, Smith per- “Red” Duncan, Penn scout Ue, iid 
\ ie formed in his customary effec- who watched the Badgers in NP 

ey | y) tive fashion at one tackle, action against Carleton and Ay Ae /. 
‘i ee? while Milo Lubratovich look- Lawrence said, ‘The battle be- \ TY , 

.\ iy ing good after a mediocre tween Pennsylvania and Wis- oo Be 
Le V4 season in 1929, apparently consin is destined to be a color- e . a 
agi S was set for a good year. ful affair, and is likely to result 2 7 
= - “Chuck” Bratton, a sopho- in one of those free scoring : e 
=a = more tackle also showed classics which one club will win 7 

possibilities, while Engelke 21 to 20.” 
‘ ' and Stout played acceptably. If the Badgers annex the af 
" va Greg Kabat, sophomore Quakers’ scalps, then watch out ke 

¢ guard, made the oldtimers for the Wisconsin team this 
& gasp a bit, and remark, season. They started out in a 

“What a lineman he’ll be.’ 1928 by defeating Notre Dame, 
OMAN Down the field with the ends, (Continued on page 48) JENSEN 
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Concerning Athletics ; 
! George Downer 

EVIEWING the year 1929-1930 in Wisconsin 
athletics is a real pleasure to me for two reasons. Are the Students of Today Lack« 

The first is that it is always gratifying to have a ing in ive Manly Qualities alt 
few victories about which to write and Wisconsin’s 

teams did well last year, winning conference champion- Those of Twenty Vears Ago? 
ships in. two sports—baseball and indoor track— 
finishing as runners-up in basketball and cross country, Read What a Keen Judge Says 

and doing well in most other sports. Af Cl Ob . : : 

The second reason is that, returning to Madison ter OSe servation. 

after an absence of many years, I have been able to q s ke ies 

satisfy myself from personal ovservation, that in spite in such derided qualities as loyalty, discipline, courage 

of the inevitable changes in university life resultant from and responsibility. _ 
its growth to a student body of 10,000, the men of Years of coaching in a modest way have proven to me 

Wisconsin today are just as normal, just as democratic, that there is a parallel between—for example, football 
just as athletic as they were ten, twenty of thirty years and warfare. During the last world conflict of arms it 

ago—and do not let anyone tell you anything to the was said that wars are won today, not by armies, but by 

contrary. nations. In sport it is impossible to develop successful 

This may seem to have nothing to do with inter- teams unless they have behind them the moral support 

collegiate athletics—but it has. We have read too much of the institution whose colors they wear and unless 
in recent years about the exceptional student—good or they. are inspired by traditions of loyalty, self-sacrifice 

: bad—who makes and achievement. eae 
aml «good “copy” — Those conditions, brother alumni, still exist at Wis- 

ne | and too little about consin, even though its students today are more 

Sy ee the average student sophisticated, even though there are more than 50 
: i Me | | who does not. Some fraternities on the campus, even though a few students 

mn = pet ata Weel of us were almost do drive $5,000 automobiles. And if you are inclined 
a) on a ie persuaded that to keep your eye on the scoreboard, remember that 

f j a there might be athletic competition in the Big Ten is far keener now 

i something in all the than it was twenty years ago; that it is, in fact, just 
talk we heard about about the keenest in any similar group of universities 

“tea hounds” dom- in America. SURE : 
* inating campus life : Last year Wisconsin’s intercollegiate teams compet- 

Ee ere and how a high- ing in major sports outscored all Big Ten rivals. Refer 

= = powered social sys- to the summary in the sports pages of The Alumni 

TOUCH FOOTBALL tem was sapping s 

the sources of the ee 
university’s athletic strength. I can now see no warrant ~~ rr— ee oe 
for any such view. .  ecmmsetials ll. su aa iachsieh 

I know from personal contact with the men of Wis- ——— ne 

consin from a year’s daily observation of campus ac- . Bie 

tivities that just as many students are working seriously ly SS og 

and just as many are playing heartily today as were a i 
doing so years ago. I know that a far larger percentage 
of Wisconsin men are finding their recreation in vigor- 
ous, healthful athletic Sports than did so in my day, 
and when college students are doing this, there need be : : 

no suggestion of decadence. 
The interest which has been developed in intramural 

athletics at Wisconsin under the vigorous leadership 
of Director George Little and his staff is no forced or 
mushroom growth. His method of advancing his pro- EUMUNDI UE CO USE See 

gram of ‘‘Athletics for all’ has simply been to provide Magazine for June for the composite figures. The in- 

the facilities for sport and to assist those who wished coming freshmen class looks like the best, in point of 

athletic competition to organize their games. athletic potentialities, for many years. The sophomores 

I have dwelt upon the intramural phase of Wisconsin on the varsity football squad are showing a lot more 

athletics at some length, although I was asked only to “stuff? than was expected of them. Coach Murphy 

review the year in intercollegiate competition, because has a big squad rowing every day that weather condi- 

I sincerely believe there is an intimate connection be- tions permit. There are five experienced oarsmen in 

tween the two. I am not personally disposed to shudder this year’s freshman class. : 

at the comparison of athletic competition with war- Coach Tom Jones has 300 men training for cross 

fare because I am old fashioned enough to admit a faith (Continued on page 48) 
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Why We Are Called “Badgameer: LRG Ss Oe eee 
WITH football season soon to be in full sway, news- winter; and afterward to all the inhabitants of the lead 

papers from coast to coast will carry stories tell- wie rea ae By a oa aah ee wreennent be 

ing about the progress of Wisconsin teams. Every where een applied to the people of the tate and to the 

you will be reading that the Badgers did this or the State itself.” Rs 

Badgers are doing that. Have you ever wondered 

where this title of “Badgers” came from? We have, and : 

the other day we sought the information in the His- Make \eetew ney of Gs 

torical Library and are printing it here in case you ‘| 7 
‘ 3 Ive ° ese enerations 

might be interested. ! iene 

The following story is taken from the proceedings of THE aims and activities of the bureau of guidance 

the 55th Annual Meeting of the Wisconsin Historical and records have been explained to alumni in several 

Society in 1907. It-is an excerpt from a letter from recent issues of the Alumni Magazine by F. O. Holt, 

Moses M. Strong, in reply to the question of why registrar and director of the bureau. One of the seven 

Wisconsin is called the Badger state and published in specific objectives of the bureau listed by Mr. Holt was - 

the Madison State Journal on December 10, 1879. vat ie take the initial pers ina a wee 
“Tt is known that with the exception of the military shall result in a continuous educational audit of the 

posts at Ft. Howard, Ft. Crawford, and Ft. Winnebago, cae ae As Pes of steps ue ae eben: 

a few missionary settlements, and persons connected the bureau began luring t € summer 0 930 a study in 

with the Indian trade, the whole of what now constitutes which the cooperation of alumni was sought and is being 

the state of Wisconsin was entirely destitute of white in- received in a gratifying manner. eee 

habitants until about 1835, except those who had been What the study attempts to accomplish is a thorough 

attracted hither by the fame of the lead mines in the analysis of the occupational histories of three “genera- 

Southwestern section of the state. tions” of Wisconsin alumni. The classes chosen were 

“The lead mines of Wisconsin were inhabited for 1905 and 1906, 1915 and 1916, and 1925. Thus, there 

about ten years previous to this time by a class of ad- was one group which is still finding itself im the occupa- 

venturers, many of whom were itinerant and a few tional world, another which has had time for adjustment 

of whom, comparatively, had any fixed intention of ae 4 ee et cece eee and ae 

remaining permanently. which has ha e opportunity for broad occupationa 

“The Badger is a plantigrade quadruped, with short experience and has reached the top level of success and 

thick legs and long claws on the fore-feet. Its most usefulness. Or, to look at it another way, there was one 

distinguishing characteristic is its natural propensity eroup which graduated several years before the un- 

to burrow in the ground where it digs a subterranean settling effects of the World War, one group which left 

residence, often to great depth below the surface, in une a Crane Hee ve ee ae res 
SrCn it ‘ ‘ é : entrance of the Unite ates into the struggle, and a 

nian oe le ce . Pua ace third group which finished several years after the War. 

numerous, and their fl a aunoeth A The bureau of guidance anticipates that an analysis of 

food et Me eee "Che baldeer iG ine the occupational histories of such a large and carefully 

Animal’that retires f Hi f zh selected sample group will yield data of practical value 

ae they a Very selon oe oso in the wise counseling of students and in the discussion 

5 Fiera ce of college curricula. 
‘It was the custom of the earlier itinerant adventur- : | 

eh 6 ss To the appeal of the bureau for complete occupational 

a to the ae mines to go oes on pards et histories the alumni of the five classes listed above have 

ee a mm Lei unexp. ne par e a . e Se iy responded very generously. Approximately 3,500 

t ee ati a oO a t e ie Tea e a ae 2 occupational blanks were mailed out and more than 

AEE er omy, e few tools necessary to sink a 2,000 replies have been received to date. It is hoped 

ae ee a Be Dee supply of food. that during the next month or two the number of blanks 

aving fixed upon the first site, the next effort was to returned will reach nearly one hundred per cent of the 

; secure a shelter. The limited means and the uncertainty total addressed: 

of the duration ae Pepe ce a ne ee Almost all of the blanks received were filled out with 

oe Ena eee vo a Shee ae SUC E ene completeness and accuracy. In addition to faculty 

Mee ovproviding tell Biecarious a poet 3 data on occupations, many alumni made interesting 

‘The result in general was an imitation of the habits comments on their occupational records, their educa- 

of the badger by digging a hole into a side hill, ex- tional experiences, and their ideas on this study. 

temporizing for.a roof rocks or sod, or both, of such One alumnus was so frankly pessimistic on the pos- 

dimensions as would suffice. for two to sleep in and to sibilites of this type of educational research as to state, 

cook their frugal meals. If the miner did not succeed in “Your study will avail you absolutely nothing.” At 

finding good “diggings” near the site thus selected, it the other extreme were a number who were enthusiastic 

was abandoned. But it many instances the prospect about the study. One of these wrote, ‘‘I think this in- 

proved to be a lead and the hadger-hole” was occupied vestigation is very important. The results should show 

as a residence for a long time and often replaced by a some definite occupational trends and yield general in- 

comfortable home, and was sometimes the nucleus of a formation from which academic profit may be antici- 

hamlet or a village. pated.” Among the alumni, however, there seemed to be 

“The term ‘badger’—according to tradition—was almost unanimous agreement on one point; that is, the 

first applied to the occupants of these temporary sub- necessity for more personal and expert guidance of 

terranean residences in derision as the term ‘sucker’ students and for a better understanding for the factors 

was applied to the migratory inhabitants of southern involved in choosing and preparing for a vocation. 
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ee eam. aay DI PSQER TALS “EER NB ohn! . oe ? 

Football-Tickets-Homecoming Bune He fied acu seocuiea ice a 
IF material means anything, Wisconsin should have a they can carry innumerable pleasant memories. 

good football team. This statement is not in line Tell them of the vast area from which Wisconsin 
with the proper pessimistic attitude which is so apparent draws her students, enabling those enrolled to draw 
on almost every campus at this time of the year, but it from every part of the world for information. 
is, we believe, more in accordance with the facts. ‘You know the entire story, you’ve been at Wiscon- 

Of the men who played more or less regularly last sin and know all the advantages it has too offer, now 
year, only three or four have been lost thru graduation. get busy and convince these boys and girls who are 
For almost every position, there is available at least one pondering over the selection of an institution of higher 
mam with a year’s varsity experience while six of last learning that Wisconsin is the only school where they 
year’s squad will be entering upon their third year of will find the education and the college life they are 
conference competition. Last year’s freshman squad seeking. 
though only an average squad produced several players oe O<Cat 
of more than ordinary ability. D Thi T, d 

The backfield material is plentiful and of high calibre, ce) is loday 
three of last year’s ends remain, as well as two centers eA ‘ 
and two tackles. There are some holes in the line which le on a yey a oe aoe aoe sel 
must be filled of course, but all in all there does not seem Vena Sauce au uals Galen yOu vould shake 
to be much cause for singing the blues to our alumni as Oy Cunanate modesty oad Raaicu wou baveligile ee reeards tena. ie how many people will be interested in you, your family, 

The number of ticket orders received by the Ticket oe coe achievements and everything that per- 
eee oe eee my ini ae sa - moe The magazine fails in one of its most important 
eee ee a eee ee OE On functions, if it fails to keep our alumni in touch with excess of the number received from any other group. iF Don’t | a - - 
This rather bears out the Board of Directors conten- Ole ANOUDEL sone leave yeu alas LO Ones : 7 i tion, but help us to make the Magazine more newsy t tion made to the Athletic Council that those alumni who isear 
demonstrate their interest in the university through oe pp O<enxe 
membership in the Alumni Association are also the 
most loyal supporters of our athletics and should there- About Yourself 
fore be entitled to preference in the matter of seats. ¢ 

This year a non-conference team will be our opponent IN order that the Magazine AY An OTe nearly sCOVEE 
at homecoming. It will be a new experience and whether those phases of university and alumni BOoALy oun we will get the same thrill out of it as if our team were which our members are most interested, a questionnaire 
battling a traditional foe is a question. Nevertheless, it was recently prepared and Sent to all members. In case 
will be Homecoming, and it is quite unnecessary to you have not replied to this questionnaire, please do so 
enumerate the many reasons why all who possibly can now. If you have mislaid it, a copy will be found on chouldicome back page 32 of this issue. Only thru the cooperation of 

Soars every member can the desired majority sentiment be 
obtained and the questionaire serve any useful pur- 

INow js tie lime pose. Please answer it today. . 

THs fall, this month, this very day, in fact, when you erent 
are reading this editorial, is the proper time to start G I d 5 U 

selling some boy or girl on the University of Wisconsin. ome In an ee Ss 
The high school seniors are beginning to wonder “‘After How many of you alumni have taken the opportunity 
high school, what?” It’s your task as alumni to answer to come into the Association’s offices in the Union 
that question for a After high school, the Uni- building and become acquainted with the people in 
versity of Wisconsin, of course. charge. Very few. We wish that you would make it a 

The publicity department of the University is en- habit to drop into the office for a thendly chat whenever 
tirely inadequate. The athletic department and the you are in Madison. There are many things that we 
College of Agriculture come in for their share of news can talk about that we cannot satisfactorily cover in a 
stories in the many dailies, but good constructive news letter. 
of the University as a whole is woefully lacking in most We would like to talk to you about your local club, 
newspapers. what it is doing, and how we can help it. Likewise, the 

Tell these high school boys and girls of the many editor would like you to talk over the Magazine with 
educational advantages to be obtained at Wisconsin; ° him. Surely, there are some things that you have 
the new curriculum, the Experimental college, leading often wanted to tell us about this ‘child’ of the Asso- 
professors in all fields, ete. Indeed, Wisconsin is far ciation. ; 
above the average University in this country. The welcome mat is out for you, make use of it the 

Tell them of the beautiful campus where they can next time you come to Madison. 
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ally not true of Miss Lehmann’s A Note In Music, which 

A Speedy Book I should say deserves to keep all the admirers of Dusty 
Twenty-Four Hours Answer and add some new ones. 
By Louis Bromfield j Let no one, however, select this book in hope of find- 

Frederick A. Stoke Company ing a breath-taking yarn, or gripping intrigue. The 
Recieved’ by Risse Ey Barker, author has followed even farther towards its logical 

D. : y €E sli 4 > conclusion the method of her earlier book, that of finding 
See ae Cea e vibrant, intense warmth and interest in lives whose 

Louis Bromfield is spending a part of his time these surface, to the casual eye, are flat, uneventful, dull. 
days in Hollywood, where he is doing some writing Most of the action takes place in the minds and hearts 

for the movies. Whether or not he had his eye turned of two middle-aged, thoroughly domesticated wives, 
consciously in the same direction when he began to write Grace Fairfax and Norah MacKay. Considered 
Twenty-four Hours, he certainly poured into the book a abstractly, coldly, it would sound almost ludicrous 
large share of the ingredients that are supposed to have were I to attempt to retell, in brief, the turmoil caused in 
the most standard appeal for the regular movie goer. these two lives by the advent of the carefree, charming, 

The noyel concerns itself with the doings of a glamor- young, and—to them—infinitely romantic Hugh Miller, 
ous group of New Yorkers at the exact moment in which and to a lesser degree, his sister. But taken in the con- 
the various threads of their lives become most en- text of Miss Lehmann’s exquisite prose—which is of 
tangled only to be ingeniously unravelled within the course where they should be taken—the dreams of - 
span of a single day. The stage, the intimacies of a these two women are far from ludicrous; they become 

night club, gangsters, and a sordid crime of passion all real, even poignant. se 
find their way into its pages. Nor are these all. There _ And on almost every page one finds a flash of insight 
are also the prophetic symbols, the chance sounds, and into human nature, or a passage of revealing descrip- 
the sudden startling glimpses which are ordinarily a tion, which marks the work of the artist, who works with 

part of the stock and trade of the mystery story. The care. The best proof that these bits are part of a truly 
book scarcely belongs to that genre in spite of the neat- great novel is that they inevitably suffer when taken out 
ness with which its parts are fitted together. The ele- of their context. Yet having said that, I shall quote one 
ment of suspense is only touched, not developed, and of them somewhat against my better judgment, since it 
there are no breath taking revelations at the end. states what is very nearly the keynote of the whole book. 

If its most serious purpose is to catch the flavor of It represents Norah’s thinking to herself on her rule for 

the great city and the tempo of modern life, it succeeds existing—‘“The secret was to look to the present chiefly, 
about as well as the morning newspaper. The characters the future a little, the past scarcely at all; to let old days 
achieve a sudden journalistic reality and move through depart in space, to break the last thread of irrecoverable 
the action with a certain convincingness, but on closing associations; to give up trying to alter people who would 
the book their vitality fades and dies as quickly as does be, to their lives’ end, unalterably themselves; to fill 
one’s interest in yesterday’s news. up every day with a variety of practical occupations; 

The novel is not, however, without merit. In spite of to remember . . . that her concern must be with the 
its elaborate design the plot is good and moves with living...” 
swiftness and an ease that is remarkable when one Ones 
realizes how much action is deliberately crowded in 
twenty-four hours and made credible not withstanding A Study in Literary Values 
the number of lives vitally affected. Literary Criticism 

dep O1e<+ 
A Study of Values In Literature | 

A Novel of Dicams By Philo M. Buck, Jr., Professor of 
: Comparative Literature, University of Wisconsin 

A Note In Music Harper & Brothers, N. Y., 1930 
By Rosamond Lehman Reviewed by Ricardo Quintana, 
Henry Holt & Company Department of English 

oe een Sean This is a book which should prove interesting to the 
general reader, helpful to the teacher, and useful in 

Too often a novelist whose first novel is a marked college classes dealing with the broader aspects of liter- 
success disappoints his readers by failing to live up to ary types and values. The last half of the book is de- 
his early promise in his second novel. This is emphatic- voted to the question of genres, and here the varied 
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types of literature—tragedy, comedy, the lyric, the both in the more obscure hours and the times of greatest 
essay, the epic, and prose fiction—are contrasted and emotion with equal freshness. 
analyzed by one who as a teacher has come to know and One feels that he knows this much maligned character 
has learned how to dispel with both persuasion and much better after reading this story, for Miss Corbett 

charm the lazy assumptions which so often insulate the covers the entire span of Grant’s life from the time his 

reader from the pleasures of literature. Furthermore, parents and grandparents were quarreling over a suit- 

since the author is by nature no dogmatic academician, able name for the tiny baby whom everyone felt would 
he has avoided the pitfall which has swallowed countless some day grow to be a sterling leader, to the hours when 
critics who have tried to fix neat boundaries between the newsboys of every city in this country crowded the 
the types of literature. Like the best of modern critics, streets shouting “Grant is dead!” 
he has given over dogmatic formulae and has sought The love story of the penniless lieutenant, recently 

the distinguishing characteristics of each literary genre graduated from West Point, and the fair Julia Dent, 

in the emotional attitude peculiar to it. daughter of a wealthy southern family, their ultimate 
The first half of the book, not, perhaps, so useful for marriage and the succeeding strenuous life on a small 

the average reader as the study of genres that follows army reservation reveals a part of Grant’s life with which 

but of greater interest to anyone concerned with ques- few are familiar. The great emotional days of the Civil 

tions of aesthetics, deals with literary value. There is War period when the fate of the nation hung in a 

much here that is good. The author is unwilling to join balance and Grant by his indefatigable spirit doggedly 
the dogmatists, who find value in tradition. Equally “fought it out on that line, though it took all summer” 
unwilling is he to give assent to the propositions of the are portrayed with dramatic effectiveness. 
hedonists, for whom value resides in pleasure. His own Perhaps some will disagree on the effectiveness of the 

solution seeks value in the worth of the final attitude style of writing, saying that it is likely to be inaccurate 

communicated by the work of art. It must be said that and insufficient, but that is a matter of personal taste. 

this is not entirely satisfying. In the first place, it would Inaccurate as the conversations may be, Miss Corbett 

seem that the author has dismissed the hedonistic has succeeded in revealing the struggle of this poor 

theory too cavalierly. He calls it a “‘goose-flesh” theory Ohio farmer and soldier to overcome his early handicaps, 
of values. The true hedonistic theory is far too logically and lack of training so that the reader immediately 
entrenched to fall before such a sally. But as the author sympathizes with his shortcomings, and is prone to 
proceeds to define his own theory, it is not immediately commend instead of condemn as he might have done 
apparent wherein his values differ from the hedonistic , previously. 
ones which he has dismissed as unsatisfactory. If value 
lies in the worth of the final attitude communicated by { ars 

the work of art, we must determine the criteria by which : 

this worth is discovered. The author’s criteria are more Extral Badgers Beat Chicago 

the hedonist’s than the dogmatist’s—until he ap- A TEAM of snarling Badgers took things into their 

proaches the relation of poetry to religion, when poetry own hands on Oct. 11, and whipped the Maroons 

and religion merge as religion becomes what is left when in a most decisive manner. When the final gun went 

dogma is taken out and as, at the same time, the hitherto off, the score stood Wisconsin 34, Chicago,0. ‘ 

hedonistic values of art suddenly develop into revela- There was little question after the first few minutes of 

. tions of Truth and Beauty. But if this is unsatisfactory play as to which was the superior team. Chicago re- 

as aesthetics, it does not mean that the lengthy discus- ceived the kickoff and started its highly touted “flanker” 

sions of value in literature is invalidated as practical attack. Several intricate passes netted them two suc- 

criticism. The student of literature will find here so cessive first downs, and the Badgers became worried. 

much that is excellent and admirably said, and he will A pass over the center of the line was intercepted by 

be put so definitely on the right road leading to genuine Krueger, Wisconsin’s huge center, and after a 40 yard 

appreciation, that it is perhaps ungenerous to quibble return, the Badger’s march to victory started. Capt. 
about aesthetics. Van Nice, of Chicago was injured on the play and had 

pep Oe to be removed from the game, thereby weakening Chi- 
cago considerably. From then on it was merely a 

A New General Grant question of how many touchdowns the fighting Wis- 
consin team could chalk up before the game ended. 

If It Takes All Summer ae went over oe goal line from the one yard line 
. for the first score of the game. Rebholz’ kick was wide. 
ee Schneller scored the second touchdown in the following 

period, after he had intercepted a Chicago pass. Prob- 

This is a book that should appeal to the reader who ably the most outstanding feat of the game was a 65 

has become somewhat tired with the voluminous yard run through tackle by Tury Oman. Oman re- 

biographies which have been. flooding the book market field several times and wiggled through the entire Chi- 

for the past few years. Miss Corbett, who, by the way, cago team aided by perfect blocking. A short time later 

graduated from the University of Wisconsin in 19, uses Behr and Oman brought the ball to the five yard line 

imaginary conversations, between real and imaginary from which Oman easily tore thru tackle for the final 

people to bring to light the adventurous life of the score of the game. Rebholz made the other score. 

country’s post Civil War president. All in all, the team showed splendid form and power. 

The entire book reads more like a play, for the only True, there are many faults which must be corrected 

descriptive lines are those in the sub-heading, giving before the more powerful teams can be conquered, but 

the setting for the informal conversation which follows. one can safely say that this year’s team shows more than 

This intimacy is delightful to say the least; for Miss any other since the days of Rollie Williams and Gus 

Corbett has that ability to portray the life of her hero, Tebell. 
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Two Wisconsin professors of political science have 

resigned to assume posts at other universities. They 
are Joseph P. Harris, associate professor of political ; 

political ee A. C. Grant, assistant professor of able to talk faster than Floyd Gibbons and his ability 

___ Prof. Harris will join the faculty of the University of OES AL Ny EON EE Ve 

Washington in the fall, after teaching in the summer es 

session of the University of Chicago. Prof. Grant will Pror. D. D. Lesconrer, of the economics depart- 

teach at the University of Southern California. He has ment, who recently charged that federal figures on un- 

been at Wisconsin three years; Prof. Harris, five years. employment are misleading, has been appointed by 

Beeoaeae Governor Kohler as executive secretary of the citizens’ 

committee on unemployment named by the governor 

Dr. A. A. GRANovsKy, associate professor of en- previously. 

tomology and “grasshopper man’’ of Door county, has Prof. Lescohier recently charged that the precent- 

accepted a position in the entomology division, Uni- age of persons unemployed, as announced by the census 

versity of Minnesota department of agriculture. bureau was figured on the basis of total census count 

Wisconsin regents recently pro- instead of on the basis of the num- 

moted Dr. Granovsky and increased ber of wage earners in order to min- 

his salary in an effort to keep him at —— imize the unemployment situation. 

Wisconsin, since he this year alone 2 =—h—hehCrm hres Prof. Lescohier is considered an 

saved the state cherry industry  ~=—OUCLCL _ outstanding expert on the question 

hundreds of thousands of dollars by | _ | of employment. In 1920 and 1921 he 

originating an oil emulsion spray —e—=™se , | conducted a survey in the nation’s 

which resulted in an average of 90 | = @ : - wheat belt on labor conditions for 

per cent control of the cherry case 2=—OCsaeésw ——— the United States department of 

bearer. : —rs—e agriculture, one of the most com- 

Because he felt that his oppor-  . y| / plete studies of this kind ever made 

tunities for research and advance- | fy . | in this country. 

ment were greater at Minnesota, |#| 9 9 6 4 | | Bsa igs 

whose entomology division is fa- Tb. | ; - 

mous, Dr. Granovsky decided to ke A . AMONG the resignations and pro- 

go to that institution in spite of ee : motions accepted by the Board of 

the Wisconsin regents’ action. | bee : / Regents at their recent meetings 
are the following: 

Tao niet _ : Resignations: Elizabeth B. Rau- 

Pror. Wituram C. TROUTMAN ree / schenbush, instructor in economics; 

of the department of speech and ff fk J. K. Snyder, instructor in English; 

director of the Wisconsin Players fo .. Theodore Schreiber, instructor in 

has declined a position as a director | a. _ “= _ German; Erich wae ee 
on the staff of the Goodman reper- — —_ i - in German; Arthur T. Jersild, as- 

tory theatre in Chicago. P ea LLU sistant professor of psychology; 

Prof. Troutman decided definitely “JOE” AT THE MIKE Joseph P. Harris, associate profes- 

in favor of Wisconsin only after a sor of political science; A. C. 

week’s deliberation, and after a Grant, associate professor of po- 

raise in salary had been granted him by the university. litical science; Theodore Macklin, professor of agri- 

The Goodman theatre is recognized throughout the cultural economics; Reed Austin, county agent for 

theatrical world as the best in the repertory field, Forest county; Earl F. Burke, instructor in horticulture; 

maintaining its prestige despite the inroads of the talk- A. A. Granovsky, assistant professor of economic 

ing pictures. entomology; A. A. Reiter, instructor in chemical en- 

The offer to Prof. Troutman, it is understood, was gineering; Campbell Dickson, assistant professor of 

made on the basis of his work at Wisconsin. Previous physical education. 

attempts to bring him to New York have failed, not- Appointments, promotions and transfers: Loyal 

ably in the case of William A. Brady, famous theatrical Dur, Jr,, from Tnebiuton to assistant pioteseon Gf 

producer of “Street Scene,” who sought Troutman’s geography; Werner Neuse, instructor in German; F. G. 

services last winter. Bauer, instructor in German; John T. Salter, associate 
Os professor of political science; Hulsey Cason, professor 

ONcE again sport fans who prefer to attend the foot- of psychology; C. J. McAleavy, county club agent for 

ball and basketball games while seated in front of their Marathon county; E. D. Burns, county agricultural 

radio will have the pleasure of listening to Coach Joe agent for Washington county; Ruth A. Pock, clothing 

Steinauer give his play by play report of all major games specialist in home economics; R. H. Austin, assistant 

over Station WIBA, the Capital Times station at Madi- professor of soils; N. H. Ceaglske, instructor in chemical 

son. Steinauer has established a reputation as being engineering. 
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Governor Appropriations totalling $410,008 were made of an estimated state population of 2,918,000. Gal- 
ae to the Board of Regents at a meeting of the ifornia officials cite the figures as indicative of the vast 
‘ Emergency State Board during July. Of the amount of service performed by the institutions along 

total appropriation granted the university, $169,508 is educational lines. 
for the construction and equipment of an agronomy Figures for the other leading universities, all state 
wing to the horticultural building. A total of $100,000 institutions, show: 
is included for the construction of an addition to the California—population, 4,333,000; registration, 18,- 
present student infirmary. 750; ratio, one to 236. 

The board also made an allowance of $22,000 for Michigan—population, 4,490,000; registration, 9,- 
moving engineering equipment from the present engi- 700; ratio, one to 462. 
neering building to the new engineering structure in Ohio—population, 6,710,000; registration, 12,934; 
the process of erection. ratio, one to 518. 

A sum of $27,500 for the purchase and installation of Illinois—population, 7,296,000; registration, 13,915; 
safety devices throughout the buildings, $15,000 for a ratio, one to 524. 
water line to the pump house, $25,000 for an electric Indiana—population, 3,150,000; registration, 5,779; 
distribution system and $16,000 for the purchase of ratio, one to 545. 
land in the city of Madison was granted. An appro- Missouri—population, 3,510,000; registration, 5,480; 
priation of. $35,000 for the construction and furnishing ratio, one to 640. 
of equipment for a new building for animal research was Texas—population, 5,397,000; registration, 5,545; 
also accepted by the state board. ratio, one to 973. 

desi eo>—$ w-—1iizor>— 

R. O. T. CG. Atty. Gen. Mitchell recently sustained the Ex-College If the general mean average based on the 
Hanne interior department in ruling that students Renee ee Pennsylvania comprehensive tests again 
Poe at land grant colleges can not be required to holds for graduates of forty-nine univer- 

take military training. Secretary Wilbur had held the sities and colleges, as it has held for the 1930 sophomore 
University lawfully could place military training on an class of the Experimental College, then the latter group 
optional basis. The Mitchell opinion said land grant has again shown its intellectual superiority over those 
Colleges and other institutions affected by the Morrill graduating from the four year courses. 
act and similar laws comply sufficiently with the law This is the observation made by Prof. V. A. C. 
when they make military courses available. Henmon of the psychology department upon arriving 

Land grant colleges are those who receive revenue at the class average of examinations taken by seventy- 
from land set aside by the federal government in each one students. 
state to aid agricultural and mechanical education. In The average score of the sophomore deviated but .01 
general, they have considered military training to be re- from that achieved in 1929 by their predecessors, with 
quired. In 1923, however, Wisconsin, under authoriza- the latter more than 100 points beyond that of the 
tion of the state legislature, placed military tactics on Pennsylvania group. The average for 1930 was 685.19, 
an optional basis. as compared to 685.20 for the previous year. 

When the first Morrill act was approved, provision The high score for 1930, however, was 1,420, as com- 
was made for at least one college in every state ‘where pared with 1,819 for the year before, while the low was 
the leading object shall be without excluding other recorded at 210 to that of 266 for 1929. The scores are 
scientific and classical studies and including military purely comparative, it was indicated. They are not 
tactics, to teach such branches of learning as are related based on a definite scale. 
to agriculture and mechanic arts, in such manner as The test examines the students’ general and specific 
legislatures of the states may respectively prescribe.” knowledge of physical and social science, the romance 

The attorney general’s opinion holds a resonable in- languages, and achievements in the liberal arts. 
terpretation of this provision is that military tactics is as 
optional and not a prescribed course. 4 

ee | Nine Weeks Any possibility of extending the six-weeks’ 
So le: Sesion ; Summer session into a nine-weeks’ course, 

Wisconsin According to figures recently published by mopractica" “has been definitely quashed following the 
orange, Dean Woods of the University of California, release of data compiled by Dean Scott H. Goodnight, 

Wisconsin stands second among the state director of the Wisconsin summer session. The report 
educational institutions in the percentage of registra- was presented for consideration to a faculty committee 
tion based on the population estimates of 1929. Cal- who met to consider the advisability of altering the term 
ifornia ranks first by quite a margin. According to length. 
these figures, Wisconsin has a ratio of one student to Agitation for the change in term was begun early in 
every 330 of population or a total registration of 8,837 the summer of 19 29, based on the argument that it would 
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give students a chance to finish their college career at College, 132; Platteville Teachers’ College, 130; 
the earliest possible time. Whitewater Teachers’ College, 117; Stevens Point 

The plan was immediately opposed by Dean Good- Teachers’ College, 112; Eau Claire Teachers’ College, 
night, who declared that it would place an additional 71; Stout Institute, 70; Carroll College, 69; River 
financial burden on the students, and on the university, Falls Teachers’ College, 69; Ripon College, 60; Wis- 
and that summer school residents, teaching during the consin Mining School, 51; Beloit College, 45; Mil- 

regular year, would find it inadvisable to go without a waukee Downer, 38; Layton Art School, 36; Superior 

few leisure weeks before resuming their fall duties. Teachers’ College, 33; University of Wisconsin, Mil- 
The eight- and nine-week summer sessions, the find- waukee day classes, 30; Milton College, 19; University 

ings revealed, were not attended in proportion to their of Wisconsin Milwaukee evening classes, 17; Northland 
size and importance during the regular session. Illinois, College, 11; Mount Mary College, 10. 
Indiana, Northwestern, and Michigan were pointed out Preference was expressed by 735 for business college, 
as examples with registrations of 2,336, 1,864, 2,580, by 626 for nurses’ training school, by 536 for county 
and 3,939 respectively for the year 1929. training school, by 461 for out of state schools, by 126 

Observations made by Dean Goodnight showed that for vocational evening schools, and by 62 miscellaneous 
Nebraska had a disastrous experience with a change schools. 
from the six to the nine-weeks basis, with the registra- As is to be expected, many diverse callings hold 
tion falling from 3,319 in 1928 to 2,644 in 1929. attraction for the high school graduates. The largest 

stk quota, 1,884, expressed an intention of becoming teach- 
; aes ‘ ers. The next most popular vocation is stenography, 

New Agric: | arse beginning this fall the College of with 908 listed. Nursing is the objective of 742, engi- 
This Fall Agriculture will offer a combined neering was specified by 416, secretarial posts by 300, 

course in agriculture and commerce and aviation by 278. 
which is designed to meet the needs of the students who ‘ 
desire to fit themselves for entering the commercial esi eae 
fields after graduation. Help f B i : el f i 

The course is a modification of the present curriculum rates ee Wisconsin clay manufacturers im- 
which enables the student to specialize in the field of Industry proved their products 25 per cent as a re- 
economics and related subjects. sult of research conducted by the university 

In thisnew curriculum the etudent will-tollow about for them, the state lime manufacturers’ association has 

the same course for the first year, but will begin the requested the same sort of help. 
study of economics during his sophomore year. During The lime makers have offered to supply funds for a 
the remaining three years he will take the required fellowship to carry on research in the university dealing 

courses in agriculture to make up the minimum of 50 with problems of production. 
credits essential for graduation, and for the degree of _ Ten of the Statens lime plants have already been 
Hachelon of serence) visited in a preliminary survey, according to Prof. 

Realizing that it is necessary to fit a course of this George Barker, of the department of mining and metal- | 
kind to the needs and interest of the individual, the cur- lurgy. “Future plans for this work eee ae 
riculum is arranged so that any student interested in gation that will take at least two years,” he said. \ 
any of the special fields may plan his work to include the The brick made in Wisconsin is 20 per cent better 
greatest number of courses in the corresponding depart- than brick shipped in, according to Prof. Barker, and 
ment. The only requirement is that the course be ar- because clay manufacturers attribute this to the ae 
ranged to include the joint major in agricultural eco- versity research, the lime producers hope for similar aid. 

nomics and commerce which consists of 15 credits in 641220 

each of the special fields. a 
este $100,000 for Student infirmary facilities at the Uni- 
ie ay versity will be practically doubled as the 

High School The fashion of other days, when to result of action by the board of regents 
Radeon finish high school was to reach the apex when they yoted to proceed with the preparation of 

of one’s educational career, with “‘any plans and to advertise for bids for the construction of an 

kind of a job” the only goal left, is apparently out-of- addition to the present infirmary, to cost $100,000. 
date for Wisconsin’s high school seniors of the present At the same time, it was voted to increase the stu- 
day. The great majority now set their faces towards dent health and infirmary fee from $3.50 to $4.50 per 
continuing their education, with institutions in their semester, on recommendation of Dean C. R. Bardeen 
home state favored for their next matriculation. These of the medical school, approved by President Frank, 
trends are indicated from a survey of 328 high school showing that even after this increase, the fee will be less 
classes graduating in June, 1930. than that charged by other universities rendering sim- 

A questionnaire sent by the University Extension di- ilar, though less complete service. 
vision was answered by 8,866 out of a total of 13,500 In justifying his request for increased infirmary fa- 
graduates, exclusive of Milwaukee, from whom it was cilities, Dean Bardeen pointed out that in accepting an 
found that 5,197, or 65 per cent, aim to continue their infirmary fee from the students, the board of regents 

education. Of the remainder, 2,943 were undecided, essentially enter into a contract to provide infirmary 
and only 824 definitely planned not to go further. care and that the present infirmary facilities are not 

From the questionnaire it was learned that the Uni- adequate to insure that this contract can be fulfilled. 
versity of Wisconsin is the objective of the largest num- The present infirmary was designed to meet the needs 
ber, 897, followed by Lawrence college, 224; La Crosse of 5,000 students. The university last year enrolled 
Teachers’ College, 201; Marquette University, 160; 10,000 during the regular session. Last winter the 
Oshkosh Teachers’ College, 149; Milwaukee Teachers’ (Continuedion papers) 
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a : i Dr. Munro will be the new United States minister to 
Lindbergh Continues to Pile Up Honors — yyiiti “tho difficulties of his position, even though 
Just as Emory College is justly proud of its Bobby somewhat tempered by the recent conciliatory work of 

Jones so is Wisconsin fairly bursting with pride over President Hoover’s commission to Haiti, will still be 
the continued success of its most famous alumnus, such as to test Dr. Munro’s extensive diplomatic train- 

Col. Charles A. Lindbergh, ex-’24, Hon., (28. Ever ing and special temperamental fitness for the post. 
since his historic flight across the Atlantic on May 22, Race and class prejudices, the complexities of a situa- 
1927, Lindbergh has been literally showered with honors. tion in which an old civilization has grown up in a land 
It would take an entire issue of the magazine to ade- largely primitive and illiterate, and the still smoldering 
quately tell of his accomplishments in the last two years, resentment of Haitians against the military rule of the 
but some of his United States, will all complicate the new minister’s 
most recent honors task. 
are so singular we Dr. Munro, however, is admirably equipped for dip- 
deem it an honor to a lomatic duties, having been specially trained for the 
list him on these on) service. He studied three years at Brown university 
pages of outstand- Ca before coming to Wisconsin; also a year at the Univer- 
ing alumni. Sa ae sity of Munich, Germany. After receiving his A. B. at 

Early this spring lai Wisconsin, he earned the degree of doctor of philosophy 
Lindbergh, accom- a / at the University of Pennsylvania in 1917. His ap- 
panied by Mrs. “yi y pointment to the Haitan ministry was based upon his 
Lindbergh as relief ‘ , 4 ‘special qualifications—not upon politics. 

d pilot, broke the then y Seb eocoue 
existing record for P ‘ 

pricey Orcas yu nas Prof. Jones Awarded Harvard Degree 
continental flying. : : . 
Then on August 15 D®. Lewis R. Jones, who recently resigned his post 
President Hoover as chairman of the plant pathology department in 

presented him with order that he may devote more time to plant research, 
the gold congres- received an honorary degree of doctor of science from 
sional medal which Harvard University on August 20. 
had been especially The degree was conferred upon Dr. Jones along with : 

authorized by Con- those given a large number of distinguished botanists 
gress last winter to AT THE 28 COMMENCEMENT from all parts of the world attending the fifth inter- 
commemorate the national botanical congress at Cambridge, Mass. 
many achievements of the Ace of American aviation. In conferring the degree, 

On August 27, the greatest air beacon in the world on SN Deputy Curator of Pembroke 
top of the new Palmolive building in Chicago was Gl College asserted ‘that the 
officially put into service on a signal from Pres. Hoover. ak wide variety of research em- 
With proper ceremonies attending this affair, the light aye braced by the congress was 
was dedicated as the Lindbergh beacon. The light from | See = shown by the learning and 
this beacon will be plainly visible for almost a hundred | ba achievement of Dr. Jones. 
miles away. It is interesting to note that the president Soa i | be Dr. Jones has won inter- 
of the company which erected the tower and built the 4. jit national recognition since he 

beacon is Charles S. Pearce a graduate of the class of yay st became head of the plant 
1900. og pts pathology department in 

Lindbergh today is easily the idol of the American Cs ey 1909. Recently he was 
public. Honors he has by the score, but through it all fa pose named as one of the scientists 
he has maintained the pleasant, almost boyish sim- | (2am 01 an agricultural committee 
plicity that has marked his entire life. He has con- tee? jae to present the progress of 

stantly sought to avoid all forms of publicity, undo Be science at the Chicago world’s 

praise or notoriety. Wisconsin is proud of him. ee oe Se igen 
a | we n October, , his pic- 

Sagas ~ ture was hung in the college 
‘ toe bees » Nad) of agriculture hall of fame 

Munro Appointed Haitian Minister on’ by Rae cere etrcaee ane 

A Wisconsin graduate, Dana G. Munro, ’12, is about resume of Dr. Jones’ work 
to undertake the responsibilities of one of the most “A PATRIARCH” here, Science News Letter 

difficult diplomatic posts in the foreign service of the described him as the “‘patri- 
United States. : arch of 20th century phytopathologists.” 
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‘ I: i plays in the University theater. Her players have been 
Feeding Millions of Chinese Is for the most part selected from the families of the uni- 

‘ versity faculty. 
No Easy Task According to Badger The purpose of the Oconomowoc organization will be 

A WISCONSIN man, John E. Baker,’06, is directing to present every Friday and Saturday afternoon a child’s 

the difficult task of relieving the distress of millions play and accompanied by a children’s orchestra. The 

of natives in famine-stricken China. He related some latter will play the incidental music for singers and 

of his troubles in a letter received by a Madison friend. dancers. 

“T am having my troubles,”’ he wrote. ‘I accepted “The'movies have failed to provide a proper dramatic 

orders to take on this famine job at a time when I fare for children,” explained Mrs. Stuart Reid, presi- 

knew it was six months too late to get together a proper dent of the Oconomowoc chapter. ‘‘Children must have 

organization. I knew it, yet I took it, for someone had their dramatic entertainment.” 

to do it. The money was coming in and millions of p+ O<e<e 

people needed feeding. 
a eee ‘ anes Badger Directs Huge NBC 

YS t—s ad shipped in : 

5 >. eas - =—SS|Ssmy own rrganiza- Radio “Theatre of the Air’” 

1 Some 15,000 AGRADUATE of Wisconsin, Merlin H. Aylesworth, 
Geos | ] oe Cons of grain. tn ’07, president of the National Broadcasting com- 
ge V wee addition, the com- pany, is largely responsible for one of the most monu- 
4 -, Gal mercial | i: mental radio undertakings ever launched—that of a 

2 3 were bringing the Theater of America, to cost half a billion dollars, and 
F ( total up to 2,000 which will, through television and radio, be able to 
a . rN a day for several broadcast the most ambitious stage productions all over 
| ei months. This year A 
y . A America. 

Sl nave: had to The building will 
ad work out a coali- cover three square 

' ® ; tion of three mil- SEs. blocks in New York 

3 a itary factions in Ao (a City, fronting on Fifth 
‘ \ at | order to get 2,000 a avenue. It will con- | Resi ea + 

Fr s tons through the ee tain four complete 
eee lines since the first “Swen © theaters, a great sym- 

of March. People | ce KR phony hall, 27 broad- 
said it couldn’t be a. & casting studios and 
done, the Red : oe. 3 hundreds of offices. 

HAVING HIS TROUBLES Cross said so, but . ae The two largest thea- 
it was done. It Co ata ters will seat 7,000 and 

has been a tough job, however. ae 5,000 persons respec- 
“J am having a hard job to get any foreign help. “| “Rees tively 

Most of the work must be done by Chinese, but I must hum Re fonrina Pe the 

have some foreigners to help. In 1921-22 I had 270 help- F present NBC studios 

ing me in an organization employing 160,000. laborers a Dred ent Aylesworth 

This year I have been able to collect only eight so far, “ nas 

and the number of laborers I can employ as a means of A “Three 
nna a : ae ’ years ago, 

distributing famine relief is accordingly very much re- our new 15-story 

duced, although proportionately not quite so seriously, building was called 

Thope. But the time element works against me.” BUILDING FOR THE FUTURE pure folly. But we 

In 1920-21, as indicated in his letter, Baker directed Hae already ate 

the relief operations for the famine of that period which grown it and are spending more than $50,000 a day 

was one of the most widespread and terrible in modern for broadcasting talent.” 

times. His present title is that of director of relief oper- He explained the gigantic new undertaking by saying 

ations for the Chinese International Famine Relief com- that his company is now “building for the future in- 

mission. He was formerly a high official of the Chinese stead of in accordance with the standards of today. We 

National railways. are taking into account the fact that broadcasting is 
prob O<e<e not only a medium of mass entertainment, but that 

it has added to the cultural and educational values of 

Better Entertainment for Children modern life.” 

SOLVING the “movie problem’ for as ate en 

children has become the appointed task of Ruby W, , 2 ; 

La More, ’30, a graduate from the department of speech, Frank Lloyd right Hailed as Genius 

according to an announcement made by the Oconomo- DESCRIBED as the stepfather of the little low bunga- 

woe chapter of the American Association of University low in the west, Frank Lloyd Wright, 98, and his 

women. architectural accomplishments are extolled in a feature 

Miss La More has been the first and so far, the only story which appeared in a recent issue of the New York 

student in the university to make children’s dramatics Times magazine. 

as her specialty. During the past academic year she has It was not until a certain type of modernism in build- 

directed and presented several productions of children’s (Continued on page 25) 
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Intramurals Again Score Heavily Coaching Staff Complete with 

FIGURES released by the department of intramural Election of Jack Ryan fon Ends 
athletics reveal that 604 teams, enrolling 6,359 

players, took part in a program of athletic sports, for ELECTION of Jack Ryan of Milwaukee as end coach 
recreation only, during the school year of 1929-30. this summer, completed the football coaching staff 

“Athletics for all’—the slogan of George Little— of the University of Wisconsin for the coming season and 
has been made a reality by the dynamic leader, ably is particularly gratifying to Head Coach Glenn Thistle- 
assisted by Joe Steinauer, director of intramural sports, thwaite and supporters of Wisconsin football in general. 
and the splendid student organization which the two Ryan, who was the Badgers’ head coach for the 

have built up. seasons of 1923 and 1924, end coach at Dartmouth, his 
Not literally “all” have taken part and the total of alma mater, in 1925 and for the 

6,359 men in regularly organized intramural teams last four years assistant in charge : 
would be misleading, were it not explained that in of the ends at Northwestern, re- v a 

many cases, stu- signed at Evanstonafew months . | j@ey | 
dents have been ago, fully intending to devote his ty 
members of more entire time in the future to his et =“ 

ey than one team. large and growing insurance busi- 4 
bai 4 Sane ee a ness in Milwaukee. ‘| K 
eS Gupicalion, : When Campbell Dickson, ee " 

So yee rout of ces Badger end coach for the past two : 
ia 7s ens ane ap Ne seasons, resigned at the end of the ‘ j 

= 3 } Bene - school year, Wisconsin was con- > i 
tie Oe : Avemiee ioc fronted with an emergency. No ’ e 
7% i . h ee good wing coaches seemed avail- Be ps 

. ‘ three sports this able. In this situation, Thistle- fae of, 
cos al Yeo thwaite naturally turned to Ryan, pay ee 
we . : with whom he had worked at ; cee 

ae | i enough without Northwestern, and in the end, (ig e Miia cS 
Pe exaggeration or prevailed upon him to give one A ae A 
Pre : Jugsting. oes more season tothecoachinggame. [JMNM ess 

fe Fe tha ee Ryan’s appointment here is for  aaeananthd 
eof ; one season only and will termi- 

| peegn eee nate with the Minnesota game, Bee eS an 
ATHLETICS FOR ALL ally try for the November 22. It js the fixed i 

varsity and fresh- policy of ‘the athletic department that all coaches in 

men teams and we have a total of practically 3,500 men eo i an ec 

Ou Ge he Pee ee oe nee to be justified by the ee created 

Probably no American university has a wider range this vacancy pee ee roe : ee ea 
of vatra mural sports than Wises In the fall ile That Jack Ryan is equipped for this particular job is 
list includes football—both regulation and ‘‘touch” conceded. He played both end and fullback at Dart- 
varieties, cross country running, and bowling. The mouth, has had more than a dozen years successful 
winter sports include basketball, indoor track, swim- coaching experience, knows the Wisconsin situation well 

ming, wrestling, boxing, water polo, free throwing, and from his two years as head coach here and has already 
hockey. Spring offers baseball, diamond ball, outdoor been associated with Coach Thistlethwaite one year, as 
track, tennis, golf, and trap shooting. his chief assistant at Northwestern in 1926. 

In order to secure equality of competition, without His appointment completes a strong varsity staff with 
which interest could not be sustained, the leagues are Glenn Thistlethwaite starting his fourth year as head 
organized on the basis of natural rivalries and varsity coach this fall; Leonard (Stub) Allison as line coach, 
athletes or emblem winners are barred. The important assisted by Rube Wagner; Ryan handling the ends; 
leagues are the inter-fraternity league, the inter- and Frank (Bo) Cuisinier as backfield coach. 
dormitory league, and the church league. With added Irv. Uteritz is handling the “B” team this fall. 
facilities next year, the percentage of men taking part John Parks, captain of last year’s eleven, is assisting 
in intramural athletics is expected to show a substantial him as line coach. Guy Sundt, Secrist and Bieberstein 
increase. are putting the Frosh thru their paces. 
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W NN / Ms and Westedt, a pair of husky frosh linemen, were farm- 

ho Said the eaker Sex ? ing on the paternal acres in Kansas and northern Wis- 

THE time has come for the men of the University to consin, respectively. The cherry orchards of Door 
look after their golf laurels or they may find them county claimed the services of Weigant, another line 

resting on the head of some co-ed like Dorothy Page, ’30. candidate. 

After a year’s layoff from her favorite pastime, this pe O<e<t 

young graduate went out and grabbed herself one 

major title, several minor ones and then sailed thru her Meanwell Faces Heavy Schedule 

opponents to be one of the finalists in the women’s } | 

western championship at Kansas City. RELEASE of the complete Badger basketball sched- 

In 1927 Miss Page started her ule for the 1930-1931 season, calls attention to the 

golf career by winning the State size of the job which will be facing Coach Walter E. 

O\ tournament, the following year she Meanwell this year. 

ee dropped this title to Jane Cannon, Following one of the stiffest preliminary schedules a 

» | 31, but won the Women’s Western. Wisconsin team has had in a number of years, he will 

as - In 1929, Miss Page dropped out of send a comparatively green team into conference com- 

'¢ {tournament play because of ill petition against the best fives in the Big Ten, for both 

a8 | health. Her re-entry in the sport Michigan and Purdue will be back on the card next year, 

— ’  <** this year was watched with keen together with Illinois, lowa, Minnesota and Ohio State. 

Pe | interest by all of the golfers in the Coach Meanwell will start the season with only his 

i 7-7 state. ‘Could she repeat?” was the regular guards,—Ted Chmielewski and Johnny Paul,— 
| oe question. After her opening tourna- left from this year’s runners-up for conference honors. The 
Ee /|) 4) ment, there was no question that entire offensive strength of this year’s team—Captain 

ea a 41 Miss Page was the same dangerous Harold Foster, Carl Matthusen and Maury Farber, 

| «ihe | opponent she had been in years graduated in June. 

-/) £4 before. She won the State title For forwards, Coach 

fA after a desperate battle with Miss Meanwell will have a 

ee |) Cannon, the title holder. three men who were oa Mv 

Dy Following this tournament, Miss about ready for Big ee 

a §6§Page easily won two local tourna- Ten competition at a 

DOROTHY PAGE ments and in one of them set a new the close of the season ee iii 

course record. Not satisfied with —Doug Nelson, Bob- 

slashing women’s par on the courses, she set out to by Poser, and Harry - 

break men’s par time after time. Mrs. Tyson of Kansas Griswold, all sopho- 

City beat her in the Women’s Western only after a mores. ie 

thrilling struggle in which Miss Page played brilliant Poser and Nelson fs 

golf. She had defeated the last year’s winner to enter can also play guard a 

the final round. acceptably, but none J Oa me 
of the trio has the oy 

To stature for the center’s ae 

Where D'ya W orka, Joe? position. While there I 
are a number of tall a 

THE many positions held by the person in a once pop- lads in last season’s . 

ular song hit were nothing compared with the variety reserve squad, it will ™ 

of occupations which beckoned varsity athletes during take a great deal of 3 

the summer vacation. Most of those heard from were work and marked im- 

doing some line of work that would build them up for provement to make 

the coming strenuous seasons. A few of the boys were any of them into a CAPTAIN PAUL 

registered in summer school, making up the necessary Big Ten Center. 

grade points and credits. However, the little doctor has a way of developing 

Big “Moose” Krueger, varsity football center, acted material which usually finds him with at least a passable 

as a life guard on the Y. M. C. A. beach sector of Lake performer in every position and Wisconsin will approach 

Mendota. Walter Gnabah, husky fullback and weight this year’s basketball season with enthusiasm, partic- 

tosser, who is likely to be given a trial in the Cardinal ularly in view of the fact that the team —and crowds— 

line this season, Jake Sommerfield, varsity baseball will have all the advantages to be found in an adequate 

pitcher, Ted Chmielewski, basketball captain, and Art place for practice and games, when the new field house 

Cuisinier, sophomore football and baseball man, is opened. 

watched the swimmers on Chicago beaches. Russ Reb- Gestas Omnana 

holz, fleet varsity halfback, was trucking heavy freight Nor the younger generation but the old folks are the 

in a Madison warehouse. ones needing critical examination, for youth is not doing 

The construction industry enlisted Capt. Milt Gan- anything today different from what it used to do. Miss 

tenbein of the football team and Nello Pacetti, George Zoe Burrell Bayliss, assistant to the dean of women 

Casey, John Schneller, Neil Hayes, and Jack Edwards, declared at the third of a series of conferences for deans 

all of whom will be trying for places on the 1930 eleven and advisers of women in Lathrop parlors recently. 

in the fall. “Everything a dean does is character education in 

Greg Kabat outstanding soph lineman, drove a truck one way or another,” Miss Bayliss said. “Faith in the 

in Milwaukee and Bill Exum, Gary, Ind., flash, had a individual is a good way to begin the building of char- 

heavy job in the steel mills of his home town. Bratton acter. Young people are doing the best they can.” 
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C With the | 

Lafayette Plans Gala Dinner-Dance eset listen (esther, 
sing together, eat together 

On Eve of Purdue= Wisconsin Game and you'll work together. 

WISCONSIN and Purdue alumni in Lafayette, though in an unusual part of the world, had the real 
Ind. and surrounding cities are busy making plans Wisconsin spirit of loyalty and vivid interest in what 

for a big pep session to be held the night prior to the the University is doing. The group asked me to be the 
Purdue-Wisconsin game, on October 25, which will be scribe to send their greetings. I enclose the names. 
the Homecoming attractions for the “Boilermakers.” F. Louise Narpin. 

In order to make the affair as attractive as possible, : ‘ 
the committee in charge to make it a dinner-dance with Ween Alice Allen, B. A., 09, now at Waukegan, 
the admission price set at $1.00. The present plans call ARO Trene Cumings, M. A., *15, now at Sioux Falls, 
for no speeches, but we’ll wager there will be plenty of S. D.; Claire C. Thursby, °06, University High School, 
short, curt remarks thrown around the room, relative to Oakland, California » : Hazel a F. Linkfield, i 09, High 
which is the better team. The entire ballroom will be ae Elgin, Illinois; pee te True, ‘05, Berea A 
decorated in the appropriate colors of the two institu- Hh ay ao ee i. ee Case, ’02, 
tions and songs and cheers of good old ““Who-Pur-due”’ Hos ane: ne on uluth, eae: atharine True, 
and Wisconsin will be given, both spontaneously and See Berea Co! ege, Berea, Kentuc. yo. Lola F. White, 
under talented leadersip. 21, Senior High School, Berkeley, California; Blanche 

. . : Storer, ’26, Now at Sioux Galls, South Dakota. The big pep session will follow the banquet and the ane i 
dance, which is infomal by the way, will be next in line. p Pe Ox 
It is hoped that both the governor and president of the i 
two states and universities will be there to add to the Chicago Plans Football Banquet 
occasion. So it may be a case of ‘“What did the Governor oO E. f N h G 
of Indiana say to the Governor of Wisconsin?” h Lve 3 orthwestern ame 

The supper starts at six o’clock. Tickets may be THE first regular meeting of the Chicago alumni club 
obtained by communicating with the alumni Secretary, was held on Friday noon, Sept. 19, at Maillards’ in 
Purdue Memorial Union, West Lafayette, Ind. the Strauss Bldg. No outside speakers were arranged as 

Varsity out, Wisconsin, and show Purdue what real this was to be an Open-All-Wisconsin-Men-Talk-Fest. 
pep is! Our annual football banquet will be held Nov. 14, 

ON aa Friday evening, at the La Salle hotel. This date is the 
: : evening before the Northwestern game following our 

Alumnae Hold Meeting on Board old custom of having the banquet the night before a 
Ship inl Weditenanean Ghuise game played here in Chicago. We are back at the La 

: i Salle hotel principally because this place is centrally 
On board S. S, City of Paris located and has always been popular with visiting foot- 

July, 27, 1930 ball enthusiasts. 
| KNOW what a nuisance long hand letters are to busy The club year ends Sept. 30, and the new year com- 

people, but if I wait for typewriter and a chance for mences Oct. 1. We expect to have a very active pro- 
proper form, my bit of news will grow old and perhaps gram planned for this next year of 1930-31. 
get crowded out of my mind by all the charms and in- \ Norton V. Smiru, Jr. 
terests of each day in this Mediterranean world. Nine of 
us had an interesting Wisconsin alumni meeting on Reet Oe 
board this ship, where we are cruising about in the wake 
of Aeneas on these blue waters, and heard and told the Gopher Alumnae Plan Busy Year 
news of each other and of the University. MUINNEAPOLIS alumni and alumnae are busy 

I think the representation from our university is large, perfecting their plans to witness the big game be- 
considering that there are only two hundred fifty mem- tween Minnesota and Wisconsin at Madison on Nov. 
bers of the party. 22. Trains, automobiles, and airplanes will all be used 

We sailed from Marseilles July 5, and have been in to transport this enthusiastic crowd to and from the — 
Greek lands ever since,—Delphi, Olympia, Mycenae, game. And from all indications the crowd should grow 
Athens, and the islands. Yesterday we had a beautiful more enthusiastic as the game goes on. 
day in Syracuse, one of the oldest Greek settlements in The program committee of the Minnéapolis Alumnae 
Sicily, which bears the marks of succeding waves of association is preparing a booklet of the work for the 
conquest, Roman, Norman, Saracen, and which though coming year. The first meeting of the group will be 
shrunk from its old size and importance is still a lovely, held Oct. 25, at 510 Groveland Ave., Minneapolis. A é 
flower-decked, vine-garlanded city. Tomorrow we shall cordial welcome to attend this meeting is extended to 
be in Carthage and Tuesday we go regretfully ashore all out of town visitors as well as all alumnae in Minne- 
at Naples, our wanderings ended. apolis who have not heretofore identified themselves 

I need not assure you that our alumnae meeting, with the organization. 
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Fort Collins Alumni Meet St. Louis to Hold Elections 

THE Wisconsin Alumni of Fort Collins, Colorado, JHE executive committee of the St. Louis alumni 
including some in attendance at the Colorado Agri- club met on Sept. 19, and made plans for a general 

cultural College, had a most interesting meeting the meeting and election of officers, which had been post- 

evening of Monday, June 23rd, at the College Cafeteria. poned from last spring, to be held Oct. 11. We are 
Dr. B. H. Hibbard of the Department of Agricultural hoping to have this an outdoor meeting to which all St. 

Economics brought us the message from home, giving Louis alumni can come. More details will be given at 
a most illuminating discussion on the Experimental a later date. Present officers who will soon be replaced 
College, its history and operation to the present time. or re-elected are Dr. Forest Staley, president; Arno J. 
The matter of curriculum revision, the building pro- Haack, vice-president; J. E. Hillemeyer, treasurer; 
gram, and other subjects of interest were brought up in Elizabeth Gissal, secretary. 
the informal discussion which followed. SEOs 

Those present included Dr. and Mrs. B. H. Hibbard 
and Miss Baker, ’23, of Madison; Professor and Mrs. W right Hailed as Genius 
B. F. Coen, 00; L. R. Davies, ’04; Miss Jones, 23 and (Continued tromieage a1) 
Mrs. Jones; Miss Laura, Makepeace, ’28; Miss Iva J. ‘ hich! Wright f the pi 
Oliver, °28; Mr. and Mrs. C. 0. Scott, '16; Professor 18 of which Wright was one of the pioneers, returned 
and) Mrs:G. A. Schmidt) 15; Mitand Mus "Chas. «| (US wuline stampiol Purepean eperoyenthat Wmene 
Warren,-’23, °25;| Mr. and Mrs, J. D. Perky, °23, received the recognition that was his due, the writer 

Weatherford, Oklahoma stated. 
& i ‘Among his recent projects,” the article’ continues, 

Tea OSC “not the least curious—if less certainly among the most 
Wi 5 Al T h , Di beautiful—is the extraordinary plan and model of the 

isconsin. umni ieachers Winner tower proposed to be placed close by St. Marks-in-the- 
. . . . . Bouwerie, in New York. HE annual Wisconsin Alumni Teacher’s Dinner ey 2 ; 

I which has been a successful event during each teach- The modeliof the ylides rather like a playhouse 
er’s conventions will take place in the Banquet Hall of for white eae pomene) Sane Wright explains 
the Schroeder hotel, Milwaukee, Thursday noon, that it is built like a tree. The support of the whole 
October 30, at 12:15 structure consists of four reinforced concrete piers run- 

( ee olneet ning up the middle of it like the trunk of the tree. Upon 
The program will include an address The University these piers the successive floors are hung on cantilevers 

and Preparation for Life Work, by Mr. Frank Holt, as the limbs of the tree hang from the trunk. The 
registrar of the University of Wisconsin. There will hanging structure is of steel and glass, and every apart- 
be good music also. The renewal of university friend- ment in the building is an outside apartment flooded 
ships, the fellowships of this meeting, and the splendid with light.” : 

ade all it a pleasant occasion which many will The experimenters in Europe have hailed the man 
Huet iphvare @ubolmay beanie acedi iy arial from Wisconsin as a genius and major pathfinder in art. 

from either Mr. Arno C. Froelich, chairman of the EE 
dinner, Washington High School, Milwaukee, or from 
Miss. Esther Lehmann, Secretary, South Division High WwW A N T E D 
School, Milwaukee. —— ee 

Weare very desirous of obtain- 
Seo ee ing the following back ae : 

Pittsburgh Makes Plans for 1930-31 Goutal npprectate aay Lenmiance 
“ onthe part of our readers. Mail 

A SURVEY shows we have over one hundred “‘Bad- copies to the Association office 
gers” in the Pittsburgh Metropolitan district, at Madison. Postage will be paid — 

fifty of whom are members of the U. W. Club of Pitts- by the Association. 
burgh. ; Vol.,10, No. 3 

The first social gathering since the Annual Banquet Vol. 11, Nos.'3, 4, 6, 7, 8, and 10 
of last February is to be a corn roast, scheduled for Vol. 13, Nos. 4, 6, 8, 9, and 10 
September 27th, for members and friends of the Uni- Vol. 14, Ra 1, 7, and 9 

versity. Vol. 15, No. 2 
Visitors will always find a group of Wisconsin men Vol. 16, Nos. 1 to 7 and 10 

lunching at Gimbel’s Department Store Dining Room Vol. 17, Nos..6, 8, and 10 
on Tuesday noon of each week. Vol. 18, Nos. 2, 4, 5, 6, 9, and 10 ; 

The University of Pittsburgh Stadium is the home for Vol. 19, Nos. 1, 2, and 9 

all football attractions in the city and the club manage- Vol. 22, Nos. 8, 9, and 10 

ment has arranged for securing preferred seats for all Vol. 23, Nos. 1 to 10 
important games. Reservations are also being made for Vol. 24, Nos. 1 to 10 
club members for the Ohio State-Wisconsin game at Vol. 25, Nos. 1 to 10 
Columbus. Vol. 26, Nos. 1 to 10 

Club Officers: Vol. 27, Nos. 1 to 10 

Joun Farris, President Vol. 28, Nos. 3, 5, 7, 9, and 10 
A. J. Ackerman, Vice-President Vol. 29, No. 8 
A. W. Nance, Secretary-Treasurer. 
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1920 Mary K. Hicxry, Reedsburg, to 1925 Catherine B. Nevin, to Collis M. 
ee 1917 Harold M. Lancer, Baraboo, on Barvin, on June 21, at Berkeley, 

ex ’20 Caroline Woodward, Peoria, Ill. to June 21, at Reedsburg. At home in Calif. At home at 3660 Mona Ave., 
Benjamin Buus, Rivera) ae Baraboo, where Mr. Langer is an Fresno, Calif. 

1923 Alice M. olan, ou ardner, attorney. oon Bertha Purdy. Pi Y. N.Y. 

Mass., to Earl W. PHELAN. 1921 Olga C. Ladwig, Manitowoe, to Lyell Hishardcly Can oreuon isn dune 20) 
1924 Anabel Jerauld, Barnstable, Mass., P. Porter, on August 23. At home at at Penn Yan. 

to Donald G.’ TRrayser, Hyannis, 378 E. Capitol Drive, Milwaukee. HONG MONT gion Gaver. Stoucltons 16 Stance 
Mass. 1922 Martha L. Kindelberger, to Carl B. Tee aarson (Nenlandi con ea uacseio0. 

1925. Waneta Jensch, Hudson, Wis., to Curisrianson, on June 11, at Wheel- miatovahtonda At Homesine Et ghiand: 
Jack Hanris, Racine, The wedding ing, W. Va. At home at 154 S. Park DATE RILN here Mur Nelsoauaran ihe 

salle take place on October 25, at Ave., Edgewood, Wheeling. structor in the high school. 

Hudson. 1922 Helen Bahrisch, Lakewood, Ohio, to : i 
1925 Clara Henrzpenc, Sheboygan Falls, Davis R. Jones, Madison, on July 2, 192 uth Pungsron, Milwaukee, to. Dr. 
1922 to Herman C. RunGeE. At home in Milwaukee. MilWaulec: ° Mes: 

9 Marion Lewis, Syracuse, N. Y., to 1922 Ethel A. Clow, Wolfeboro, N. H., to ve e 

aan a eeen Sy Wie Cc armbyidae liane Dee Wid) Pauli Dyecon’iune 7 at) 11-0), Chavloine Whiting, Gam bridge, Mase 
1926 Suzanne Shaw, Coldwater, Mich., to Wolfeboro. on June 21, at. Cambridge. Dr. 

Gordon R. Wa.ker, Racine. 1923 Hrence ee Peneeter ory Reed is serving his interneship in the 
" tladys F ron ‘ ruegger, Berlin, on July > a B ity hospital. H d + 

1927" Gladys: Herp, Kansas (Citys Mon tp Dubuque, Towa.” At home at 26 Ree Pare seine tn Brookline Mage, Barnett C. Helzberg. . 5 SS 
y z i Arlington Place, Oshkosh, where Mr. see 

1927 Marion Arnotp, Prentice, Wis., to Brenden is connected with whens cine 1926 Irene E. Timm, De Forest, to Russell 
1925 William M. Rrcurmann, Madison. TGTe Tne uaneeiGet B. Ramsey, Milwaukee, on August 18, 
1927. Gretchen M. Sensenbrenner, Neenah, 1028 Mery W. Babb, Milwaukee to Phillip at De Forest. At home in Milwaukee. 

to Robert F. Canney, Milwaukee. Bi Novos on September 6 a NE 1926 Gladice OrweLL, Madison, to Arthur 
1928 Myrth A. Wuirr, Madison, to waukee. Bouffard, deppeeany on August 6, at 

1927. Bernhard E. Bremen. 1923 Dorothy Krippner, Green Bay, to Madison. At ‘ome in Green Bay. 

1928 Lorraine Toms, Winnetka, to Gerald A. Burr Br Det, on July 23." At 1926 Helen Oxzis, Madison, to John 
Bean, New York. - home at 510 Harvard St., Green Bay. 1929 Nuzum, on August 16, at Madison. 

1928 Verna L. Dosrarz, Milwaukee, to 1923 Vivian F. Chambers, Oshkosh, to Cmte Uy Milwanilkcceswhere ary 
1937 Arnold fi. Mosuuen, West Bend, Dr, H. A. Romuenc, on July 30, at Nuzum is with the Waller-Carson Co. 

Wis. Oshkosh. At home @ 719 Ninth St., 1926 Greta L. Jounsron, Spring Green, to 
1928 Florence Voruszax, Milwaukee, to Paes r. Amandus H. Muehlmeier, Middle- 

, David Rellin, Mr. Rellin is a graduate 1923 Adeline Meyer, Madison, to Harold ton, on June 30, at Spring Green. At 
of New York university. 1027 | MeN ee on amauee y ae oy in home in Middleton. 

9 srace CL, La Crosse, to Lowell is. rs. Toner is the assistant 1926 Elizabeth Waegli, Shawano, to LeRoy 1928 Grace, Canty ee cma ea attorney general and Mr. Toner is W. Empey, Green Bay, on July 5, at 
A metallurgist and chemical engineer at Shawano. At home at 920 N. Maple 

1928 Margaret M. Gampte, Kenosha, to the: Giskolt, MachinesGoe chee: ate ge Gekon beet 
George F. GerLina. making their home in Shorewood 19oe- Verenals Brilli Wi 

ex’28 Elsa Srecuer, Milwaukee, to Hugo Hills, Madison. Tce vekone Suh eeee, Bey laa Wien to 

1926 W. Hermxz, Milwaukee, 1923 Catherine O. LaFond, Spooner, to at Brillion. At home in Milwaukee. 
1929 Evelyn F. Woir, Madison, to James A. C, Barrett, on June 21, at Spoon- 2 2 

L. Cole, Ripon. Mr. Cole was gradu- er. Mr. Barrett is the district attorney 1925 Ruth M. Nexson, Waupaca, Wis., to 
ated from Ripon college in 1927. for Washburn county. He enear es Naa tnc cs Messena, N. 

1928 Ada McMurpy, Milwaukee, to Clif- 1923 Irene M. Norsetter, Cottage Grove, to i aC STE ee 
ford A. Kroening, Milwaukee. Harry R. ScawenKer, Madison, on ex ’26 Wilma Williams, to Leo Wenner, on 

{958 Hannah Rosewrast ba pore) tae June 21, at Madison. Mr. Schwenker June 30, at Wauwatosa. At home in 
; fo Harty Mi. Joseph, Chicago ane is connected with the University Milwaukee. 

wedding will take place on October 6. Ticket Office. 1926 Miriam G. Arnett, New Knoxville, 
1928 Kathryn D. Larson, Madison, to 1924 Ethel Wecet, Fond du Lac, to Elbert Ohio, to the Rey, Theodore F. 
1928 George D. Hounsacu, Milwaukee. 1914 M. Wersren, Hudson, on May 24, Scunerper, on June 4, at New Knox- 

: a oes at Minnespolis. At home in Hudson. ville. At home at McKeansburg, 
1929 Mildred Sreex, Milwaukee, to Chester + a Penn 
1929 V. Licxinc, Madison 1924 Elsie Retzleff, Fort Atkinson, to - : 

y ag ates ae ss Ruby Younae, on July 26, at Fort 1926 Elizabeth Witson, Omaha, Nebr., to 
ex 729 Katherine Grsse, Madison, to Esren- Atkinson. At home at 908 Riverside John Britt, Freeport, Tll., on June 21 

Ea ae eo anes Drive, in that city. at Fort Atkinson. At home in Free 
ber 22, at Ascona, Switzerland. 1924 ee ee annie! ae we ; port, where Mr. Butt is an attorney 

1930 Eva Mae Apams, Chicago, to John T. August 9, at’ Chicago, At home in ex 26 CON Ne pen wires co a 

rae Soe eee nea . Hatsbune: Cee Viroqua. At homein Richland Genter. 
ex ’30 Patsy Ripiey, Hou : z 24 Lilli . ewes s : 
1930. Jerome SPERLING, Sheboygan. ox oe ian eerie See ee 1926 Margaret E. Munpny, Madison, to 

he eye . 2 Valentine Weber, Janesville, Wis., on 
ex 30 Shirley Bazan, Madison, to Donald gust 9, at Stratford. Miaueuib: actiacoine Athome atten 

A. Wiu1amson, Mt. Carroll, Ill, 1924 Frances Witxiams, Platteville, to October 1, in the Kennedy Manor, 
1931 Ruth Hovey, Madison, to Everett Joseph S. Armstrong, Grove City, Madison. 
1930 Jounson, Madison. Pa. on aly Aer a Platteville. At 1926 Gladys E. Paniares, Ereeport, T, to 

MARRIAGES 1924 Lucille E. Torcrrson, Cottage Grove, Ga AUeUaE TONE Freebores (At home 
1910. Fannie Suaner, Brooklyn, to Prof. Wis., to the Rev. J. W. Yivisaker, in Cleveland. 

Selig PERLMAN, Madison. Northwood, Towa, on August 12, At 4956 Beatrice C. Holbrook, Oak Park, IIl., 
1910 Violet M. Hutchison, Appleton, to Se if to Harry BARSANTEE, Madison, on 

James H. Dunwam, on August 12, at 1924 Frances L. Brics, Minneapolis, to July 3, at Oak Park. At home at 333 
Waukegan, Ill, At home in Appleton, y Muelle peneehy: econ ae North Central Aver Chicago, 
where Mr. Dunham is assistant en- ex 72: argaret Ryan, Madison, to Herman . 
gineer of the Wisconsin-Michigan 1924 P, Locuner, on August 11, at Madi- TOA ethene Mecha ene wm 
oe ae at Stoughton. At home in Stoughton, 

1913 Mary F. Morscher, Clarendon, Va., to 1925 Grace M. Piumier, Madison, to where Mr. Henderson is city MtLonneNt 
Dr. Charles DrescHien, Washington, Henry G, Ashcraft, Jackson, Miss 0 997 furna M,N Agena 
D. C., on July 30. After a wedding August 23, at Madison. At home in Fee ee ee toe NR aa hee 
trip abroad, they will be at home in Raymond, Miss., where Mr. Ashcraft FSIS IU FaR ale Net 
Clarendon.’ Dr. Dreschler is a path- is with the state department of agri- thome a ve., Milwaukee, 
ologist in the U. S. Dept. of Agricul- culture. 1927 Charlotte J. Carroxi, Watertown, to 
ture. 1925 Jessie M. Grorsseck, Milwaukee, to Joseph J. Fox, Chicago, on August 4, 

1915 Mary E. Toler, to Lawrence H. Wilford P. Hill, Platteville, on August at Watertown. At home in Chicago. 
Doourrrie, on August 30. At home 23, at Milwaukee. M.A.Dr. Charlotte Backus, Milwaukee, 

at 6041 Kingsbury Ave., St. Louis. 5} Ghea E. Grinde, Minneapolis, to 1927 to Dr. Claus Jordan, Wilmington, Del. 1925 b polis, L 
1916 Thelma L. Botzler, to Thomas H- Harold F. Carpwert, on August 21. on September e at Milwaukee. At 

KERNAN, on May 24, at Tulsa, Okla. at Mortonville. home in Philadelphia. 
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v § assistant prof . 2 iversity. 
: ol at the Josephi 

nomics at the Unbere of eco- 1929 Jeanett 
sephine Simon, to Hi 

toe Bien iversity. 1929 Jeanette I. Pritz, Milwauk 
Chilton, Wis. on June 35, at Johne: 

(008 Monae Paris, Prairie du Chi MG Ronny see ons vay ieles burg. ne 23, at Johns- 

Martinus, J bynup, Madison, oe Nee au Tee OT an ore Meciony to0u 

soos, hamme 1810 Monroe SU MEGGOE 929 Aileen Dick. Alton, IL, t ‘ Baettig Ann Arbor ulonsvon duns 

: 3 » .» Madison, 9 1, © paella Willi 
25 adison. z ” une 

Evangeline Fisher, So ene 1920 Crane, on August 5, at 1a to, William GHurchists Armament 6 aS: 

Dr. James P. Conway, on July 1 Leo Gane OH UNIGOS ar Rene 1930 Margaret H. Olson ” Madi 

Sie ron: pids, ©: At homesin J. At home in We , at Trenton, N. ae ash, STANEOHD.O: adison, to 

Pratt is associated wi ah here Mn home at 1317 Randall. ( June 21. At 

Hides consmucience a vot ee aU Coun Madi 

(Continued on page 42) 
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UNtIWV E/R SUPT ES 

: ‘ Lord thus berated the children of Israel. No mention 

Minnesota Has Unique Plan however, is made of the remedy, but that will not 

For Freshman Welcome Week deter the conscientious tobacco manufacturer from so 

i : ‘ ; introducing the quotation as to suggest that there is a 

Just contrary to the conditions which exist at Wis- Biblical quotation for ‘plucking a Lucky.” 

consin, the University of Minnesota this year staged —MICHIGAN STATE RECORD 

its fifth annual freshman welcome, directed entirely by 

students. Wisconsin recently decided to eliminate the Chronical Knocking 

help of the upperclassmen. A committee of 150 handles 

the affair at the Gopher school and begins its work in |F your motor commences to knock, you know that 

the spring before the close of school. something is radically wrong with the engine, and if 

The actual welcome on the campus is very much you are wise, you have it overhauled as soon as pos- 

the same as the Freshman week at Wisconsin and con- sible, either doing the job yourself, or hiring it done by 

sists mainly of helping the incoming student orient him- a competent mechanic. But if you commence chronical 

self and feel more at home on the campus that is to be knocking yourself (by which I mean habitual carping 

his for the four years to come. The one thing that is criticism), who is there to overhaul you? You must do 

especially interesting in regard to the functioning of the job yourself, or take chances of becoming a general 

the Freshman Week committee, is the fact that it begins nuisance, and perhaps ruining your own career and 

work during the summer months, before the new stu- success in life. 

dents ever see the campus. Commenting on the system I do not know whether it was a Rotarian or a Kiwan- 

used, the Minnesota Alumni Weekly states: ian who first coined the expression: ‘““Throw away your 

“The state has been carefully divided up into districts hammer and use a saw. Quit knocking and saw wood. 

with a committee established in each to carry on the Be a Booster.’ Although I agree with the sentiment 

work during the summer months. During August and he was trying to express, it seems to me that there are 

September, the various district groups will hold rallies, two sides to this question. For example, if you hire a 

and the prospective freshmen will be given preliminary carpenter to build a frame house, and he reports on the 

instructions, as well as one of the first and most im- job with a saw but no hammer, in his tool kit, he will 

portant contacts with a tangible part of the institution not be able to do much of a job until he gets a hammer 

wherein they expect to spend at least four years of their or uses something else in place of one. Although it is a 

lives. well known’ fact that ‘you cannot saw wood with a 

“The chairman and his immediate aides have estab- hammer,” it is equally true that “you cannot drive 

lished themselves in the Union on the campus. Their nails with a saw.” Both a hammer and a saw are neces- 

work is continuous throughout the summer. They sary tools in a builder’s kit, if used for their own 

keep in touch with the district committees, send com- proper purposes. A little of the right kind of knock- 

munications—explanatory items—to all the newspapers ing is sometimes helpful, but it must be constructive 

in the state, and arrange all the details of the program knocking. 3 —C. §. M. MAGAZINE 

for the Week itself’. Cc Al c Il 

oncernin: umn g 

Tobacco vs. Higher Education ea : it . A : ihe a 
ene i ‘ E “alumni college” season has closed. at is 

A STATISTICAL examination of the cigarette busi- te alumni college? It is a short course of a week or so 

ness in the United States, sponsored by Clark, for alumni, held generally at commencement time. 

Dodge & Co., indicates that the American public will They are generally quartered together in one of the 

pay more for its cigarettes this year than it is paying dormitories, they eat together, sometimes along with 

for national defense. The total amount is estimated the faculty, they hear lectures together—for the after- 

i front to $1,000,000,000. Consumption noons are generally given over to golf, swimming, etc. 

ECL Sade a) Wal Bred, The nature of the subjects taken up in the lectures 

Maybe you think this has nothing to do with “other varies, of course. Lafayette college, the pioneer in the 

capes but our reason for introducing it is logical. movement, lists among other things economics, elec- 

a a fees publ Days sees for a trical engineering, psychology, political tendencies, 

pan tor hig ee ucation: Every COusa. campus in t e biology, geology. Alumni who have attended ‘alumni 

ea is surrounded by cee bill- colleges” seem to experience considerable mental and 
oards from ten to fifteen feet high and i luminated at physical exhilaration, and get some knowledge of what 

night. Even many of the college athletic fields of the is going on in the world outside their own fields. La- 

CO UTLY, are adorned with posters of cigarette-smoking fayette charges the alumnus only $25 for the week, this 

heroes. By the way, we suggest to the cigarette adver- including everything. Other colleges and universities 
tisers an appropriate Biblical text for their ““Fear-your- that have had “alumni colleges” this year are Michigan, 

shadow” ads, viz., Deut. 32:15—“‘Thou art waxen fat, Iowa State, Wesleyan, and Berea 

thou art grown thick, thou art become sleek”—the i MICHIGAN STATE RECORD 
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: contrary to his long held convictions, on dee study he 

k Ray Stevens Dies Suddenly came to the conclusion that the search ond seizure 

JUSTICE E. Ray Stevens, B.L. ’93, of the Wisconsin clause of the constitution did not permit the searches 

supreme court died at his home in Madison on of homes promiscuously. He held in the case of Glodow- 

August 25, after a heart attack and an illness of only sky vs. the State, that in order to search a home the 

two days. He was 61 years old. applicant for a warrant must testify to personal knowl- 

This untimely death of Justice Stevens, the fourth edge and facts. 

ou oe ee en oe ae A a ae ++ Oneae 

in the state legal circles that will be extremely hard to 

fill. : : : : E.N. Warner Killed in Accident 
Known as a painstaking and indefatigable worker, k 

Justice Stevens has borne a large share of the stress EPNeSE N. WARNER, B.L. ’89, was killed on 

which has been placed upon the court by the successive July 9, in an automobile accident near Madison. 

deaths of other members. Since the late Chief Justice For many years Mr. Warner has been a leader in civic 

Aad J. Vinje became ill three years ago, there has affairs in Madison, and his untimely death caused a 

scarcely been an interval when the court has been able great loss to both city and state. For many years 

to function with a full membership. _ Mr. Warner had been one of the most active members 

Bearing without complaint the heavy burden of of the Class of 89 and he was greatly admired by all 

extra work thus forced upon him, Justice Stevens his fellow classmates. 

without doubt sacrificed the stamina which was found Ernest Warner was born on his father’s farm in 

to be so sadly lacking when his health failed under the Windsor, Dane county, on July 23, 1868. He was 

strain. He is as urely a martyr to his state as any man graduated from the University in 1889 with the degree 

who ever offered his life of B.L. 
on the field of battle. He taught a country school during the winter term of 

Pm Justice Stevens began his his junior year at the university and for one year after 

e judicial career when the graduation, was principal of the high school at Mazo- 

ee late Senator Robert M. manie. In the fall of 1890 he entered the university 

a LaFollette as governor ap- a ae and received his bachelor of laws degree 

Fae M . . in : 

\ ~ Pe eat couk, sean Mr. Warner was president of the Northwestern 
ry wv he served for 22 years. He Securities Co., director of the former State bank, and of 

ee ae was elected to the supreme the Windsor State bank. In 1911 he became a director 

da court in 1925. Justice of the Madison Park and Pleasure Drive association 

. Stevens succeeded Burr W. and a year later became president. He held that office 

Jones as supreme court until his death. ’ 
” justice when the latter re- Since its organization Mr. Warner was a member of 

A fused to run for re-election. the city planning commission. He was a member and 

Justice Jones and Stevens “ ean of He Wisconsin chapter, Friends of Our 

. ative Landscape. 

Gea oe eae As a leader in the Republican party, Mr. Warner 

tively interested in outdoor was influential in carrying out the Progressive pro- 

recreation and in the preser- gram, He was law examiner in the office of the attorney 

JUSTICE STEVENS ‘vation of scenic areas of general from 1899 to 1903. 

Wisconsin as a prominent In 1905 she was elected to the assembly from the 

member of the Friends of Our Native Landscape. Madison district for the term ending in 1907 and was 
By his own efforts, he worked his way from the farm active un promoting the passage of the railroad control 

to the judicial bench. Born on a farm in Lake county, eee ae reform measures passed by the 190 

Ill., June 30, 1869, he received a district school and 2 5 . - 

high school education and then entered the University ae ene oe Pees spas ae 

of Wisconsin. He was graduated in 1893 and from the session the adoption ot al Civil Senvideaet ae a 

law school in 1895. Because of his judicial leadership ae Wiecbnuin: Civil Berviee act-passey 

Tae SW arse conferred on It was Mr. Warner who nominated Robert M. LaFol- 

. . lette Sr., then governor, when he was first elected U. S. 

Although on the supreme bench only five years, Judge senator by the 1905 legislature under the prevailing law. 

Stevens was the author of many notable decisions. 

J udges and loa generally recognized Judge Stevens’ Teno aan 

ecision in the ler case as monumental. Already the : . 

opinion in this case has been widely quoted. dudes While the Clock Strikes the Hour 

Stevens held in that case that a manufacturer employ- (Continued from page 19) 

Y ing union labor has no standing in a court of equity in infirmary was crowded to the last bed, in spite of there 

an action to enjoin a labor union and members thereof having been no especially widespread epidemic. 

from interfering with the corey business and prop- Chicago and Minnesota charge students $3 per quar- 

erty rights where the company’s conduct was in disre- ter; Michigan, Cornell, Oberlin and Cincinnati, $10 

gard of the rights of the laboring men under their per year; Princeton, $15. In addition, all these insti- 

contract. tutions charge for extras not charged for at Wisconsin, 

Another notable opinion rendered by Judge Stevens and place a limit upon the time a student may remain in 

related to the subject of prohibition. Although it was the infirmary, whereas Wisconsin has no such limit. 
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eee eae ee eerste eee eran SAE SO eee ga 

68 In the class of 68, Isaac of open air concerts in the Wood- have been so selfish as to read it to Leavirt still whoops up Los land theatre, midway between Bur- himself, thereby absenting himself eH a ee of last lingame and San Mateo. from the rest of his beach party and winter go to Los Angeles this comin, interrupting their and vinous winter.—James TurNER will ay ar La on Oe. ae of away from selling pills next winter 02 Honore Willsie Morrow is Matter to Force with loud gales of ae ee for the i the a fe aoe euriey ot We pe eoa Homeric laughter.” 
—John Taytor walks around wit published ‘““Tiger! Tiger!’’ e boo 
the help of a cane. The world does tells the life story of John B. Gough "aor" 
move! and his struggles in behalf of the 04 Arthur H. Barrerr is an 

AO" temperance movement.—A. B. attorney in San Antonio, Tex- 
> SaunpErS has been elected presi- as. 
80 oe ee dent of Buena Vista park a the Tor 
pea cane ee He C - west end of Lake Geneva, Wis. Mr. ’ Wine Inc. caa cancbeacion lie Citi Nan ee He aio- Saunders is the proprietor and 05 Ce atendene athe JG 
th igen, tiwaukee. He became. “manager of the Saumdccs lumber ‘ penne E oe e editorial writer of the paper Co cauton White Engineering Corp., Estacion upon his graduation from the Uni- ss "age La Cruz, ee He is versity. Later he became president starting a thirteen million dollar irri- and general manager of the Citizen . 03 Dr. Frank Sr. Surn, San gation project for the Mexican Gov- 
company. Mr. Desmond is regarded Diego, Calif., is the father of | ernment on the river Conchos.— 
as the dean of Catholic journalists Margaret, born on August 1. Mrs. William Furenr is an architect and 
in the United States. St. Sure, although not a Wisconsin structural engineer in Honolulu, 

"RAG alumna, is planning on Margaret’s Hawaii. His offices are located in 
§ 2 : going to Madison in the class of the Hawaiian Trust bldg. 
81 Howard L. Smira writes: {952 Margaret submits the follow- "YG William J. Moroney and ing as her class yell: : 

Mrs. Moroney of Dallas, Texas, Coo and goo (bis) "06 Alexius Baas returned to 
jumped from the frying pan into the We’re the class of 752 Madison in August after a 
fire by spending several of the Wah, wah, wah, fifty-six day tour on the chautauqua 

ee weeks of last summer in Wisconsin! ae oe ee eer 
Madison.” ‘ e : ichigan, io, and Indiana. 19 

"Ror eo P oe Baas and his company presented a . i NSLOw, °04, we r ; . ‘ > 
°8? Dr. Louis R. Heap of Madi- novels and his stories in the Satur- Te we nein. 

dear ae ected second vice- day Evening Post, is spending the cessful, and the chautauqua com- 
any ‘Medical College 4) summer in the pines in San Diego's pany which sponsored it, has re- 

eens back country, near Julian, Calif., F 
annual meeting in June. amining ote in the’80’s. “Spring’s ue ane’ 

A Banjo,” his rollicking story of co-ed- has been elected treasurer of the ’ Walton H. Pyre, head of the  UCational college life, with the time —g¢hoo] board at Brodhead, Wis.— 
99 Walton Pyre School of Ex- 284 place details situated in the Ellis Jonson has resigned as 

pression in Chicago for the past University of Wisconsin in the days — head of the department of electrical 
"seventeen years, has been appointed 0! 1904,is tobe reprinted soon. The engineering at the University of 

professor of drama and public  Stry 8 to beread aloud atthenext Kansas and is now holding the same 
speech and dean of the school of Meeting of the San Diego alumni. josition at Iowa State College, 
fine arts in Atlantic university at hem the writer of these lines first Ames. He is living at 828 Brook- 
Virginia Beach, near Norfolk, Va  7@24 “Spring’s Banjo,” it caused ridge Ave., Ames.—F rank KENNEDY 
William S, Roperrson is the author  SUch uncontrollable attacks of belly- is mining engineer at Boise, Idaho. 
of a two-volume “Life of Miranda” Shaking laughter thathe foresees the Hf invites all Wisconsin alumni to 
which has been published recently  ¢cessity of holding the alumni- sce the most beautiful scenery in the 
by the University of North Carolina ™eeting asa picnic, forfew wouldbe = United States, along the backbone 
Press. The book has been reviewed able to remain in their chairs. For- of the Rocky Mountains in Idaho. 
in the Saturday Review of Literature. ee. ae as ne "Ror 

Ir would not only have injured himself, "07 R. L. Logscn is running like 
"00 Grace Jones Robbins of Bur- _ but disgraced himself by shaking his Sam Hill for the Colorado 

lingame, Calif., is the second clothes off. Had this reviewer any _ legislature on the Democratic ticket. 
vice-president of the Philharmonic idea when he glanced at ‘“‘Spring’s Louis Reinhard et al. please take 
Society of San Mateo county, an Banjo” that he was going to read it notice!—Howard P. SavaGe is the 
organization which sponsors a series straight through, he would never republican candidate for county 
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ces e ene eee ee ee ee ee See ae ace a pear eee 

treasurer in Cook County, Ill—A. "| | Roger Morrison, sixteen-year- _ senior high schools at Marinette, 
R. JANECKY was elected president of old son of Frank Morrison Wis.—M. C. STugEBEr is a struc- 
the board of education of Racine at and Elsie BuLLarp Morrison, ’10, tural designer with the Koppers 
its annual meeting in July. will enter Cornell University this Construction Co., Pittsburgh. He 

"Rr fall, holding one of the scholarships is living at 1027 Macon Ave. 
awarded in Tompkins County, New "RT 

| "08 Carolyn GALLAGHER spent York, each year to the five high 
the summer touring northern school graduates in the county hav- ” | 7 Edmund Mixier has been 

Europe, Norway, Sweden, Den- ing the highest scholastic average. with the Boston Woven Hose 
mark, and northern Germany, and Each scholarship carries a cash  & Rubber Co. of Cambridge, Mass., 
then entered the Central School of prize of $100 a year for four years. _ for the last four years. He has three 
Speech Training held this year in "Rr sons.—Mr. and Mrs. William W. 
Oxford in University College An-  , : Mendenhall (Verna SwEETMaN) and 
nex. A high light of the summer was | 2 Loma Hoorer Warfield has children are living at 322 S. Lang 
a visit to Boar’s Hill, Hill Crest, moved from 191 Prospect Ave., Pittsburgh. Mr. Mendenhall 
the home of John Masefield. Miss Ave-, Milwaukee, to 545 Farwell is Y. M. C. A. secretary at the Uni- 
Gallagher is head of the speech de- Avenue. versity of Pittsburgh. 
partment of Elsworth Junior col- "Rr RK 
lege, Iowa Falls, lowa.—Major Os- "| 4 Edna G. Dyar received an, d 
car O. Kuentz of the U. S. army M. D. degree from Johns ] 8 Edward ANDERSON is a pro- 
corps of engineers has been assigned Hopkins University in June.—Wil- fessor of petroleum products 
to Portland, Ore., as district engi- liam J. Boyp was awarded the de- _2t_the University of Tulsa. He is 
neer. Before being assigned to gree of Master of Artsin Education _ living at 3143 East 4th St., Tulsa.— 
Portland, Major Kuentz completed from the Graduate School of West- Joe La Crosse has purchased a 
a three-year tour of duty at Panama _ ern Reserve University in June. pharmacy at 1255 Williamson St., 
and previous to that he was en- Madison.—William CHANDLER, 
gaged in river and harbor work at bec Sl former basketball star, has been 
Wilimington, N. C., and Rock | 5 Marshall G. Smonps is a named head basketball coach at 

Island, Ill. He is living at 553 East member of the firm of Si- | Marquette University, Milwaukee. 
25th St. N. monds and West, landscape de- Until a year ago, Chandler was 

"ayer signers, Chicago. Before going to varsity basketball coach at Iowa 

Chicago Mr. Simonds was employed State college, Ames.—Alexander Bo- 
"09 Ward C. Casrie, executive for over eight years as superintend- | DENSTEIN is the superintendent of 

vice-president of the Na- ent of parks at Green Bay. By his construction for the Bartlett-Hay- 
tional Bank of the Republic, Chi- ’ design and superintendency he won ward Co., of Baltimore. He and his 
cago, has been elected a director of for Green Bay the first prize for family are moving to New York 
the Gulf, Mobile, & Northern Rail- cities of over 25,000 population in City in November where he will 

way.—Lydia S. Meryerr, who is the ‘Playground Beautification Con- have charge of the construction of 
teaching in West Allis, spent the test” conducted by the Playground several gas holders in New York. 

summer in Europe.—James JoHson and Recreation association of Amer- Mrs. Bodenstein was Agnes Gro- 
is the author of a bulletin entitled ica.—Noble CLARKE is the assistant TOPHORST, ex °21.—Reider FRED- 

“Steam Sterilization of Soil for director of the Agricultural Experi- ERIXON is sales engineer for the 

Tobacco and other Crops, and ment station at the University,— Kelly & McAlinden Co., 74 Smith 

published by the U. S. Dept. of F. W. Coiseck and Josephine Hup- St., Perth Amboy, N. J. 

Agriculture.—Dr. Frederick A. BuE- son Colbeck have moved from RX 
CHEL is in charge of the Bureau of © Downers Grove, Ill., to Baltimore, 
Business Research of the University Md. They are living at 2107 Uffing- ?. 1 9 Florence M. SEpER has been 

of Texas at Austin.—Dr. Otto ton Road.—Eleanor NeGLey Fer- appointed director of the 
GuntTHER of Sheboygan has been guson has left Akron and is living in editorial service for the Cleanliness ~ 

honored by admission to the Ameri- Argentina, S. A., where her husband Institute and the Association of 

can College of Surgeons. is connected with the Goodyear American Soap and Glycerine Pro- 
RG Tire & Rubber Co. of Argentina. ducers, 45 E. 17th St., New York 

Her address is Hurlingham, via City. She spent her summer va- 
, | O James TuHompson and Doro- Buenos Aires, Argentina. cation abroad.—Michel Meena AtH- 

thy BurnHAM Thompson RY nassios is the owner of the Ameri- 
built a summer home at Lake Wini- ) can Motor Engineering Co., in 
pasaukee, N. H., this summer.— *| 6 Helen V. Satspury has been Cairo, Egypt.—Lucile AucutT is 
Two books by Wilford I. Kine appointed to the Children’s doing graduate work in the depart- 
have been published recently: “In- Bureau of the New York Depart- ment of history at the University 
dex Numbers Elucidated,” pub- ment of Social Welfare. Her work of California this year. She is living 
lished by Longmans Green & Co., consists of visiting and inspecting at the International House, Berkeley. 

and ‘“‘The National Income and its the methods and standards of child- | —Leo Leventck is sales correspon- 
Purchasing Power,” by the National care in institutions by placing-out dent for the Aluminum Goods Mfg. 
Bureau of Economic Research.— and boarding-out agencies and by Co., Manitowoc.—Floyd SuLLIvAN 
William A. Gray received the de- the various boards of child welfare. is the American Trade Commis- 
gree of Master of Arts in Education Her address is 255 State St., Alban.y sioner with the U. S. Dept. of Com- 
from the graduate school of Western —Stephen S. McNEtty ‘has been merce in London. His address is 
Reserve University in June. appointed principal of the junior and (Continued onipage 44) 
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We Ask Your Help 
HE following questionnaire was mailed out with this year’s bills, with the request that it be 

filled out and returned as soon as possible. To date the replies have been meager, and those in 

charge of the Magazine ask your co-operation in determining which parts of the Magazine are 

really enjoyed and which parts are of no consequence. 

We would appreciate it very much if you who have not sent in your answers would do so as 

soon as possible. 

: Please Answer Every Question 

I. Which of the following sections which appear regularly in the Magazine do you enjoy the most? 

The least? (Strike out those least enjoyed.) 

1. This and That About the Faculty 5. Recommended Books 

2. While the Clock Strikes the Hour 6. News of the Classes 

3. News of Other Universities 7. Questions and Answers 

4. With the Badger Clubs 8. Badgers in the News 
9. Alumni News (Engagements, Marriages, Deaths) 

II. What important phases of university activity are not, in your judgment, adequately covered in 

the Magazine? 2) 2-22.00. Uo ee 

III. Would more articles by members of the faculty appeal to you?________..---------------------- 

What type of articles in general would you prefer? _______..._-.----.--------------------------- 

IV. Do you think the Sports Section is too large or too small?______..-----...---.---------+------- 

What criticism have you of the manner in which sport’s material is treated?____.---..--..---..- 

V. Do you enjoy stories of the early days of the University? __._.____...----.-------------------- 

VI. What problems or questions would you like discussed in the Magazine this year?____.__.--.--- 

VII. What other suggestions have you for improving the Magazine both as to content and make-up? 

Sioned ee ea 

Clase ca ee eee i es 
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@ 5 L N G ; I An innovation was introduced this year which pro- 
oncerning the ew urricutum vided not only for a welcome to the freshmen students, 

(Continued from page 6) but to incoming students in the upper classes as well. 
an academic average which is ‘“X” or higher, in Class Those of you who were on the campus during the last 
II will be placed all students who have an academic ten years will remember how pleased or vexed you were 
average below point “X” but which is higher than when you found that you had no eleven o’clock class on 
point ““Y” and all students who have an average lower the Friday of Varsity Welcome. This year’s plans ‘ 
than ““Y” will be in Class III. Students in Class I will called for a meeting of all Friday morning classes, 
be automatically admitted to the junior year. Students each to be of thirty-five minutes duration intead of the 
in Class IT will be permitted to apply for admission to usual fifty, thereby enabling all of the classes to meet 
the junior year and the probability of favorable con- and accomplish some work, if not the full amount. 
sideration will be dependent upon the support such The usual welcoming speeches were presented by the 
applications may secure from members of the faculty faculty, students, and others. Dean Sellery of the Col- 
under whom the student has worked during his sopho- lege of Letters and Science presided and gave the in- 
more year. In the consideration of such applications not troductory speech. Chief Justice Marvin Rosenberry of 
only will the work of the applicant in his sophomore the Supreme Court welcomed the new students on be- 
year be considered but the high school record will be half of the state and Prof. Warren Weaver of the 

taken into consideration. Speech department and Margaret Modie, president of 
The student who will be eliminated at the close of the W. S. G. A. represented the faculty and students, 

sophomore year will not necessarily be permanently respectively. Pres. Frank also addressed the students 
eliminated. After a lapse of one year a student who had on behalf of the university. ‘ 
failed to gain admission to the junior year will be allowed With all the formalities and glamor of the first few 

to apply for reinstatement; his record in some other days and weeks worn off the mad rush for credits and 
college or in some other field since leaving the Uni- grade points has begun. The freshmen find themselves 
versity will largely effect the possibility of reinstate- on the open sea, paddling their own boat for the first 
ment. i time. By the second semester many will have dropped 

It is, of course, a matter of real interest and conse- out, either voluntarily or by request, but the Univer- 
quence to know just where the critical points of aca- sity will continue day after day to grind away, creating 
demic average, ““X” and “Y” will be established. scholars, athletes, a few dullards, a new crop of radicals 
Analysis of the records of thousands of students is being and the usual quota of social butterflys. 
made before a final decision is reached. 

A fifth change concerns major studies. ‘The primary 3 
consideration here is to correct a tendency toward too \ 
narrow specialization. Instead of a major being elected offs ; 
in a single department, as for instance, the Department Reps Baggs”? 
of Economics, a major may be elected in a division, for W hen 
instance, the Division of the Social Sciences. A division, LL > 
however, will outline a field of concentration and will Lo a) 
require that a candidate for a degree shall pass a general Football oe oe 2D 
examination in this field. fo oe 4 

In a siath provision the superior student will find an ° oS 7 
intriguing challenge to his ability. The student who, Is King ea 
during his first two years, gives evidence of unusual Z 
ability will be permitted to work with such independ- 
ence in his major department thereafter that he will Mea ? 
find it possible to enter the Graduate School at the close dea Travel 1n 
of his seventh semester and to secure a master’s degree mea 
at the close of his fourth year. TG Royal Comfort 

There are, of course, many other interesting possibili- 
ties and recommendations which the new legislation Ride in warm luxury this season on fast, 
suggests to the various departments of the University. handsomely appointed Milwaukee Road 
The six points discussed involve the changes which are trains—to Madison, Chicago, the Twin 
fundamental. Cities—anywhere west, northwest or south- 

bere O<e< west ... avoid congestion, delay, discom- 
fort and hazard. 

Another Freshman Class ; : 
Enjoy the trip as well as the game—in 

(Geninned s meme Rees) 8 modern observation, sleeping and parlor 
chapters weather the financial storm that might follow cars. Dine delightfully with Rector of 

such a move. The present system is quite unsatisfactory Broadway fame. 
and some scheme will have to be devised that will meet Lh " tell b Milwaukee Road 
the approval of all parties concerned. Seite tol spout ieee ee OR 

Varsity Welcome, the eleventh in the history of the BOT NICE, 10 EDS) DIB Barner she) eeas on: 
University was held on Friday, September 26. Once Wa Bob Proc) Gr neral rnssouger agent 

z) * + . icago, Ill, 
again Prof. Julius Olson, who last pring resigned ion 
his teaching duties in the Norse department, ha M W, 
charge of arrangements, but the rain Gods frowned on he ID TAUKEE ROAD 
Julius’ resignation and a light drizzle interfered with the America’s Longest Electrified Railroad 1044 
program. 
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A WX Is i jured by too much exposure even when the dosage does 
Medical Progress at Beonsin not burn the skin. The effects show in the blood which 

(Continued from page 3) may exhibit increased or decreased resistance to infec- 
. + . tions. Investigation in the department of radiology has actual practice of medicine. Thus far this system has é : : 

pected (0 be a great success, and it has attracted con- helped to develop practical methods of measuring the 
siderable attention on the part of those interested in quality as well as the quantity of radiation and thus far 
medical education elsewhere. In the establishment of controlling its therapeutic use. Measurement of the 
this preceptor system the Medical School has had the oe and ie evins of ae ee ae ee saneeath ll ue in the use of physical agents as it is in the use of drugs 
sates cooperation OF ta in treatment. Diphtheria was the cause of many deaths 

The University is primarily an educational institu- among children until William Behring in Germany 
tion. Through its establishment the advantages of discovered the use of antitoxin, and physicians learned 

higher education are open to thousands of students each ioe ee a Pe phe number a deaths from 
year who would otherwise be obliged to miss them. The iphtheria m advanced communities like our own, is 
Medical School trains students for the practice of small. The present aim of health officers is to eradicate 
medicine, gives important aid in the education of nurses the disease. In this fight against disease early diagnosis 
and of teachers of physical education, and offers courses - ao This ce (Nes chee taken 
in anatomy, physiology, bacteriology and hygiene to rom the t nee to tate a ca OF eee 

many other students. While sons and daughters from Pony eiCat Avance ie Dein made vi che quickness as 
hundreds of Wisconsin homes are thus each year di- well as the certainty of diagnosis from such cultures. 
rectly aided in preparing themselves for life, compara- Of the problem confronting the community none is more 

tively few of the taxpayers of the state thus obtain serious than the growing burden of taking care of the 
direct returns. Many more are indirectly benefited ea one of the ee serious causes of insanity is 
through the supply to the community of well trained SY Pate © a co eo especially 
physicians, nurses and other graduates who have learned resistant to treatment. The Psychiatric Institute work- 
something of modern problems of health. But the ad- ing in cooperation with the department of pharmacology 
vantages of the Medical School and its associated has ae FOS in the ee of ue 
divisions reach much farther than to the homes of those ae naa 5 ah ee alae a : DY a 
with children to educate for the professions named or © 02 “He One nando’ ol the burden ot care and relict to the 
to the communities in which students trained in the patient and his family on the other hand in restoration 
State Medical School may settle. Directly or indirectly of health of body and mind. i 
they extend to every citizen. A brief outline of what is (2) Medical Extension.—Medical knowledge is ad- 
being done along these lines may help to make this clear. vancing rapidly. A medical student does not cease to 

(1) Scientific Research.—The great advances made in be a student upon graduation. If he desires to be worthy 
recent years in the control of disease have been due of the trust of his patients, he needs to be a student all 
primarily to increase in scientific knowledge. It is the his life. An important function of the Medical School is 
duty of the Medical School to keep in touch with scien- to aid the physician in keeping up to date. The bigger y : : ; p in 
tific progress and to play its part in advancing knowl- advances in medicine made elsewhere should be 
edge relative to health and disease. As an example: promptly learned by the faculty of the Medical School, 
Recent scientific work, largely in our own College of tried out there and relayed to the profession of the 
Agriculture, has shown the importance of ultra violet State. When insulin was discovered useful in the treat- 
light for animal life. Research in the department of ment in diabetes, Wisconsin was one of the first institu- 8 : : : i : 5 
pediatrics in the Medical School showed that caution tions given opportunity to test it and one of the first 
should be exercised in the therapeutic use of this light. to offer short courses so that the physicians of the State 
A child may be benefited by the right exposure and in- could learn how to use it. When liver diet was dis- 
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covered elsewhere to be useful in the treatment of city. The prevention of disease aided by this Labora- anemia, Wisconsin was one of the first to study its tory result each year in financial savings to the State 
effects and to broadcast its use to the physicians of the worth far more than the total State expenditures for 
State. In conjunction with the Extension Division the medicine and hygiene. 
Medical School has various ways of aiding the prac- This Laboratory also makes vaccines for typhoid 
titioner to keep up to date. Lectures and clinics are held fever and for whooping cough which aid in protecting in various parts of the State. A special library service against these diseases. It prepares silver nitrate cap- 
loans books and periodicals and scientific articles to sules for use in protecting the new born against blind- physicians and health officers throughout the State. ness. Since this practice was put in force by the State 
This service, though only a few years old, is sending Board of Health, there has been a marked decrease of out over 700 such parcels a month. blindness in the State. 

(3) Diagnostic Laboratory Aid.—Chemical and bac- (b) The State Psychiatric Institute, the central 
teriological laboratory methods of value in the detection laboratory of the State Board of Control. This Labora- 
of disease can frequently be employed most economi- tory makes examinations of specimens of blood sent in 
cally and efficiently in central laboratories to which by physicians. Over 70,000 examinations a year are specimens are sent from a wide territory. There are made. It is of value in the early diagnosis of syphilis 
three such laboratories associated with the Medical and of diseases in which the chemistry of the blood is 
School at the University. This association is of value to altered. If a specimen of blood is sent in for serological 
the laboratories because of connection with other examination, the answer may go back “positive for 
scientific departments. It is of value to the Medical syphilis.” In this case appropriate treatment may 
School because the chiefs of the laboratory services aid be at once applied and the patient escapes the dire 
in teaching and the needs of the laboratories stimulate effects which so often result when the disease is not 
research. The three laboratories are: properly treated. If the answer goes back negative, the 

(a) The State Laboratory of Hygiene, the central patient is at least saved the treatment necessary for the 
laboratory of the State Board of Health. This labora- control of this disease and the anxiety its presence causes. 
tory investigates the causes of disease and makes bac- The Institute has as its aim not only routine laboratory 
teriological and chemical examinations for physicians examinations but also research into diagnosis and 
and health officers. Nearly 150,000 tests a year are treatment, especially of nervous and mental diseases. 
made in this laboratory. To illustrate its work, we may It has made valuable contributions along these lines. 
cite two examples. A child has a sore throat. The (c) State Toxicologist. This laboratory makes 
physician passes a cotton swab over the throat, sends chemical examinations of specimens to detect poisons. 
the swab to the Laboratory for examination. The an- It was established primarily to aid the courts in connec- 
swer comes back “‘diphtheria.”’ The physician treats the tion with cases of suspected poisoning but is of value 
child with antitoxin and gives immunizing doses to other in other directions, as for instance in the detection of 
children who may have been exposed. An epidemic poison in a brand of shoe polish which affected the body 
is averted. Typhoid fever begins to appear here and through the shoes and caused distressing symptoms. 
there in a city long free from this disease. The water Scientific investigations play an important part in the 
supply is known to be good. The cases of typhoid fever work of this laboratory. 
do not appear to follow a milk route. Study of the (4) Clinical Diagnosis and Hospital Care—A large 
situation leads to the conclusion that those who have proportion of the ills for which patients seek medical 
the disease have all had their meals at the same restaur- care may be well treated by a general practitioner in 
ant. Bacteriological examinations are made at the the home or at his office. There are, however, numerous 
laboratory of the employees of this restaurant. One is conditions in which special apparatus, the services of 
found to be a carrier, that is, he harbors germs which specialists and hospital care are involved. The Wis- do not make him sick but infects others. He is taken consin General Hospital is designed primarily to offer 
from the restaurant. Typhoid fever disappears from the such services to patients who either cannot afford to 
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pay the fees ordinarily charged by specialists or can in the advancement of knowledge and to aid in placing 

. neither pay for these nor for hospital care. In the latter advancing knowledge of medicine and hygiene within 

case patients are cared for at joint state and county reach of all. 

expense. The aim of the statutes relating to this hos- Pee eee 

pital are to insure that no patient in the State shall be 

denied adequate medical treatment because of lack of A Tribute 

funds or facilities for proper care. The new Orthopedic 

Hospital for Children now in course of construction will FRANK WATERBURY HALL, of the class of 1876, 

add greatly to these facilities. If saving or prolonging _ who died suddenly Sept. 7, at Amhurst, Mass., on 

lives, improving health of those weakened through his way home from a motor trip, was known perhaps to 

illness, improving the maimed or crippled could be more alumni of Wisconsin University than any man in 

evaluated, it would be found that this hospital saves Beg BO Le . cei a all ae 

F Ohba: rere fe ‘ sual and transcendent teacher. For years he 

the State every year many Ua held the largest Bible class in the city at ie First 

(5) Care of Student Health.—The 10,000 students at Methodist Church. Hundreds of students attended 

the University, most of them away from home sur- this class of all and of no denomination, and those who 

roundings and subjected to crowded conditions in listened to him and took part in his study are scattered 

rooming houses, boarding houses and class rooms, to every quarter of the globe. 

present an excep tional problem fromthe standpoint of As a teacher Mr. Hall was an adept in the use of the 

medicine and hygiene. The student community is one Socratic method. His plan was to arouse and startle 

in which infections and contagious diseases spread with his pupils by questions which required all their ability 

special ease. The Student Health Service, associated to answer. So skillful was he in weaving the class 

with the Medical School and hospital, examines new answers into a connected whole that every one went 

students on entrance to see if they are physically fit for away stimulated and heartened by his teaching. One 

university work and gives them advice as to health in member of his class allows us to quote from a private | 

college. It grants excuses for absence from work due letter: “He is a remarkable person and for fifty years 

to illness, furnishes medical advice and care and pro- he has conveyed to generations of students a remarkable 

vides infirmary care for those confined to bed. By idea. If you ask me to tell you in a formula what the 

prompt isolation in the infirmary of those suffering from idea was, I can only say ‘No’; the secret of it is not ina 

infections and contagious diseases the spread of such formula. It is in the New Testament itself or better in 

diseases among the students has been greatly reduced the Bible as a whole. The method is to hold the New 

since the establishment of this service. The infirmary Testament story before one as a spectacle and contem- 

however, built when the student population was half its plate it. He is not guided by historical evidence (ex- 

present number is now inadequate for effective isola- cept the historical fact that the Testament came into 

tion. An addition to the infirmary has recently been existence somehow), nor by abstract reason, but by his 

authorized and plans and specifications are in prepara- aesthetic and ethical power to grasp the profundities of 

tion. The educational aspects of the Student Health human experience.” 

Service are among its most important aspects. The Frank Hall was a great humanist, not in the narrow 

students learn the value of early treatment and prompt or technical sense of the word, but in its truest meaning. 

isolation and as graduates should take a leading part in Art and literature, even religion itself were to him but 

forwarding these most important methods of disease means to a knowledge of human nature. He believed in 

control. men and in their possibilities of becoming Godlike. 

These are some of the ways in which the Medical He inspired youth to think deeply and to live nobly. He 

School and its associated divisions aim to make returns is not dead, but lives in lives made better by his think- 

to the taxpayer for his support. In brief, its function is ing, his teaching, and his loving. He loved life and has 

to make the growth of knowledge of medicine and entered into the more abundant life. 

hygiene as immediately available to the people of the A Former Pupit. 

State as possible. In no other field is growth of knowl- eee ee 
eee 

edge more rapid or more important. The health of the SP a PT 

people is the State’s greatest asset. The value of the 

eople of the State as commercial assets is estimated to 

be five times as great as all the other wealth put together. Ww A | qr IE Ib 

For Wisconsin this would amount to over thirty billion A copy of the University Song Book published by 

dollars. From the commercial aspect alone nothing is the Class of ’98 and written by Fred Newman. 

more important than to reserve the health and prevent wide: Bask i A he Hi esi 

disease. In spite of great strides which have been made Libeiey pee: ae aa hey huge sence 

in preventive medicine which have greatly increased the unable to replace it. There is need for it from 

average length of life during the last twenty-five years time to time and the Society would appreciate it 

and have reduced loss from illness even more, the if any alumnus who has one of these volumes 

annual financial loss from disease is still enormous, to would be willing to donate it to the Society. 

say nothing of suffering from pain and bereavement. Send your copy to the Association office or to 

Every advance made in the conquest of disease is of the cate Era eee ay Medion. a 

advantage to every citizen. We need well trained phy- ethete, aaa UWE Sonus ee iaiion hist 

sicians and nurses and good hospital facilities to help the and glees as sung by the glee club and students of - 

gick to recover; we need well supported State and the University of Wisconsin. Published by the 

local departments of health to prevent disease; we need Class of 98. Madison, 1898. 107p.” 

people alive to the value of health. The function of the i 

Medical School and its associated divisions is to help Sa NE 
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WX /. . : meaning of the term “‘advisers’”’. As time goes by we be- 
The Isconsin Experiment come more and more strongly convinced of the value 

(Continued jromipage 4) and the necessity of this kind of teaching. 
students to acquire the method and point of view of Tn connection with the ciscussion of teaching method 
this study but, once launched upon it, they have al- we should like to say a passing word about teaching 
most without exception found it exciting znd illuminat- costs. It is often assumed in discussions of our teaching 
ing. In effect it adds a third “civilization” to the that its cost is very great, is in fact so great as to make 
“Athens” and the “America at large’’ which we study its general substitution for present methods quite out 
and it brings to both those tpocs and added concrete- of the question. “A good scheme’, people say, “but it 
ness and vitality of interest. costs too much.” And one cannot help feeling that the 

With respect to the method of teaching we have no judgment of the merit of the plan is often not very im- 
essential change of principle to report. Here our effort portant, resting as it does on the assurance that there is 
has gone chiefly into learning how to use effectively a no danger of its adoption. 
method which, in greater of lesser degree, was un- The analysis of a university budget is so involved 
familiar to all of us. The general meetings in which the and complicated a task that it is not possible to file in 
advertisers talk upon the reading are more definitely this report a complete and accurate account of teaching 
planned and managed than in previous years. . In costs. And further, if figures are compiled in one way 
the smaller group meetings we have experimented with there are always other ways, at least equally convinc- 
the substitution of specilized leadership ing, in which the comparison might 
for that of the advisers in general. Here have been stated. It may however serve 
we are not yet sure of results. But at Fs a useful purpose to give a few figures 
both these points as well as in the con- which will bring the discussions of the 
ducting of individual conference we are ae \ situation out of the realms of exagera- 
probably acquiring skill as added ex- ™ f .. : ; tion and fancy into which they tend to 
perience is gained. t we _ ff wander. 

If we assume the course of study to be ~ 2 eS In the present year we have had 155 
defined in terms of reading assigned and ea te students. Our total salary cost for 
suggested, the question of method is, we ou C teaching and lecturing done at the Col- 
“What can the teacher do to help the he lege this year is $37,199. From this 
student in getting from his reading the | Gaming! f amount it seems fair to deduct $5,000 
best possible education?” ‘This form of | he LF as a charge against administration. If 
question assumes of course that the , 4 this is done the total teaching cost is 
student must do the reading, must take , $32,199, and hence the cost per student 
the lead in developing his own intelli- _ -& $208 for the year. As against this, the 
gence. On this assumption what is the corresponding annual cost per student 
teacher to do? The practical experiencé , in the College of Letters and Science as 
of every teacher reveals two things to be | a whole is about $159. If our 155 stu- 
done. First, students who have no dents were being taught at the general 
natural inclination to study must be pr. ALEXANDER MEIKLEJOHN rate rather than at that of the Experi- 
made to feel its attraction or, at least, mental College, the saving to the Uni- 
its importance. They must be brought to understand versity would be 155x$49, or $7,595. Our teaching is at 
why, in a human civilization, studying is an essential present more expensive, but the difference is certainly 
factor in proper living. But further, if we suppose that not greater than would be expected in a project carried 
studying is going on, that good books are being read, on under moyel and experimental conditions. 
what then is the teacher’s part in the process? In the Tt must be remembered that the comparison of costs 
tutorial scheme which we are using our methods fall just made is only roughly accurate. If the Letters and 
under two heads. First, in general meetings, in small Science costs were limited to freshmen and sophomores, 
groups, and in individual conferences we give to stu- as are ours, they would presumably be lower than $159, 
dents our own reactions to the books they are reading; since it is commonly assumed that the earlier classes are 
we comment and critize and suggest issues and lines of less expensive in salary cost than are juniors, senioniors, 
study. Second, especially in the individual conferences, and graduates. On the other hand, since many graduates 
we ask the student to report to us in speech and in who are taking only one or two courses are counted as if 
writing his own dealing with the books, what they have they were taking a full assignment, the Letters and 
done to him, what he thinks about them. And on this Science cost might properly be increased if the amount 
basis, we criticize the student’s achievement and try to of the difference were caluclated. And again, the Ex- 
show him how better work, as well as further work, can perimental College cost would be increased if we in- 
be done. The dominating purpose throughout is to cluded in the calculation the instruction which our 
increase the student’s individual power to use books students receive in the regular classes ‘‘on the Hill” in 
for the development of his own intelligence. addition to the full assignment which we give them. 

The most characteristic feature of this teaching It may be useful also to compare the costs in the Col- 
method is the personal relationship between teacher lege of Letters and Science and the Expermiental Col- 
and pupil. All our arrangements revolve around and lege with those in other institutions. Here again we have 
depend upon the individual conference. In that con- not complete figures but have selected, largely at ran- 
ference the adviser deals with the student, not simply dom, other colleges from which figures were available. 
in relation to this or that detached intellectual content, As against the $159 of the College of Letters and Science 
but as a person who in all his quality and character is and the $208 of the Experimental College the cor- 
being trained for better thinking and living. In this responding figures in two typical Middle-Western col- 
sense our teachers are called upon to be in the fullest leges are $194 and $224. In a neighboring Wisconsin 
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college it is $322. In one of the more heavily endowed hand, it is very hard for them to build up a group 
colleges of the East it is $498. These figures indicate activity sufficiently strong to dominate their individual 
how inaccurate are the statements which speak of our interests and their loyalties to smaller groups. It can 
costs as far above the general level of the country. In be said, however, that all the members of the com- 
our opinion there is no basis whatever for the assertion munity, students and advisers alike, are keenly aware 
so commonly made that our tutorial method is neces- of the problem and that they are getting a good op- 
sarily more expensive than that which is now in general portunity for education, as they try to solve it. 

use. We have little to add to what has already been said 
Still another way of estimating our relative costliness concerning the relation of the College to the other parts 

is to determine the number of teachers who under our of the University community. When the College was 
method would be required to instruct the number of established to experminet upon students and upon the 
students enrolled in any given college or university. teaching process, its differences were perforce strongly 
Each of our advisers assumes full charge of twelve felt and strongly over-emphasized on both sides. That 
students. Since it is assumed that only two-thirds of is however the sort of situation which time and good 
an adviser’s time is given to the College it follows that sense can clear up, and it is to be hoped that we have 
we are teaching at the ration of one instructor to eigh- available a good supply of both of these. 
teen students. If all the teaching of nine thousand In this connection one final word should be said with 
students were done at this ration, the Faculty roll regard to student enrolment. Here we are facing a 
would number five hundred members, if all were giving difficulty which should be frankly stated. We refer to 
fulltime. Here again is a comparison easy to make. The the general opinion now so commonly published and 
comparison does not mean that our methods could be believe that the Experimental College is soon to go out 
or ought to be applied to the University or to the Col- of existance. Many of our own students have been 
lege of Letters and Science. It is simply an attempt to troubled by the fear that they may not be given op- 
bring comparative statements about costs within the portunity to complete their course with us. And if one 
limits of reasonable accuracy. may judge from correspondence and from newspapers 

It should be noted here that in the Experimental Col- and magazines there is a general impression throughout 
lege as elsewhere there are other costs in addition to the country, among those interested in such matters, 
those of teacher’s salaries. These have to do with such that the College is not approved by the University and 
items as administration and clerical assistance, books that it is very near its end. It is of course one of the 
from the general library funds, the rental of rooms in ironies of the situation that the spreading of such news 
Adams Hall, ete. These costs for equipment and ad- is a powerful influence toward bringing about the end 
ministration are however relatively small. With the which it falsely proclaims. Nothing could be less allur- 
exception of the provision of separate offices for the in- ing to a father, or a son, considering the choice of a 
dividual advisers it would be hard to imagine an equip- college, than the impression that a given college is not 
ment more meagre than that on which the College is sure even of its existence. In itself the word “Experi- 
run. a mental” was a dangerous one from this point of view. 

Under the heading of the “determining conditions of But when there is added to this the ‘‘news” that the 
undergraduate instruction’ we have been trying to authorities of the University are considering whether or 
build up a community in Adams Hall which, first, should not the College should be abandoned and, again, that 
have its own healthy, self-directing life within its own in view of its failure, they have decided to bring it to 
membership, and second, should stand in harmonious and early end, the effect upon student enrolment must 
and happy relations with the general University com- be quite disasterous. In the midst of the confusion of 

munity. such rumors and reports the advisors hope that they 
The first of these two ends has given us a problem at have kept their sense of humor. We recognize that such 

once baffling and yet fascinating in its educational im- experiences are fairly common in connection with 
portance. In our teaching method we have tried to experimental ventures which arouse public interest. 
develop to the utmost individual initiative and free- And yet the hard fact faces us that our enrolment is 
dom. Also our plan of procedure has tended to attract being cut down and that this cutting down may be 
many students in whom these qualities are already dangerous, even fatal, to the project itself. 
developed. And further, our student body is to a quite In view of what has just been said we would ask the 
unusual degree made up of different types, coming from Faculty whether some way cannot be found of giving to 
different social groups, different geographical sections, the public an accurate impression of the status of the 
and different kinds of training. All these factors make College. If at any time and for any reason the Uni- 
difficult the task of welding the students together into versity should think it advisable to discontinue the 
a group which will feel and take responsibility for the College we shall of course accept the decision in good 
conduct of its own affairs and the control of its own spirit. But we understand that at present no such de- 
members. But it is also true that the difficulties here dision has been made. As we ourselves view the pro- 
involved are a measure of the greatness of the educa- ject it is still in its preliminary stages. As already 
tional values to be gained if the end can be achieved. To stated, we are making some progress with one of a 
try to organize such a group is to get a glimpse of the number of possible courses of study. And our dealing 
wider problems of American life as the nation attempts with methods of teaching and the conditions of student 
to fuse its varigated groups into a national unity. With life is likewise tentative and incomplete. No decision 
this problem students and advisers have veen busy about the College, whether affirmative or negative, 
since the College was established, and we are still in could now be taken as an answer to the question which 
the midst of it. There can be no doubt that in one was expressed in the establishing of the College. That 
respect the desired quality has been gained, in that the question—how to give greater vitality and significance | 
students are keenly conscious of their membership in to the teaching of freshmen and sophomore is the col- | 
the College and are eager for its welfare. On the other leges of liberal arts—will for a long time demand con- 
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sideration here at Wisconsin and in all the other liberal field. No smarter guard ever wore the cardinal. As 

institutions in the country. The advisers of the Experi- captain in 1897, he called signals and was a splendid 

mental College report some progress in dealing with it. field general. Returning for graduate work in 1900, 
But they report also that is would be very helpful if the Jerry was again placed at left guard and again he acted 

Faulty of Letters and Science, to which the enterprise as field captain and gave signals. 

belongs, could give a more accurate public impression of Like all great linemen, Jerry was more or less an un- 

it’s nature and present status. sung hero—but when a yard or two was needed for first 
+ O<e<e down, the play was usually sent over him. When Wis- 

consin beat Minnesota, 6 to 0, in 1896, Big John 
le Was Back in ic Gay INincties Richards, at fullback, carried the ball on the last three 

plays for the winning touchdown and it was Jerry who 

(Continued from page 8) drove aside big Harding, the most powerful man in the 

for office, eventually winning a position as county judge. Gopher line, for those last yards. 

For more than twenty years, Karel has held the posi- Guards were eligible to carry the ball in those days 

tion of circuit judge, most of the time sitting on pro- and Jerry was one of Wisconsin’s most dependable 

bate matters. He has also frequently acted as juvenile ground gainers in ’97 and 1900. He was a most decep- 

judge, his work being highly commended by all the tive appearing player, for his huge build and almost 

social agencies. shambling gait gave no hint of his speed and all around 

It is a tribute to his personal popularity: and his activity. During all his career at Wisconsin, he led the 

standing with the bar that Judge Karel has won as a interference on plays outside tackle and both as an 
Democrat in a county and state which are overwhelm- interferer and runner, was astonishingly fast. No half- 
ingly Republican. He was once the Democratic candi- back ever had to shorten his stride to keep from treading 

date for governor of Wisconsin and though defeated, on Jerry’s heels. 
polled the largest proportionate vote given any nom- Riordan’s greatest seasons were those of 1897 and 

inee of his party for years. 1900. In the Chicago and Minnesota games of those 

Judge Karel has never lost his enthusiasm for his years he played super football, defending his territory 
alma mater. He never misses a big game and is prom- like the Rock of Gibraltar, ranging widely to back up 
inent in the activities of the Milwaukee “W” club. other points, leading the assault, battering the oppo- 
For many years, no football mass meeting at Madison sition and rallying his men as few Badgers ever have. 

was complete without Ikey Karel to preside. In the Minnesota game of ’97 he scored a touchdown 

One hears much talk about the over-emphasis now from the 5-yard line, after a 55-yard march in which he 

placed on college athletics but it is doubtful if any Wis- had lugged the ball fully a third of the distance. Against 
consin football star of the present generation will be re- Chicago that year, his halfbacks were unusually effec- 
membered as generally, thirty years hence, as Ikey tive off tackles, so Jerry called his own signal only once 

Karel is today. If that is not the mark of athletic im- or twice. In the Minnesota game of 1900, he led a bit- 
mortality—what is? ter uphill fight, Wisconsin finally losing, 6 to 5, despite 

In the fall of 1894 there entered the University of a US oe a play by Jerry oF 

Wisconsin a big, gangling country lad who was destined Al Larson. Against Chicago that year, ne ae 
to become one of its greatest linemen and finest football from the 10-yard line, after a march of 90 yards a whic 
captains—Jerry Riordan. Wisconsin’s gains had come in 2- and 3-yard install- 

‘ see ments. 

Jerry had had no high school football training and Football was a passion with him and he applied to it 
was scarcely the type to suggest future football great- _j] that was best of his mind, his body and his spirit. 
ness. But in his huge, slightly bent shoulders there was Following his graduation, Riordan frequently returned 

rugged strength, to be gained only by hard farm work, {4 aid Phil King with his lines, and in 1899 he was Wis- 
and in his deep set eyes smouldered fires kindled by a consin’s regular line coach : 
line of fighting Irish ancestors. : i ‘ Bane: c After six years as teacher and coach at Milwaukee 
When football practice started that fall, Jerry was South Division high school, where he turned out some 

among the first to report, decked out in a new suit of remarkable teams, Jerry went back to pastoral pursuits 
shining white canvas and an ample pair of heavy work as manager of the Pabst and Schlesinger stock farms. 
shoes to which a local shoemaker had nailed a scattering For the last five years he has headed the agricultural 

of leather cleats. Players bought their own equipment division of the Wisconsin Manufacturers’ association. 

in those days. Jerry Riordan’s interest in Wisconsin athletics has 
As a freshman Jerry was not the type to send a coach never waned and as a member of the university athletic 

into ecstacies of enthusiasm. The game was new to council, his loyalty to Wisconsin and clear headed com- 

him and at first he found it difficult to master. But in mon sense views have rendered him an invaluable 

his soul there burned boundless ambition and an in- counselor. 
domitable determination. He was patient in studying Tent at . 
the fundamentals and tireless in practice. He brought A (EG 
to football a keen mind and he could “‘stand the gaff.” orrection 
Little by little, Jerry made himself felt in the practice We are sorry to say that in the story of the Regents’ 
and by the end of the season he had won a substitute’s Meeting appearing in the July number of the magazine, 

berth. the name of Salmon W. Dahlberg was misspelled. The 

During the next three years, Jerry Riordan was Wis- name appeared as Simon W. Dalberg and should have 

consin’s regular left guard and a player respected by all read as above. Mr. Dahlberg was a member of the class 

opponents. He had an inextinguishable will-to-win of ’81 and it was in his memory that a $1,000 scholar- 

and a keen mind, which was always working on the ship was donated to the University by his two sisters. 
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Day after day, since its inception thirty-one years ago, the Wisconsin Alumni 

Magazine has been fostering friendship through its news columns. Alumni scat- 

tered to the four corners of the earth are renewing comradeships made in the happy 

days spent on the “Hill.” 

A notice of your new position, 

a short bit about your interesting vacation, a change in address—in fact any item 

that contains your name—placed in the news columns of the magazine may restore 

to you a cherished friendship temporarily neglected by the passage of time. 

THERE are hundreds of your 

former friends and classmates wondering what has become of you, where you are 

living, or whether you became the banker you always said you were going to be. 

Send in a news item about yourself. Your friends are eager to read it. Do it today. 

— ee eee _—_—_—_—_—_—_—_—==—>—=—=—=——>>=—={_{=>={={*K={===[a—=—={[=X=7u=_=_=_=_=—_aua=_qs—_ 
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< 5 Ph.D. ’27 To Mr, and Mrs. George S. Avery, Henry E. Anprews,’90, died unexpected! 
umni LACTIS 1926 Jr., a inl KELLOGG), a son, Wil- while on a picnic in Madison on June 26. 

. liam Pattison, on November 3, 1929. Mr. Andrews had practiced law in Wisconsin 
(Continued from page 27) at Durham, N. C. ever since his graduation. Part of this time 

ex'30 Leona DeVoe, Brodhead, to Alvin MS ( 20 FO0VE aad Meg iti NG te iva nuae tel ede: a mere ot 
Brrrnicn, a Belge) Oa a Ghatles Daten Sterling of Mav ult the bar he had a certain public debt which 

i e ha oO repay an is work in his law prac- 
1981 Esther M. Waanen, Madison, to  g97 5 Mean ine, IG tice and civil life was one of service. Heserved 
1929 Chester V. Maruison, Greenwood, 1928 (felon Wo Sea iton Biba? in several civic offices'and was a charter 

Wis., on June 24, at Madison. | At (Helen Witcox), a daughter, Eliza” member of the Portage Kiwanis club. 
home at 286 Pleasant St., Milwaukee, Polut Ny One a Uaustho, at Canney carta 

i ‘ . ate iS 2 Epwarp Wittrams, ., 93, prominent 
P05] Allee Steck slucre a Rulagai eran 1928 To Mr. and Mrs. Philip E. Niles | Madison pharmacist, died on July 26 after a t F, ScHMELZER, 0: uly 5 at El B. Phili i illi Wooditeck, ii GEGEN ren Dathases Sr acon? PuaeeMeS MAGEE ache toe wave forty saane 1931 Loraine Stahnke, Milwaukee, to Einar 4958 Zo Dr. and Mrs, Roderick J, Gord Tae ine He hue Ganed ceveraldiue 

Danrexs, Wauwatosa, on September A eraenss Sute Maderlen  engan efor avandien the timeot nis desticnennted 6, at Milwaukee. Mr. Daniels is a (Margaret STEDMAN), 4 daughter, , : PR ? . 7 Jeanne, on March 26, at Sturgeon Ba one on the east side. He served on the state 
medical student at the University. > » 'y fe 1928 To M d Mrs. Hel ALL pharmacy board for twenty-five years, ten of 

1931 Alpha Stern, Bonne Terre, Mo., to NT ener eR Tame These as secretary, and retired trom this 
1921 Paul A. Kayser, Madison. on July 5. daughter, Luanne, on August 10, at board several years ago at his own request, 

Mr. Kayser is president of the Kayser peco ne. He had been in poor health for some time, and 
Motor Co., Madison. 1929 To Mr. and Mrs. Glenn H. Arruur, last May he made all arrangements for his 

1931 Cornelia Loomis, Ashville, N. Y., to a ke AABEEY Louis, on September 10, funeral services, selecting his own_ pall- 
Harmon Hutz, Waupun, on June 18, at Appleton. bearers and also those who were to officiate 
at Waupun. At home in Madison. ape Goes ete s Douglas WinsON, ee fuocnth wes nat a 

¢ a p abe IBBLE), a son, Donal > C S_ is 
1981 Delta Steen SN eat eraet aan Douglas, on July 16, at Staten Island, many friends in the city. 

Mills St., Madison. a : ” Hanxer G. Spensety, ’94, passed awa 
1930 Mildred Eccert, Milwaukee, to DEATHS Vet sudecdig: ti hie Shomesin Chicago on 

Hilman C. Krueger, on June 28, at Mrs. James Quirx (Lilian Park), 74, died Aug. 10. Interment was at his old home in 
Milwaukee. at her home in San Diego on August 18. Mineral Point, Wisconsin. 

Ph.D. Ethel Schlueter, Milwaukee, to Albert She had been ill for along time. During her i r 
1930 C. Krurcrr, Madison, on September life in San Diego she had been very active Donarp MacAntuur, '04, died on July 24 

1. At home in Fulton, Mo., where Mr. in women’s club work. . Mrs. Quirk was at a Montclair, N. J., hospital following an 

Krueger is an instructor in Westmin- recognized by her friends as an extremely operation. Mr. MacArthur, who was born in 
ster college. brilliant yoman oe feu vented published eee endy and eyhe soa i Super On Masy 

ex’32 Anne C. Hopes, Indianapolis, to a book of poems which she dedicated to her y i er Eoe i 
isd" Jeske s“Gannusow, Madiaon, on'Aue — glandehildren, “Ever since her graduation, #1, Meche Swag Syeespresident and director 

gust 12, at, Indianapolis. The couple Pe, OuInE Tne ison an eon Ge ea of coke companies in Pittsburgh, Boston, and 
will spend the coming year in study at the University. She was a great admirer of Fee rey oo trae uae eenoral aunerne 
the’ Sorbonne, Paris. the late Bishop Bashford, ’71, and had a bust vy, N. J. $ gen¢ i 

i i of the bishop done by the sculptor, James tendent of the Laclede Gas Light Co., St. 
ex (33 Katharine I. Fox, Madison, to Rich- — porter, sent to the school which Bashford Louis, for some time before going east. 
ex’32 ard B. Warsn, Southington, Conn., founded a Cline. 

on July 16. : Harry L. McDonatp, 704, died at Saw- 
ex’33 Mary Kyrs, Oshkosh, to Gordon ~ Joun G. Conway of the class of ’79, died telle (West Los Angeles), California, on May 
1931 Zimmerman, La Grange, Ill., on July at his home in Watertown, Wisconsin, on 23. He had been in poor health since the war, 

5. At home at 809 W. Dayton St., the 8th day of July, 1930. Mr. Conway was but continued active duty with the U.S. Geo- 
Madison. Mr. Zimmerman will con- born in Saratoga Count , New York, in 1852, logical Survey until shortly before his death. 
tinue his studies at the University. coming to tilisboro, Wisconsin, at the age ‘His brother, Nelson, was with him at the end 

of 12 years, teaching later in country mehoole and brought the body back to Fond du Lae, 
BIRTHS to ene him tepentce the UAE AY: ‘ He Mignon tana. Ai lowell’ bodes County 

raduated in , having taken part in arry was born Ki Cou s 
1914 To Mr. and Mrs. Russell H. Canpen-  frany public occasions at school, and being Wisconsin, on January 28, 1879. His father, 

TER, a son, on August 16, at Madison. elected to Phi Beta ep pee After acting as William B. McDonald, was born in Constable- 

1919 To Mr. and Mrs. Arthur E, Meyerhoff peneipe of the Waterloo ae school he ville, N. Y., and came to Wisconsin as a 
Madelaine GotpMann), ason, Arthur egan the practice of law in 1883 at Water- young: man. His mother, Anna Schuchardt, 

et Ger keener Mistiee AMES cane tue ates Sitar parents fa 1808 come 
1921 To Dr. and Mrs. Leslie TascHE years, was a member of the State Assembly ing directly to Dodge Bouuie ae there weve 
1922 (Patsy Warsow), a daughter, on June — fy four years, and for eight years, commené- ‘ two children, Marry and an older brother, 

28, at Sheboygan. ing in 1922, was County Judge of Jefferson Nelson. The family lived in rural parts 
M. S.’21 To Mr. and Mrs. Leon K. Jones County. until 1887 when they moved to Waupun. 
1917 (Ruth G. Birrerman), a son, Leon He was married to Emeline Hoffman, Four years later they moved to Fond du Lac 

Ralph, on June 29, at Colfax, Wash. U. W., ’89, who survives him, as does a which has since been the family home. 

1922. To Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Bronson daughter Mary, U. W., ’26, and a son, John Harry attended rural school in odae 
*2 E AN st 6, E., now in the law school. His oldest son, County, and grade school at Waupun. e ex ’28 (Mary RiLey), a son, on August 6, at a 1 the ) Idest son, & i 

Denver, Colo. Paul H. died in 1919, being a senior in the wee sradusted trom the Fond Git Lac high 
1922 To Mr. and Mrs. George 0. Torpren ‘UW, law school. RRB HIy Aaa a 4 a CURE ER ern HED A Ee coe iS 
1922 (Viola "Maac), a son, Arthur Maag, ove band and indulgent father. Thor. University of Wisconsin in 1900. He made 

on July 1, oughly honest in all his actions he ever held _a fine record at the university, and was elected 
1922 To Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Long (Florence the respect of those who knew him. Without to Tau Beta Pi, the honorary engineering 

M. Bisuop), a daughter, Ruth Mar- vices, true to his religious faith, his life was society. In his junior year he was the bus- 
gery, on June 14, at East Mobile, Ill. acharming example. He was always prompt iness manager of the 1904 Badger and in his 

1923. To Mr. and Mrs. Virgil H. Rorck and equal to the call of his official duties, and senior year he was editor-in-chief of the Wis- 
M. A. ’27 (Martha RANDALL), a son, on while dignified he was courteous and imbued consin Engineer, e was graduated from 

August 7, at Madison. with a most pleasing personality and sense of Vie courte in i SUBIES AB 1907 a 

1023, ‘To Mr. ‘and Mrs, Herman, Lavine humor. He hada Keen ming ang ay etree, topoutapher wit the U_S. Geological Survey, 
ex’34 (Gertrude Kaspin), a daughter, on  pous.as alawyer in Deval Ot one er oreariess doing work in many states and in Hawai, 

July 1h at Mily eho and affable; he was universally respected, During the war he served as captain of engi- 
1923 To Mr. and Mrs..M. Dwight Har- but above all his qualities it ean be truly said neers at the Camp Humphrey school. His 
M. S. ’25 Baucu (Marjorie WARVELLE), a that he was ever a gentlemen. health failed in October, 1918, and he was 

son, Philip Warvelle, on July 30. J. B. SIMPSON, ’79 obliged to retire from active duty. He tried 

1923 To Mr. and Mrs. Walter Schar ere x homesteading in the Southwest for a time in 

thy Cxare), a son, Walter Frederick, Rev. E. K. Hoven, ’82, well known Clare- an effort to regain health, but ultimately re- 
Jr., on April 30, at Madison. mont, Cal., minister, died at the Pomona tupned to thegervice of the Geological Survey 
vy ospital, Cal., on Ju! , following an with which he remained until his death. 

1934 Eo Mr and ee eB cHe rows ilIness dating back about two ears. Hey. L. F. VAN HAGAN, '04. 
= aay g Y Holden was born in Maine and spent his Petre Mice early life in the east. Later he came west,and Dr. Kuno Francxe, 704, professor emer- 

1924 To Mr. and Mrs. Lyman H. Harr enrolled in Wisconsin. He was one of the  itus of German at Harvard and former pro- 
1925 (Edith Harris), ason, Dwight Harris, speakers at the Commencement exercises of fessor at Wisconsin summer sessions, died at 

on August 8, at Butte, Mont. his class. After graduating from Wisconsin, his home in Cambridge, Mass., on June 25, 
1925 To Mr. and Mrs. Harold J. WicuERN, Rey. Holden entered the Yale divinity school, Dr. Francke was born and educated in Ger- 

a third son, Harold John, Jr., on June and graduated there in 1885 and was again many, receiving a B.A. from the University 
27, at Chicago. appointed one of the Commencement speak- of Munich in 1878 and then came to this 

1925 To Mr. and Mrs. Everett B. Swinaie / crs Shony, atten nhs) He ruammey Susan J. countrys He received his L1.D. at Wisconsin 

1925 (Florence M. Smrrm), ason, Richard, a eu ier ivan ceiy in i 
on July 6, at Chicago. Olivet me eg PAREN a Oro) His s s ‘ 
T, : Hy ivet Chapel in Bridgeport, Conn. is _Franx J. Karz, 05, chief engineer of the 

1926 To Mr. and Mrs. Harry Kosloske health failed him at this time and he was division of mineral resources and_ statis- 
(Annabel Boppen), a daughter, Joan forced to abandon his work and move west. tics of the United States bureau of mines 
Marie, on July 4, at Menasha. Rev. Holden tried preaching in California at since 1925, died at Washington, D. C., on 

1926 To Mr. and Mrs. William T. SHon™ various times, but his health had been too Aug. 21. ; 
1927. Maker (Irene Lampert), a daughter» completely shattered by his strenuous work After receiving his first academic degree 

an Hodge, on May 30, at Phila~ a the ce ane he was forced to give up all (Continued 5 a) 
elphia. _ His work an live a quiet life. ontinued on page 
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THE 1930 SQUAD 

Football Games 

. Football ‘Tickets 

—SIIIIIIIlIlI=>>>= The 1930 Schedule a = 

October 18 Pennsylvania at Madison............Admission $3.00 

October 25 Purdue at Lafayette.................Admission $3.00 
November 1 Ohio State at Columbus.............Admission $3.00 

November 8 South Dakota State at Madison... ...Admission $2.00 

November 15 Northwestern at Evanston...........Admission $3.00 

November 25 Minnesota at Madison...............Admission $3.00 

Ticket Applications 

Preferential blanks for Alumni Association members were mailed out during 

August and were received at the Ticket Office up to September 1. It is no longer 
possible to receive preference in seats. Application blanks for seats in the general 

alumni section may be obtained at the Ticket Office, 711 Langdon Street, Madison. 

: Residents of Milwaukee and vicinity may obtain tickets at the Gross Hardware 
Store, Third Street, Milwaukee. 

Open sale on tickets starts a week before each game 

VARSITY OUT! ALUMNI, PACK THE STADIUM FOR EVERY GAME 
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. W h Dr. George M. SAUNDERS has Court of General Sessions, New 
In the Alumni orld Le gone to Liberia, South Africa, York City. She is living at 244 W. 

(Continued from*page 32) where he will remain for a year as 10th St.—Isabelle KRANERT is work- 
Bush House, Aldwych, W. C. 2, company surgeon for the Firestone ing for her master’s degree at 
London.—Howard Bricgsisaphysi- Rubber Co.—Robert J. SurHer- Columbia University this year. She 
cist with the Bell Telephone labora- Lan of Madison was elected presi- is living at Whittier hall, Teachers’ 
tories, 463 West St., New York City. dent of Optimist International at the  College.—Lillian Tyer is teaching 

"RY ae ee at Erie, Pa., in in the textile department of the Uni- 
; $ 9 : uly.—Dr. Clarence MUEHLBERGER, versity of Minnesota and workin 

20 Pee ae aA ratte who was formerly Wisconsin state on her master’s degree. She : 
Thompson advertising Co. of Chi- toxicologist, has been appointed living at 2153 Knapp St., St. Paul. 
cago.—Willard SCHENCK, public ac- coroner’s chemist and toxicologist —Anna Kextuum secured an M. A. 
countant, has opened an office at  ™ Chicago asassistantto the coroner. degree from the University of Wash- 
121 N. Appleton St., Appleton. He —Zirian Buisu has left Woodmere, ington in June. She is teaching in 
is conducting evening classes in Fox L. I., and is now in the publicity the J. W. Riley Senior high school 

River valley cities for the extension con oe a) a South ane Ind.—Ralph i 
wee versity Gules versity a eirut, Syria.—Lester URREN is an American commercia 

eee ae simea ae WEIssE has passed the bar examina- attache, in the U. S. Department of 
ot the Higbee Co., a large depart- tion and is practicing law in She- Commerce. At the present time he 
ionts stone Glevelande He is boygan Falls.—Theodore Manny is is stationed in the American lega- 
living at 3024 Chadbourne Road, senior agricultural economist in the tion at Athens, Greece.—U. G. 

Shaker Heights.—A. Curtis Wiicus a a had a Le page ee a over 
: sm es ; i ashington. e is the author o the law business of R. M. OrcHarp, 
pat ase ot Ce ‘Rural Municipalities,” which has ’00, at Lancaster, Wis.—Ruth Hae- ‘y at George Wash: ; ne : eee i 
ington University, Washington, D. been published by the Century Co. cr is pay rly cen in peel: 

C.—Wyman Smiru is the assistant FX UD ye aU aune 085 Pngeres  OUnty. 
adi i m hospital—Lucile Correy is princi- 

cate! an Take a *2.3, Wayne Morse was recently pal of the Roosevelt High school at 
—Dr. Everett Ivey is practicing promoted from assistant pro-  Marenisco, Mich. 

medicine in Oakland, Calif—David fessor to associate professor a I 
S ee oie ollege of Law, University of Ore- 

Boece Sa Costcting Co, of gon. He and Mildred Dowxiz *25 Elizabeth A. Masow of Madi- 
Miiwaukee-—Leo M. Harper is Morse are living at 2058 Harris St., *— son has taken up short story 

z Aine Ss Eugene, Ore.—Darrell McIntyre writing and has already sold two 
secretary of the Comstock Co-op ‘ y Ang ve 

Creamery Co., Comstock, Wis. has opened his own law offices in the stories,—the first to Young’s Maga- 

gr Beaver building, Madison.—Elinor —_zine and the second to the Saturday 
i) M. Brown is living at 1735 Park Evening Post. Miss Mason writes 

2? | Joakim IHLEN is president of Ave., Philadelphia.—Haskell Coates under the name of Travis Mason. 
the A. S. Stroemens Vaerk- — isin the foreign banking department —Elmer SrTaniKopr is teaching 

sted, Stroemmen by Oslo, Norway. _ of the First National Bank of Chi- economics and political science in 
—Leon K. Jones and Ruth Birrer- cago.—L. L. Darina of Fort the college at Little Rock, Ark.— 

MAN Jones have been living in Pull- | Atkinson has been appointed county § Emilie D. SANpsTEN recently re- 
man, Wash., for the past two years. judge of Jefferson County, Wis.— turned from a trip around the world 
Mr. Jones is associate professor of Walter WiLi1Am_ is practicing law which included a tour of India at the 
plant pathology at the Washington in Waukesha. He is living at 89 beginning of the Ghandi revolt. 
State College, Pullman.—Ruth V. Tron St., Milwaukee.—-Frances Bots- This winter she will be head of the 

Mivsranpt is teaching English at FORD is teaching in the Ball State junior high department of the 
Sullins College, Bristol, Va. Shespent Teachers’ College, Muncie, Ind. Dur- Kinkaid school in Houston, Texas.— 
the summer in Europe.—Leland ing the summer session she was an Gertrude Rurr Lewis is an assistant 

Hyzen is assistant instructor in avia- assistant teacher in commerce at county club leader for girls at Hamp- 
tion law at the University of Miami, Iowa State Teachers’ College, Ames. shire, Ill. 
Florida. In August he attended the —Porter Price is an art instructor RK 
three weeks’ special course in avia- _ inthe Art Institute, Chicago.—Einar 
tion law at Northwestern Univer- IspAut is superintendent of the bus "26 Since graduating from the 
sity, Evanston. Hyzer also attended divison of the Oslo Street Railway University. J. W. ZELLNER 
the national aviation legislative Co., Oslo, Norway. has won distinction by his artistic 
conference in Chicago on August 18 RI ortrayals of famous persons in 

to 20, as the delegate from Florida. y HAE . calls ‘“The Modern Tempo 
—Guy-Harold Smiru of Ohio Uni- "24 Agatha RaisBeck is on the of Protean Presentations.” Zellner 
versity taught geography at Pea- editorial staff of the Ladies appeared in Madison this summer at 
body College during the past sum- Home Journal, Philadelphia. For the University Theater. His ap- 
mer quarter.—Everett L. CAMPBELL the past three years she has been an pearance was sponsored by the Wis- 
is a surgeon in New York City with instructor of agricultural journal- consin Players.—Dr. Ralph BrEn- 
offices located at 33 E. 68th St.— ism at the University.—George B. FANG is professor of pharmacy in the 
Thomas Drepce is a physician in SELLERY has taken a position with Connecticut College of Pharmacy, 
Wingdale, N. Y. He received an Ernst and Ernst Co., Chicago.— New Haven.—Dr. Otto Brum is 
M. D. degree from Washington Clara Letser is the executive secre- _ practicing medicine in Monticello, 
University in 1923. tary of the probation department, Wis.—Emund Hamuin is a junior 
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| — 
clerk in the Census Bureau of the 7 ek San cy in Sg 
Department of Commerce, Wash- i a ie aie | ce oes 
ington. He is living at 1741 P St. | a — ee 
N. W.—Genevra Parner, who has er eee ———_ ae 
been taking the library course at en UAC GN Owe, mamas | Ries 
the University of Illinois, is now in EB a we Ne SS 
the library of the University of New we A | eo “8a eS tae 
Mexico, at Albuquerque.—Wini- see lr tC ee bead 
fred R. Rosy broke her arm in So / 5 ory | boa | 
February and has given up her po- Se : Lo <n i té«d | ce 
sition in Chicago. At present she _ en i 4a0'| VS 
is at her home at 4149 N. Stowell oe ‘ "Za > 7 i ns 
Ave., Milwaukee. a ge ZA X ill oad 

?27 John B. Woons is in the de- me | ee 
partment of agricultural en- a ? ie c ca 

gineering at the University of Ar- | aA i; | Ha 8 
kansas, Fayetteville.—Jacob ceo! C ie i oe 
MoeEtk, Jr., is teaching physics in | bel | poe 
the high school at Maywood, Ill.— | a es / ‘ | 
Gladys Fossum received a degree of  S ae | | ey 
Bachelor of Science in Library i Ce | ££ } a 

Science at Western Reserve Uni- Pennine |. 7 | 1 
versity in June —George Avery, Jr. Co . a & cagnaeed 
and Virginia KeLtoaa Avery, ’26, oo ae a bE a 
will spend the year 1930-31 in New / ae i ——_ | J 
York. Mr. Avery holds a National pea) eer pe s 
Research Council fellowship in bot- er eae 6 
any and will do research at Columbia ee —— _ 
University.—Thomas M. C. Taytor / | : ee 
received a Ph. D. degree from le -iiioaaeast at DT OC A I 

: Toronto University in June and is : i ier z ———— 

now teaching botany there. He. and Bernard E. Sunny Gymnasium, University of Chicago High School, Chicago, Ill. 

Mrs. Taylor (Barbara Howe tt, 28), Armstrong, Furst & Tilton, Architects. Bulley & Andrews, Builders. 
are living at 89 Broadway Ave., 
Toronto._Beata ProcHNow is 
teaching in the high school at . e ° 
Wilton, Wis.—Rudolph J. Pauty 
has been adjunct professor at the WV ill the \ e W Building 
American University at Beirut, 

Syria. He will spend the coming f 
year at the University taking further S 2 
work under Prof. Edward Kremers, atis y Ou . 

dean of the course in Pharmacy.— 
Norman E. Rissorp has opened a 
law office in the Manitowoc Savings + 4 4 ‘ POW Bile Nemoto Gee See what other institutions are doing. 

Powett, for the past three years Write for illustrated brochure. 
news editor of Aviation magazine, 
has been made managing editor of 
Aviation News.—Clarence C. ScHLA- ES a superficial study of col-. stone. New methods and large scale 

ver, who has been with the Ke- legiate architecture should con- production developed by the Indi- 

DeSoto vince you of the greater beauty of ana Limestone Company sometimes 
for three years, is now city editor.— ‘ i are ; : 
NiinieloN lan minis: ine thieuader- the Indiana Limestone building. permit a saving. Look into this sub- 

tising department of the Waldheim Local stone, except in rare instances, ject of building materials as it af- 

stores, Milwaukee.—Robert Pot- lacks the charm of this fine-grained, fects your institution. Your opinion 

son has been engaged by the light-colored stone from the hills of _ will be welcomed and may be the 
Virginia Polytechnical institute, hi Indi Oth teal Fleas Shee taken 
Bleskebure! Vail tov carry on re southern Indiana. Other materials means of bringing that lasting 
search work and to teach rural certainly do not compare with it. beauty that every one wants it to 
sociology.—Leah Dreux spent the There is so very little difference have. Let us send you an illustrated 
summer in Europe. She is reference in cost that it is no longer necessary brochure. Address Dept. 2042C, 

librarian at Fond du Lae, Wis.— to use a substitute for Indiana Lime- Service Bureau, Bedford, Indiana. 
Elmer Bertu has been appointed as- 
sistant professor of journalism at 

the University of Idaho, Moseo. He TN DIANA LIMESTONE COMPANY 
will have charge of the work in General Offices: Bedford, Indiana Executive Offices: Tribune Tower, Chicago
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journalism. For the past two years sylvania at Homecoming, or I shall ZoeRB sailed in July for Russia, 
he has been instructor in journalism be ‘broke’ for life.”—Theodore W. where he will teach agriculture and 
at Washington State college. Mrs. Scuurtz is assistant professor of demonstrate the newest scientific 
Beth was Ella Dewey. Their agricultural economics at Iowa State methods of farming. Zoerb is.under 
daughter, Lois Carolyn, was born college, Ames.—Roy Goop ap is contract to spend three years in 
on August 31, 1929.—C. N. Arwoop assistant director of physical educa- Russia, working under direction of 
has been named editor of the Dairy tion at the Indiana State Teachers’ the soviet government. He was en- 
Tribune published at Mt. Morris, College, Terre Haute.—Ear] Foster gaged by representatives of the 
Ill.—George ScHLoTTHAUER and is the director of physical education soviet government during their re- 
Robert GRELLE, ’24, have opened a in the high school at Waupun.— cent visit to Wisconsin to study the 
law office at 105 Monona Ave., Waida GerruArpT is an instructor swine industry in the Badger state. 
Madison.—John Cutnan has been in agricultural journalism at the —Rowena Smiru has passed the 
appointed publicity director for the University.—C, Walter LoEBER is Illinois state bar examination and 
state health department, the posi- an assistant radio inspector with is practicing law in Rockford.— 
tion formerly held by Louis Brinc- the Radio Division, Department of John Taras is acting as assistant 
MAN, ’06.—Lucile McKEEGAN is Commerce, in Chicago.—Gordon in the office of the district attorney, 

teaching Latin and English at Kask&eE is serving his interneship in Portage, Wis.—Philip RopEN has 
Baraboo, Wis.—Dr. Edwin F. Keur the Lutheran Deaconess hospital, gone to Chile, S. A., where he is em- 
writes from the Cottage Hospital Chicago. ployed as an electrical engineer for 
at Santa Barbara, Calif.: “This oD the Braden Copper Co.—Donald 
hospital is a hot-bed of Wisconsin 9% 29 Josephine Howianp isin the = Metkersonn has been appointed an 
products. Dr. F. R. Nuzum, medical circulation department of the —_ assistant in philosophy in the Ex- 
director, Dr. Richard D. Evans, his Hibbing Public Library.—Audrey perimental College.—Harold BocuE 
assistant, G. W. Curtis, superin- ScHMELzKopF is the dietitian at has entered the law office of Bogue 
tendent, Dr. F. BisHorr, research the Prairie du Chien Sanitarium and Sanderson, Portage, Wis.— 
chemist, and several others includ- hospital, Prairie du Chien, Wis.— Byron B. Conway has opened a law 
ing graduate nurses.—Dr. Adolph Eugene DurFrFIELp is an instructor office in Wisconsin Rapids.—Fred- 
M.'HurtTer is serving his interneship in the Experimental College of the erick Hittyer has opened a law 
at the Kansas City Research hospi- University. He has succeeded John office at 105 Monona Ave., Madison. 
tal.—Chester K. RosENBAUM is BERGSTRESSER, ’25, as head fellow —B. D. Barstow is in the law 
with the Dupont Ammonia cor- ofAdamsHall.—Wesley BuRMEISTER offices of Powell and Sprowls, Su- 
poration at Charleston, W. Va.— is employed by Division No. 1 of  perior—Van B. Wake has been 
Robert Flynn, who spent the past the Wisconsin Highway Commission appointed assistant district attorney 
two years in San Francisco as at Madison.—Milton WirTENBERG in Racine.—Margaret WEGNER is 
manager of Wilson brothers, a has been made assistant manager of teaching biology in the high school 
men’s clothing firm, has been made the Association of Commerce safety at Baraboo.—Alice McCaut has 
manager of Wilson brothers’ store division, Milwaukee.—Laura charge of the history and debating 
in New York City.—Thomas MERAR STRUCKMEYER has a position with work in the high school at Baraboo. 
is a physician and surgeon in Quincy, the General Electric Co., Schnec- | —William Meter is the director of 
Ill., with offices in the Majestic tady.—C. Virginia FisHer is en- athletics at the high school in 
Bldg.—Phil Ciuasron is head of the gaged in research on yeasts at the Oconto, Wis.—Edith Grarr is teach- 
department of English at the Ar- University of Illinois under a fellow- ing in the high school in Walworth, 
kansas State Teachers’ College, ship provided by the Fleischman Wis.—John BENSMAN is managing 
Conway, Ark. Yeast Co.—Helen Dutron has been the William Bensman’s Model Food 

"RI appointed hostess of Ann Emery store in Sheboygan.—Stewart JoHN- 
Hall, the new dormitory for women sToN has a position with the General 

2 8 Ruth E. Dunnam is teaching at the University which was opened Electric Co. at Schnectady.—Bruno 
English in the junior high this fall—Alice Davis is teaching WEISSHAPPEL is in the electrical 

school at South Milwaukee.— home economics at Green Bay, Wis. engineering department of the Illi- 
Donald Van DE Manx is employed —Evelyn Berkness is teaching  nois Bell Telephone Co., Chicago.— 
as an adjuster by the Western Latin at Deerfield, Wis.—Virginia George Harp is the advertising 
Adjustment & Insepection Co. of Bisuop is teaching Latin at Lake manager for the Ironwood, Mich. 
Chicago.—Louis O. Sorpaut is the Mills, Wis.—Charles ANDREWws has Daily Globe.—Sidney ScHarer and 
director of the Solar Radiation passed the Illinois state bar ex- Burton AsHtey will spend the next 
Observatory, at Mt. Brukkoros, aminations and will practice law in three years in northern Rhodesia, 
Kutmanshoap, South West Africa. his father’s firm, Andrews and Es- Africa, as assistant geologist with 
—Loraine Vitas is the children’s  sington, Rockford.—Leslie Drake an expedition sent out by the Anglo- 
librarian in the public library at is with the Wisconsin Bell Tele- American Co., London. In addition 
Sioux Falls, S. Dak.—Elizabeth phone Co., in Milwaukee.—Harold to acting as assistant. geologist, 
Evans is teaching Latin in Roxboro K. SauzBera is an industrial fellow Ashley has been commissioned to 
Junior High school, Cleveland. She in the Mellon Institute, Pittsburgh. supply the camp with wild game. He 
spent the past two years in Chilli- | —Oliver Tsortat is a_ resident is an expert marksman and holds 
cothe.—Dr. Thomas F. Furtone, physician in the City Sanitarium, several shooting records. The ex- 
Jr., and Dr. Delarion GopapzE are St. Louis. pedition will have its headquarters 

resident physicians at the Graduate "I at Broken Hill and will be engaged 
Hospital of the University of Penn- *30 Gladys STEINMAN is with the in prospecting operations over 
sylvania, Philadelphia, Furlong Miriam Gross Specialty Gar- 1,000 square mile area in the copper 
writes: ‘““You had better beat Penn- ment Co., of Milwaukee.—Carl and diamond region.—Blanche 
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i imo] continent. In 1912 she was married to 
ScHOONOVER is teaching in Hudson, Lt. Robert L. Lounsbury. Four months later 
Wis.—Ruth Emerson of Milwaukee Lt. Lounsbury lost his life in caving the wife 
¥ a 4 i . of a brother officer. Following her husband’s 
is music supervisor in the public death, Mrs. Lounsbury became private seo- 

i es i retary for the principal of one o} icago’s 
schools of South Milwaukee.—Elsie —  TiiVie schools) In 1917 she married Chtis- 
BERGLAND is in charge of all the BUS MIL IO) Ge 

. : : i * at time TS. iehe physical education at the Louis-  has'resided in Iron River, Wis. | Th Ti 
ville Collegiate School for Girls.— JECTE VANUAR ERD GEENDEAEE RSC BOP ated! s ie ime 
Carol Mason is teaching French in ina San Francisco hospital on August 3, 

5 - ollowing a serious operation. Mrs. Diefen- 
Janesville-—Harold J. KINNEY. is derfer was formerly. society editor for the For 

i i i adison Capital Times. er husband was 
working in the Washington offices of — {ohiecred with the same paper, Following ) 
Pennie, Davis, Marvin and Ed- their stay in Madison, they moved to Detroit All | 
mondg, patent attorneys and coun- _214,about a month ago moved to Burlingame, 

selors. He is living at 1638 19th St., Rosent M. Sears, 728, was killed in an 3 
N. W. Washington, D.C. automobile accident in ‘Tulsa, Okla., ‘on oya 

Aug. 1. Until the time of his graduation, 
RY Ne Sears a pee a presidente cy Me ameo ns if 

e was employed in Tulsa a e time of his 

death. Alumni 
Alumni Briefs Spencer Buauass, ’29, died in a Madi- 

A son hospital on Aug. 22, as a result of 
(Continued from page 42) manta eiues of the brain. ate ey stricken oO 

at Madison, Mr, Mats received s fellowship of Sighmay engingsrs petwnen Madigan and 
Chicago. He studied at. Chicago and dig  }rainie du Sac.” He had’ been ill only two | 
private work until 1907. From 1907 to 1925 ys. en n 
Mr. Katz was a member of the United States Tuomas O'Dea, ex-’31, was drowned in 
geological survey. He made many expe- Lake Wingra, Madison, on June 27, after 
litions none nON the United States and to saving one of his brothers and attempting to A hi k 
Canada and Alaska. : save the second. His two younger brothers ec 

Mr, Katz was a special agent for mines and had waded out into the lake and suddenly the 
quarries for the United States census bureau older of the two set up a cry for help, Tom 
from 1919 to 1922. He was an authority in swam out and brought his ten year old F. 
mineral abrasives and feldspar resources. brother to safety and then returned to at- or 
For many eat he was a fellow for the Amer- tempt to rescue his other brother. The exer- 
ican Academy for the Advancement of tion was too great for him and they both ‘< 
Science. He was also a member of the Geo- sank from Blane when but a short distance Th 
logical Society of America, the American from shore. Help which came in answer to er 
Institute of Mining and Metallurgy Engi- the cries set up by other members of the party 
neers, the Society of Economic Geologists, arrived too late and all efforts of resuscitation 

the ‘Washington Academy we Sciences and the failed. nnual 

coppice Up cclety er eatin ton Hanotp Botry, ex-’30, was fatally injured 
Frorence Eart Wire, ’07, died at in an automobile accident on June 28 when 

St. Lukes hospital, Duluth, Minn., on June 2. the car in which he was occupying the rumble 
Shey after her graduation from Wisconsin, seat overturned while trying to negotiate a ues 
Mrs. Wiehe, Hpene six months in study at the turn in Dodgeville, Wis. The other occu- 
Sorbonne and six months in travel on the pants of the car were not injured. 

On to Madison for These Big Games 
WISCONSIN vs. CHICAGO .. . Oct.11 
WISCONSIN vs. PENNSYLVANIA. Oct. 18 

= WISCONSIN vs. MINNESOTA . . Nov. 22 
Avie rl, L 

ma Special Trains via 

Naat hi North W R Chicago & Nort estern Ry. 
will leave Chicago, Madison Street Station, 8:15 a. m., Saturdays, October 
11th, 18th and November 22nd, arriving at Madison 11:30 a. m. 

Go by train to these three ; 
outstanding home games of oO ‘ I Round 
the season. You'll be there n y Trip 
in time for the kickoff... @ 
and what a relief to know : 5 x ; , A ss 
that after the game you can RETURNING—Special Trains will leave Madison for Chicago immediately after the 
make an unhurried get-away. game. Dining car service going and returning. 

No traffic tie-ups—no park- NOTE: In addition to special trains regular service operates 
ing worries—just a fast, daily between Chicago and Madison at convenient hours. 
comfortable trip to and from i i 
Madison. For complete information, ask 

¥ CITY TICKET OFFICE, 148 S, Clark St., Phone Dearborn 2121 
Chicago, Ill. 

J. W. Vilas, Division Freight and Passenger Agent ( 
C. & N. W. Station, Phone Badger 5682, Madison, Wis. 

CHICAGO & NortTH WESTERN RY. 
1281 
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F. L, Il husen and Farber, so it does not look like a champion- 
ootba ship next March. But the Big Ten teams which come to 

(Continued from page 11) the new field house this winter will find plenty to occupy 

and the season was a huge success, the loss of the final their undivided attention. 
game to Minnesota, when the Badgers were worn out In hockey, we must find a new coach to replace 
by a “‘suicide” schedule, costing them a clear title. Johnny Farquhar, but the new man, whoever he is, 

Last season the Cards opened with a 7 to 0 licking at will have a fine group of players with whom to work. 
the hands of Northwestern and then succumbed to the Tn all other sports, the situation is normal and pros- 
National college football champions, Notre Dame. This pects average. The men of Wisconsin will carry on in was the dawn of a lean year, and Coach Thistlethwaite 1930-1931 and live up to the best traditions which you 
is determined that his Badgers will get off on the right helped to create. 
foot this season, and if they do beware. br O<e<e 

Following Pennsylvania come Purdue, Ohio State, 
South Dakota State, Northwestern and Minnesota on Ww J. 5 ; 
successive Saturdays. Not exactly an easy schedule, isconsin Could Use Some of This 
but if the boys can upset the dope and whip Penn, any- JHE General Education Board has appropriated 
thing may happen. to the University of Chicago $1,000,000 toward 

pee $2,000,000 needed for the construction, equipment and 
“ : endowment of two buildings, one for the Department of 

Concerning Athletics Anatomy and one for the Department of Hygiene and 
(Continued from page 12) Bacteriology. The GEB gift is conditional, to be 

i ee ‘ matched by a similar sum from other sources. These country. Coach Guy Lowman’s fall baseball practice new biological units are sorely needed to provide ade- 
on the lower campus daily attracts throngs of student quate quarters for two strong departments. The spectators and among the thirty-odd players who are Bacteriology Department, long housed in the two 
working out are several who should fill acceptably the temporary Ricketts structures, is probably the out- places held by members of last spring’s championship standing university department in the country, under nine who were lost by graduation. Edwin O. Jordan. The work of the Anatomy depart- 

“Doc” Meanwell has a splendid group of juniors ment has always been fundamental in character, and 
coming on who will make it tough for all opponents this has laid the ground work for several spectacular de- year and the little doctor is not complaining about his velopments in biology and medicine, notably the dis- sophomores and freshmen. He has lost Bud Foster, who covery of insulin by Banting and MacLeod. 
was half his last year’s team, and with Bud went Matt- —CHICGAGO ALUMNI MAGAZINE 
— ee e——oo ee 

° © « ? Are you a loyal Wisconsinite? 
F you are you will surely 

want to follow all of the 
happenings on the 

Wisconsin campus. The DAILY CARDINAL is the only 
medium devoted entirely to campus affairs. Its story of 
Wisconsin life is the only true picture for those away from 
the campus. Let the Cardinal bring you the story of 
Wisconsin! 

Every day the sport page contains the lastest dope 
on the next football game. Every other sport is ob =] —_. 
thoroughly covered by the sport staff. You will ‘ 
be able to follow the editorial policys, the rambler, In the City Out of City 
skyrockets, and society news. 3 3.00 3 $3.50 

semesters..... . semesters..... . 

he a the coupon aad you will be put on the 1 semester .....$1.75 1 semester .....$2.00 
mailing list immediately. 

INAMO SS ie menu mre tN gone 

The DAILY CARDINAL 
Meniorial Union Bldg. MOARCBS ce hair atratn R ieee ee SROs 

Madison, Wisconsin 

¢ d9 
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